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Preface
This document provides site planning information for Compute Blade. Please
read this document carefully, and maintain a copy for reference.
This preface includes the following information:
 Intended audience
 Product version
 Release notes
 Document organization
 Referenced documents
 Document conventions
 Convention for storage capacity values
 Getting help
 Comments

Notice: The use of Compute Blade and all other Hitachi Data Systems
products is governed by the terms of your agreement(s) with Hitachi Data
Systems.
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Intended audience
This document is intended for the personnel who are involved in planning,
managing, and performing the tasks to prepare your site for Compute Blade
installation and to install the same.
This document assumes the following:



The reader has a background in installation and operation of software.
(Firmware, Driver for Hardware, Operating System and Applications)



The reader is familiar with the location where the Compute Blade will be
installed, including knowledge of physical characteristics, power systems
and specifications, and environmental specifications.

Product version
This document revision applies to HVM Navigator V03-07.

Release notes
Read the release notes before installing and using this product. They may
contain requirements or restrictions that are not fully described in this
document or updates or corrections to this document.

x
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Document organization
The table below provides an overview of the contents and organization of this
document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that chapter. The
first page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that chapter.
Chapter

Description

Chapter 1, Overview

Describes the overview of LPAR migration.

Chapter 2, Usage
environments

Describes the usage environments.

Chapter 3, Migration
procedures

Describes the migration procedures.

Chapter 4, Other functions
and settings

Describes some of the other functions and settings of migration.

Chapter 5, Usage notes

Describes the usage notes.

Chapter 6 Troubleshooting

Describes the troubleshooting.

Chapter 7 List of icons

Describes the icons which are displayed in the windows.

Referenced documents
Compute Blade documents:



Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 USER'S GUIDE



Hitachi Compute Blade 320 USER'S GUIDE



Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Logical partitioning manager User's
Guide



Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series Logical partitioning manager User
Guide



Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide Getting Started
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Document conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Regular text bold

In text: keyboard key, parameter name, property name, hardware labels,
hardware button, hardware switch.
In a procedure: user interface item

Italic

Variable, emphasis, reference to document title, called-out term

Screen text

Command name and option, drive name, file name, folder name, directory
name, code, file content, system and application output, user input

< > (angled brackets)

Variable (used when italic is not enough to identify variable).

[ ] (square bracket)

Optional values

{ } braces

Required or expected value

| vertical bar

Choice between two or more options or arguments

_(underline)

Default value, for example, [a | b]

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:
Icon

NOTICE

xii

Meaning

Description

WARNING

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause death
or severe injury.

CAUTION

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause
relatively mild or moderate injury.

NOTICE

This indicates the presence of a potential risk that might cause severe
damage to the equipment and/or damage to surrounding properties.

Note

This indicates notes not directly related to injury or severe damage to
equipment.

Tip

This indicates advice on how to make the best use of the equipment.
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Convention for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (for example, disk drive capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Physical capacity unit

Value

1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (103) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 GB or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 TB or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 PB or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (for example, logical device capacity) are
calculated based on the following values:
Logical capacity unit

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes
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xiii

Getting help
The Hitachi Data Systems customer support staff is available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. If you need technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data
Systems Portal for contact information: https://portal.hds.com

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document: doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title and number including the revision level (for
example, -07), and refer to specific sections and paragraphs whenever
possible. All comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems
Corporation.
Thank you!

xiv
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1
Overview
This chapter describes the overview of LPAR migration.
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LPAR migration is the function to transfer an LPAR from a server blade to
another one. You can execute LPAR migration to maintain server blades and
use resources such as CPU, memory, NIC, and FC HBA efficiently. By
executing LPAR migration, you can transfer MAC addresses and WWNs,
accompanying logical NICs and HBAs assigned to the LPAR to migrate, along
with other kinds of configuration data, namely, you can reconfigure the LPAR
briefly on the destination server blade without reconfiguring any settings for
the LPAR.
You can select a mode to migrate an LPAR from two modes: Shutdown mode
and Concurrent Maintenance mode. You can have an LPAR migrate with the
guest OS on the LPAR running in Concurrent Maintenance mode. Therefore,
you can exchange or update some kinds of hardware and software without
suspending services provided on the LPAR, whereas, you can have an LPAR
migrate with the guest OS on the LPAR down in Shutdown mode. Therefore,
you must shut down the guest OS in advance or set the shutdown option for
the guest OS so that the guest OS is shut down automatically prior to
migration when you execute the LPAR migration.
When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode, you can
exchange or update the following kinds of hardware and software. For the
procedures, see “Exchanging or updating hardware or software” in “Migration
procedures”.
Source
Server
Chassis

Destination
Server Blade
HVM

Server Blade

Server
Chassis

Migrating all LPARs

CPU
Memory
SD Card
NIC
FC HBA *
EFI/BIOS
BMC
Management module

Management module

: Item recommends to be exchanged or updated
with LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode
*: Item recommends to be exchanged or updated
only when exchange operation while a server blade is in operation is not supported.
: Item does not recommend to be exchanged or updated
with LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode

Figure 1-1 Exchangeable hardware and software with LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode

1-2
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Table 1-1 Exchangeable hardware and software with Concurrent
Maintenance mode
Hardware/software
HVM firmware

Operator
User

SD card
CPU indicating issues
Memory indicating issues
NIC/FC HBA switch which doesn’t support exchanging while the server blade is in
operation

Maintenance crew

EFI/BIOS firmware
BMC firmware
server blade

The application requirements and the kinds of configuration data to migrate,
are different between Shutdown mode and Concurrent Maintenance mode.
Application requirements for Shutdown mode are much less than those for
Concurrent Maintenance mode. When you have an LPAR migrate on a server
blade on a system environment for the first time, we recommend that you
have the LPAR migrate in Shutdown mode.

Application requirements
for Shutdown mode

Application requirements
for Concurrent Maintenance mode

Figure 1-2 Differences of application requirements between Shutdown
mode and Concurrent Maintenance mode
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Also, the kinds of configuration data to migrate or be exchanged are different
between Shutdown mode and Concurrent Maintenance mode. For the kinds of
configuration data to migrate or be exchanged in both Shutdown mode and
Concurrent Maintenance mode, see the following table. Note that you can
confirm if you can set each item manually in the “Setting” column.

Table 1-2 List of configuration data to migrate
Migration to destination
Grouping

Item

Setting

Concurrent

Shutdown

Maintenance

LPAR

LPAR number

Yes

No

Configuration

LPAR name

Yes

Yes

1

Yes

No. of assigned Logical CPUs
Shared
mode

No. of assigned processors

Yes

Yes

Dedicated
mode

No. of assigned processors

Yes

Yes

Processor number

Yes

No
Whereas, when the guest
NUMA function is enabled,
“Yes”.

Service ratio

Yes

Yes

Allocated memory size

Yes

Yes

Idle Detection

Yes

Yes

Auto Activation Order

Yes

Yes

Auto Clear

Yes

Yes

Processor Capping

Yes

Yes

Virtual
Console

Enabled(Y)/Disabled(N)

Yes

Yes

Virtual Console Port#

Yes

No
(It depends on the setting
on destination server
blade.)

Pre-Boot

Yes

Yes

Enabled(Y)/Disabled(N)

Yes

Yes

Memory size for each node

Yes

Yes

Partition Reference Time Enlightenment

Yes

Yes

CPUID

No

No

Processor Node

No

2

Allocated memory size

Yes

Yes

SMAP

No

No

Memory Node

Yes

2

PIC

No

No

Yes

I/O APIC

No

No

Yes

PCI Configuration

No

No

Yes

Guest
NUMA

Logical CPU

Memory

Interrupt

Logical PCI

1-4
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Migration to destination
Grouping

Logical FC HBA

Item

Slot number

Relative slot
number

Setting

Concurrent

Shutdown

Maintenance

USB auto attachment

Yes

No

Shared FC#

No

No

Slot#/Port#

No

No

Logical PCI address

No

Yes

Virtual WWN

No

vfcID

No

Exchanged between the
source and destination
No
(The smallest available
number is assigned.)
Whereas, when the HBA
Core Dedicated Mode is
enabled, “Yes”.

Shared NIC

NVRAM(setting of FC HBA)

Yes

MMIO Register

No

Logical MAC address

Yes

(MAC seed)

Yes
No

Yes

Exchanged between the
source and destination

3

-

Virtual NIC assignment #

Yes

Yes

VLAN mode

Yes

Yes

VLANID

Yes

Yes

MMIO Register

No

VNIC Device Type

Yes

Logical MAC address

No

Logical MAC address set manually

(Tag, Untag or Undef)

VF NIC

(MAC seed)

No
Yes
Exchanged
between the
source and
destination

3

Logical MAC address set manually

Yes

-

-

Virtual NIC assignment #

Yes

Yes

-

VLAN mode

Yes

Yes

-

VLANID

Yes

Yes

-

VNIC PCP

No

Yes

-

TXRATE

Yes

Yes

-

Promiscuous mode

Yes

Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering

Yes

(Tag, Untag or Undef)

Virtual LAN
Switch

Yes
No
(It depends on the setting
on destination server
blade.)

Time

OS System
Time

Recorded on memory on OS
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Migration to destination
Grouping

Item

LPAR Time

Setting

Logical RTC information

Shutdown

No

Concurrent
Maintenance
Yes

(CMOS timer)
HVM
System
Time

SEL Time

Local timer
device

The other local
devices

HVM internal information

No

(Physical RTC information)

No
(The time difference
between the source and
destination server blades is
migrated.)

Physical RTC Time

No

No

Time Mode

Yes

No

Date and Time

Yes

No

Time Zone

Yes

No

Import Config

Yes

No

TimeSync

Yes

No

HPET

No

No

Yes

PIT

No

No

Yes

PM Timer

No

No

Yes

USB

Assigned state

Yes

Yes

(A, #A or *)
Used state

No

-

No

(R or #R)
VGA

Assigned state

Yes

Yes

(A or *)
VRAM data

No

No

Yes

VGA Register

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Super I/O
Serial

Firmware

Security

1-6

IO Port Register

No

No

Output data of Serial
Terminal

No

No

No

No

UUID

No

Yes

Logical EFI

EFI program

No

No

(UEFI)

VGA BIOS program

No

No

NVRAM

No

Yes

Logical BMC

Scheduled turning
on/off

No

Yes

ACPI

Table

No

No

Yes

Register

No

No

Yes

AML

No

No

Yes

SMBIOS

Certificate

Server certificate
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No

Migration to destination
Grouping

Item

Setting

Setting

Shutdown

Concurrent
Maintenance

CA certificate

4

No

Security strength

4

No

Verify certificate

4

No

-: No case
1

You cannot change the setting on HVM firmware version 58-2x/78-2x or earlier, or 17-4x or
earlier. Whereas, you can change the setting on HVM firmware version 58-4x/78-4x or higher, 1761 or earlier, any HVM firmware version for CB500, or any HVM firmware versions for CB2500.

2

The value of the item isn’t transferred to the destination server blade and is set to ‘A’ on
destination server blade when the Guest NUMA feature is disabled, whereas, when the Guest NUMA
feature is enabled, it is transferred to the destination server blade.

3

You can change the setting. However, do not specify any LPAR, with shared NICs of which logical
MAC addresses you have changed manually, as the source or destination LPAR.

4

You can change the setting through only HvmSh.
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2
Usage environments
This chapter describes the usage environments.
 Environment
 Time period for migration
 Application requirements

Usage environments
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Environment
Environment for Shutdown mode
The requisite hardware, firmware and software to execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode are shown in the following tables. Take note that when you
execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode on any of the certain versions of
HVM, old versions of HVM Navigator are not available. For the available
combinations of HVM and HVM Navigator, see Table 2-2 and 2-3.12*

Table 2-1 Supported server blade model
Platform

Supported model

BS1000
CB2000

Standard Server Blade

A1, A2, R3, S3, R4, S4

High-Performance Server Blade
CB320
CB500

CB2500

A1, A2
P4, P5

CB520H Server Blade

A1, B1, A2, B2, B3

CB520A Server Blade

A1

CB540A Server Blade

A1, B1

CB520X Server Blade

B1, B2*

CB520H Server Blade

B3

CB520X Server Blade

B1, B2*

- : No model
*

2-2

: 4-blade SMP configurations of CB 520X server blade B2 model are not supported.
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Table 2-2 Available version of HVM Navigator (BS 1000, CB 2000, CB
320)
Platform

HVM firmware version

Available version of HVM Navigator

-

-

Standard

58-70 or earlier

V02-01 or earlier

Server Blade

58-72 or higher

V02-02 or higher

59-0x or higher

V03-00/A or higher

59-1x to 59-20

V03-00/E or higher

59-21 or higher

V03-01 or higher

59-51 or higher

V03-02 or higher

59-6x or higher

V03-04 or higher

59-71 or higher

V03-04/A or higher

59-73 or higher

V03-07 or higher

78-70 or earlier

V02-01 or earlier

78-73 or higher

V02-02 or higher

79-0x or higher

V03-00/A or higher

79-1x to 79-20

V03-00/E or higher

79-21 or higher

V03-01 or higher

79-51 or higher

V03-02/A or higher

79-6x or higher

V03-04 or higher

79-71 or higher

V03-04/A or higher

79-73 or higher

V03-07 or higher

17-72 or earlier

V02-01 or earlier

17-8x or higher

V02-02 or higher

17-92 or higher

V03-04/A or higher

17-94 or higher

V03-07 or higher

BS1000
CB2000

HighPerformance
Server Blade

CB320

- : No version
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Table 2-3 Available version of HVM Navigator (CB 500 and CB 2500)
Platform
CB500

HVM firmware version

Available version of HVM Navigator

CB520H

01-0x

V02-04/A or higher

Server Blade

01-1x

V03-00/B or higher

A1, A2, B1, B2
model

01-2x

V03-00/D or higher

01-3x

V03-00/E or higher

01-4x or higher

V03-01 or higher

01-6x or higher

V03-02 or higher

01-7x or higher

V03-03 or higher

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB520H

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

Server Blade

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

01-1x

V03-00/B or higher

01-2x or higher

V03-00/D or higher

01-3x

V03-00/E or higher

01-4x or higher

V03-01or higher

01-6x or higher

V03-02 or higher

01-7x or higher

V03-03 or higher

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

01-2x or higher

V03-00/D or higher

01-3x

V03-00/E or higher

01-4x or higher

V03-01 or higher

01-6x or higher

V03-02 or higher

01-7x or higher

V03-03 or higher

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB520X

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

Server Blade

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

B3 model
CB520A
Server Blade

CB540A
Server Blade

B1 model

2-4
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CB2500

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB520H

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

Server Blade

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB520X

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

Server Blade

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

B3 model

B1 model
CB520X
Server Blade
B2 model

You can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode through only HVM
Navigator with the “Advanced” license.

Be sure to confirm the application requirements described in “Application
requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage environments" before executing
LPAR migration in Shutdown mode.
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Environment for Concurrent Maintenance mode
The requisite hardware, firmware and software to execute LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode are shown in the following tables. Take note
that you cannot execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode on
old versions of HVM. For available combinations of HVM and HVM Navigator,
see Table 2-5 and 2-6.

Table 2-4 Supported server blade model
Platform
BS1000
CB2000

Standard Server Blade
High-Performance Server Blade

CB320
CB500

CB2500

Supported model

A1, A2, R3, S3, R4, S4
A1, A2
-*

CB520H Server Blade

A1, B1, A2, B2, B3

CB520A Server Blade

A1

CB540A Server Blade

A1, B1

CB520X Server Blade

B1, B2*

CB520H Server Blade

A1

CB520X Server Blade

B1, B2*

- : No model
*

2-6

: 4-blade SMP configurations of CB 520X server blade B2 model are not supported.
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Table 2-5 Available version of HVM Navigator (BS 1000, CB 2000, and
CB 320)
Platform

HVM firmware version

Available version of HVM Navigator

-

-

Standard

59-1x to 59-20

V03-00/E or higher

Server Blade

59-2x or higher

V03-01 or higher

59-51 or higher

V03-02 or higher

59-6x or higher

V03-04 or higher

59-71 or higher

V03-04/A or higher

59-73 or higher

V03-07 or higher

High-Performance

79-1x or 79-20

V03-00/E or higher

Server Blade

79-2x or higher

V03-01 or higher

79-51 or higher

V03-02 or higher

79-52 or higher

V03-03 or higher

79-6x or higher

V03-04 or higher

79-71 or higher

V03-04/A or higher

79-73 or higher

V03-07 or higher

-

-

BS1000
CB2000

CB320
- : No version
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Table 2-6 Available version of HVM Navigator (CB 500, and CB 2500)
Platform
CB500

HVM firmware version

Available version of HVM Navigator

CB520H

01-3x or higher

V03-00/E or higher

Server Blade

01-4x or higher

V03-01 or higher

A1, A2, B1, B2
model

01-6x or higher

V03-02 or higher

01-7x or higher

V03-03 or higher

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB520H

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

Server Blade

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB520A

01-3x or higher

V03-00/E or higher

Server Blade

01-4x or higher

V03-01 or higher

01-6x or higher

V03-02 or higher

01-7x or higher

V03-03 or higher

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

CB540A

01-3x or higher

V03-00/E or higher

Server Blade

01-4x or higher

V03-01 or higher

01-6x or higher

V03-02 or higher

01-7x or higher

V03-03 or higher

01-8x or higher

V03-04 or higher

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

01-9x or higher

V03-04/A or higher

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

B3 model

CB520X
Server blade
B1 model

CB2500

CB520H
Server Blade
B3 model

2-8
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CB520X

02-00 or higher

V03-05 or higher

Server Blade

02-05 or higher

V03-06 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

02-1x or higher

V03-07 or higher

B1 model
CB520X
Server Blade
B2 model
- : No version

You must fulfill the following requirements to execute LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode.





The HVM models both are “Enterprise” when you execute LPAR migration
in Concurrent Maintenance mode between CB2000’s.
The HVM models both are “Advanced” or “Enterprise” when you execute
LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode between CB500's or
CB2500’s.
The HVM Navigator license is “Advanced” when you execute LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.

Be sure to confirm the application requirements described in “Application
requirements for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in Usage environments"
before executing LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.

Usage environments
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Time period for migration
The time required for an LPAR to migrate in Shutdown mode and that required
for an LPAR to migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode are different.

Time period for Shutdown mode
It takes about 5 minutes that an LPAR migrates in Shutdown mode though the
time period varies depending on what type of guest OS running on the LPAR,
what application programs running on the guest OS, and other factors.

Time period for Concurrent Maintenance mode
The time required for an LPAR to migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode the
sum of the time periods for the following items.

2-10



Backing up HVM configurations and retrieving HVM dumps on the source
and destination server HVMs



Saving LPAR configurations on the source and destination LPARs



Transferring memory data for the guest OS running on the source LPAR to
the destination LPAR



Suspending an LPAR while the LPAR migrates

Usage environments
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For the time period for each item, see the following table.

Table 2-7 Time period for Concurrent Maintenance mode
Time period
Item

Memory size

Memory size

4GB

8GB

Backing up an HVM configuration and retrieving an HVM
dump on the source HVM

40 seconds1

Backing up an HVM configuration and retrieving an HVM
dump on the destination HVM

40 seconds1

Saving LPAR configurations on the source and destination
LPARs

90 seconds

Transferring memory data for the guest OS running on the
source LPAR to the destination LPAR

45 seconds2

Suspending an LPAR while the LPAR migrates 3

90 seconds2

0.5 seconds 4, 5

Backing up an HVM configuration and retrieving an HVM
dump on the source HVM

40 seconds1

Backing up an HVM configuration and retrieving an HVM
dump on the source HVM

40 seconds1

Total

5 minutes

6 minutes

Notes:
1. The time period varies depending on loads of processors and NICs on the source and destination
HVMs and the management server where your HVM Navigator is running.
2. Memory transfer rate is calculated as follows. The following is an example when Memory transfer
rate is 100 Mbps.
The time period varies depending on the memory size for the guest OS running on the source
LPAR and load of a migration path between the source and destination LPARs. The bigger the
memory, the longer the time. For example, when memory size is 4 GB (4096 MB), the theoretical
time period is 40.96 seconds. Therefore, the actual time period is around 45 seconds. For
migration path, see “Migration path” in "Usage environments".
3. This time period is often called “LPAR suspension time” in this manual.
4. Packets sent to the guest OS on the LPAR while suspending the LPAR are lost.
5. During an LPAR suspension time, the guest OS running on the LPAR is also suspending and the
clock of the guest OS becomes 500ms slower. So, install an NTP client on the LPAR to migrate in
Concurrent Maintenance mode. However, if you don’t desire to install an NTP client, you can also
adjust the clock of the guest OS to the HVM system time by executing Adjust LPAR time, instead.
For Adjust LPAR time, see "Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 USER'S GUIDE", "Hitachi Compute Blade
500 Series Logical partitioning manager User's Guide", or “Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series
Logical partitioning manager User Guide”.
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Application requirements
This section describes the application requirements for LPAR migration.
Confirm if you execute LPAR migration on your system. The following figure
shows a system with the source and destination server blades.

Source
Server
Chassis

Server Blade

Server Blade

HVM
LPAR
Guest OS

HVM
LPAR
Guest OS

Application
Software

Data for LPAR
Configuration

Middleware

Application
Software
Middleware

Logical CPU
Memory
Logical NIC
Logical FC HBA

Logical CPU
Memory
Logical NIC
Logical FC HBA

UEFI

UEFI

CPU
Memory
NIC
FC HBA
EFI/BIOS

CPU
Memory
NIC
FC HBA
EFI/BIOS

BMC

BMC

Management module*

Management module*

HVM Navigator

management server

SC/BSM

management server

: Item needs to be confirmed
*: The management module needs to be confirmed
when you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.
: Item does not need to be confirmed

Figure 2-1 System configuration for LPAR migration
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Destination
Server
Chassis
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storage device

Confirm the following two items.

– Requirements of LPAR to migrate
Confirm if the configuration of the LPAR to migrate fulfills the
requirements to execute LPAR migration.

– Requirements of the source and destination server blades
Confirm if the configurations of the source and destination server blades
fulfill the requirements to execute LPAR migration.
When the requirements shown in the following two tables are fulfilled, you
can execute LPAR migration and you don’t need to confirm “Application
requirements for Shutdown mode” or “Application requirements for
Concurrent Maintenance mode” in "Usage environments".



Requirements of LPAR to migrate
The requirements of the LPAR to migrate for both Shutdown and
Concurrent Maintenance mode are shown in the following table. When the
following requirements are fulfilled, you don’t need to confirm “Application
requirements of the LPAR to migrate for Shutdown mode” or “Application
requirements of the LPAR to migrate for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in
"Usage environments".

Table 2-8 Requirements of LPAR to migrate
Item
LPAR Name

Requirement
Shutdown

Concurrent Maintenance

1. LPAR Name is not "NO_NAME".
2. An LPAR with the same name does not exist on the
destination server blade.

CPU

No requirement

Memory

No requirement

Device

LPAR status

NIC

Only NIC ports in shared mode Only NIC ports in shared mode
and VF NICs are assigned.
are assigned.

FC HBA

Only FC HBA ports in shared mode are assigned.
No requirement

Under 8 ports are assigned.

No requirement

Activated

Usage environments
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Requirements of the source and destination server blades
The requirements of the source and destination server blades for both
Shutdown and Concurrent Maintenance mode are shown in the following
table. When the following requirements are fulfilled, you don’t need to
confirm “Application requirements of source and destination server blades
for Shutdown mode” or “Application requirements of source and destination
server blades for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in "Usage environments".

Table 2-9 Requirements of the source and destination server blades
Requirement

Item
Management
module

Shutdown

Firmware

No requirement

Dictionary

No requirement

Concurrent Maintenance

[CB2000]
The Dictionary version is 00075 or
higher.
[CB500 or CB2500]
No requirement

Server blade

I/O device

Location

The source and destination server blades are different.

Model

The server blade models are the same between source and
destination.1

NIC

A NIC card installed in a slot on the source server blade is installed in
the same slot on the destination server blade.2

FC HBA

A FC HBA card installed in a slot on the source server blade is
installed in the same slot on the destination server blade. 2

BMC

No requirement

EFI/BIOS

The major version and the
setting of EFI/BIOS are matched
between the source and
destination server blades.3

HVM

The HVM firmware versions are matched between the source and
destination server blades.5

The version and the setting of
EFI/BIOS are matched between the
source and destination server
blades.4

Model

The HVM models of the source
and destination HVMs are
Essential, Advanced, or
Enterprise. 6

The HVM models of the source and
destination HVMs are Advance or
Enterprise. 6

Migration path

No requirement

A shared NIC port with the
theoretical bandwidth of over
1Gbps.
(A shared NIC port with the actual
bandwidth of over 900Mbps is
recommended.)
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CPU

The number of CPUs assigned to the LPAR to migrate is available on
the destination server blade.

Memory

The memory size allocated to the LPAR to migrate is available on the
destination server blade.

NIC

The same NIC segments assigned to the LPAR to migrate are
available on the destination server blade.
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Requirement

Item

Shutdown

Concurrent Maintenance

FC HBA

The number of vfcIDs assigned to the LPAR to migrate is available on
the destination server blade.

HVM system time zone

The HVM system time zones are matched between the source and
destination HVMs.

HVM system time
When the HVM system times are synchronized on the source and
synchronization with NTP destination server blades with NTP servers, the same NTP servers
server
are set for the source and destination server blades.
Storage device

SAN security

The FC cables from the source
and destination server blades
are connected to the same
storage device, and the same
boot LU can be accessed from
the source and destination
server blades.

The FC cables from the source and
destination server blades are
connected to the same ports on the
same storage device, the same
boot LU can be accessed from the
source and destination server
blades.

No requirement

The Migration WWPN, created with
the same vfcID as a WWPN, is
registered to the same host group
as the WWPN.7

Notes:
1. When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between CB2000 standard server blade
A2 model, between CB2000 high-performance server blade, or between CB320 P5 model, see
“Server blade model” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage
environments". Also, when you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode
between CB2000 standard server blade A2 model or between CB320 P5 model, see “Server
blade model” in “Application requirements for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in "Usage
environments".
2. The actual requirement is more relaxed than the above content. For the detail, see
"Requirement of configuration of NIC and FC HBA" in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in "Usage environments" or “Application requirements for Concurrent Maintenance
mode” in "Usage environments".
3. When the major version of EFI/BIOS is not matched, see "Requirement of version of EFI/BIOS"
in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage environments".
4. When the version of EFI/BIOS is not matched, see “Requirement of version of EFI/BIOS” in
“Application requirements for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in "Usage environments".
5. When the major version of HVM firmware is not matched, see "Requirement of HVM firmware
version" in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage environments".
6. The HVM models on the source and destination server blades aren’t necessary to be the same.
7. Migration WWPNs are used only in LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. However,
after LPAR migration, you don’t need to remove the migration WWPNs from the host groups.
For migration WWPN, see Shared FC Assignment screen or Allocated FC Information screen in
HVM Console.

In "Application requirement for Shutdown mode" subsection, Shutdown is
displayed in the right-header corner of every page to tell you that you are
confirming the application requirements for Shutdown mode.
Also, in "Application requirement for Concurrent Maintenance mode"
subsection, Concurrent Maintenance is displayed in the right-header
corner of every page to tell you that you are confirming the application
requirements for Concurrent Maintenance mode.

Usage environments
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Shutdown

Application requirement for Shutdown mode
The application requirements for Shutdown mode are described in this
subsection.

Requirement of LPAR to migrate
LPAR name
The following requirements must be fulfilled.

– LPAR Name is not "NO_NAME".
– No LPARs with the same name exist on the destination server blade.
Resources assigned to LPAR
The following requirements shown in the following table must be fulfilled.

Table 2-10 Requirements of resources assigned to LPAR
Item

Requirement
1

CPU

No requirements

Memory

No limitation on memory size assigned to LPAR

Device

NIC

3

Only NIC ports in shared mode and VF NICs

FC HBA

4

2

are assigned.

Only FC HBA ports in shared mode are assigned.

Notes:
1. When an LPAR to which processors with a specified physical processor number in dedicated mode
are assigned migrates, the processors with the same physical numbers may not be assigned to
the LPAR on the destination server blade. However, the same number of processors assigned to
the LPAR on the source server blade is assigned on destination server blade.
2. The LPAR to migrate might not be activated on the destination server blade because of memory
fragmentation. In this case, the message "The MMS could not activate the LPAR due to memory
fragmentation." is shown though the LPAR is migrated. When you see this message, see "LPAR
Memory Fragmentation" in Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 USER'S GUIDE, Hitachi Compute Blade
320 USER'S GUIDE or Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Logical partitioning manager User's
Guide.
3. A migration might fail due to setting of shared NIC segments. For the detail, see "Note on
assigning NIC ports" in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage environments".
4. When an LPAR to which VF NICs are assigned migrates, specify a server blade where an HVM
firmware version supporting VF NICs is installed as the destination server blade.
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Shutdown
LPAR status
The following requirements shown in the following table must be fulfilled.

Table 2-11 Requirements of LPAR status
LPAR Status

Migratable

Act (Activated)

Yes*

Dea (Deactivated)

Yes

Fai (Failure)

No

* You must set the item for remote shutdown when you desire to execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode. For the setting for the remote shutdown, see "Executing migration with
automatic shutdown of source LPAR" in "Other functions and settings".

Guest OS
All guest OSs supported on an HVM on each of CB 2000, CB 500, and CB2500
can migrate in Shutdown mode.

Requirement of source and destination server blades
Management module version
You can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode regardless of management
module version.
Dictionary version
You can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode regardless of Dictionary
version.
Server blade
Location
You cannot execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode from an LPAR number
to another within a server blade. For relation of the locations of the source and
destination server blades between which you can execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode, confirm the following table.

Table 2-12 Requirements of location between source and destination
server blades
Location

Migratable

Within a server blade

No

From a server blade to another within a server chassis

Yes

From a server blade in a chassis to another server blade in another chassis

Yes

Usage environments
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Shutdown
Chassis type
The chassis types where the source and destination server blades are inserted,
such as CB2000, CB320, CB500, or CB2500, are matched.
Server blade model
The server blade models between the source and destination server blades
must be matched. However, you cannot execute LPAR migration in Shutdown
mode in some cases even when server blade model is the same between the
source and destination server blades.



CB2000 standard server blade

Table 2-13 Combination of server blades (CB2000 standard server
blade)
Destination

A1

A2

R3

S3

R4

S4

A1

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

A2

No

Yes*

No

No

No

No

R3

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

S3

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

R4

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

S4

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Source

* See the following (1).



CB2000 high-performance server blade

Table 2-14 Combination of server blades (CB2000 high-performance server
blade)
Destination

A1

A2

A1

Yes

No

A2

No

Yes

Source

When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between CB2000 highperformance server blades, see (3).
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Shutdown
CB320

Table 2-15 Combination of Server Blades (CB320)
Destination

P4

P5

P4

Yes

No

P5

No

Yes*

Source

* See the following (2).



CB500 CB520H server blade

Table 2-16 Combination of server blades (CB500 CB520H server blade)
Destination

A1

B1

A2

B2

B3

A1

Yes

No

No

No

No

B1

No

Yes

No

No

No

A2

No

No

Yes

No

No

B2

No

No

No

Yes

No

B3

No

No

No

No

Yes

Source



CB500 CB520A server blade

Table 2-17 Combination of server blades (CB500 CB520A server blade)
Destination
Source
A1



A1
Yes

CB500 CB540A server blade

Table 2-18 Combination of Server Blades (CB500 CB540A server blade)
Destination

A1

B1

A1

Yes

No

B1

No

Yes

Source
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Shutdown


CB500 CB520X server blade

Table 2-19 Combination of server blades (CB500 CB520X server blade)
Destination

B1

B2

B1

Yes

No

B2

No

Yes

Source

When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between CB520X server
blades, see (4).



CB2500 CB520H server blade

Table 2-20 Combination of server blades (CB2500 CB520H server blade)
Destination
Source
B3



B3
Yes

CB2500 CB520X server blade

Table 2-21 Combination of server blades (CB2500 CB520X server blade)
Destination

B1

B2

B1

Yes

No

B2

No

Yes

Source

When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between CB520X server
blades, see (4).
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Shutdown
(1) Processor types of CB2000 standard server blade A2 model
The following two types of CB2000 standard server blade A2 model are
released.

– Server blades with Intel Nehalem-EP processor E5503s
– Server blades with Westmere-EP processor(Xeon the 5600s number)s
Confirm whether you can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode in
your environment in the following table.

Table 2-22 Combination of processor type of CB2000 standard server
blade A2 model
Destination

E5503

Xeon the 5600s number

E5503

Yes

No

Xeon the 5600s number

No

*

Source

* When you execute LPAR migration between CB2000 standard server blades where Intel
Westmere-EP processor (Xeon the 5600s number)s are installed, The HVM firmware versions on
the source and destination server blades are compatible as shown in the following table.

Table 2-23 Combination of HVM firmware versions between server
blades with Intel Westmere-EP processors
Destination

58-50 or earlier

58-60 or higher

58-50 or earlier

Yes

No

58-60 or higher

No

Yes

Source
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Shutdown
(2) Processor types of CB320 P5 model
The following two types of CB320 P5 model are released.

– Server blades with Intel Nehalem-EP processor E5503s
– Server blades with Westmere-EP processor (Xeon the 5600s number)s
Confirm whether you can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode in
your environment in the following table.

Table 2-24 Combination of processor type on CB320 P5 model
Destination

E5503

Xeon the 5600s number

E5503

Yes

No

Xeon the 5600s number

No

*

Source

* When you execute LPAR migration between CB320 P5 models with Intel Westmere-EP processor
(Xeon the 5600s number)s, The HVM firmware versions between the source and destination
server blades must be compatible as shown in the following table.

Table 2-25 Combination of HVM firmware versions on server blades with
Intel Westmere-EP Processors
Destination

17-61 or earlier

17-70 or higher

17-62 or earlier

Yes

*

17-70 or higher

*

Yes

Source

* When you execute LPAR migration on HVM firmware version 17-70 or higher, you must set
[Main]-[Advanced Processor Options]-[AES Support] to "Disabled" in the BIOS. For the setting,
see Hitachi Compute Blade 320 USER'S GUIDE.

(3) SMP configurations of CB2000 high-performance server blade
You can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode only when the server
blade configurations between the source and destination server blades are
the same. Confirm the combinations of the configurations of the source
and destination server blades between which you can execute LPAR
migration in Shutdown mode in the following table.

Table 2-26 Combinations of configurations on source and destination
server blades
Destination
Source

2-22

1- blade
server partition

2-blade

4-blade

SMP server partition SMP server partition

1-blade server partition

Yes

No

No

2-blade SMP server partition

No

Yes

No

4-blade SMP server partition

No

No

Yes
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(4) SMP configurations of CB520X server blade
You can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode only when the server
blade configurations between the source and destination server blades are
the same. Confirm the combinations of the configurations of the source
and destination server blades between which you can execute LPAR
migration in Shutdown in the following table.

Table 2-27 Combination of configurations on source and destination
server blades
Destination
Source

1- blade
server partition

2-blade

4-blade

SMP server partition SMP server partition

1-blade server partition

Yes

No

No

2-blade SMP server partition

No

Yes

No

4-blade SMP server partition

No

No

Yes

Number of physical processors
The number of physical processors must be matched between the source and
destination server blades.
Memory size
You can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode regardless
of memory size on the source and destination server blades.
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Configuration of NIC and FC HBA
The NIC and FC HBA configurations between the source and destination server
blades must be matched.



Requirements for NIC configuration

– A NIC card with the same number of ports is installed on each slot with
the same PCI Device number on the source and destination server
blades. Note that you can confirm PCI Device numbers in PCI Device
Information screen either in HVM console window or in HVM screen.
– The scheduling mode for every controller on the NIC card mounted on
each of the same slot locations on the source and destination server
blades is set to the same mode.



Requirement for FC HBA configuration

– The device name of each FC HBA card on the source and destination
server blades is matched. Note that you can confirm device names in
Migration Config Viewer window.
– The kind of each FC HBA card on the source and destination server
blades, such as Mezzanine card or expansion card, is matched.
– The number of the ports with which each FC HBA card on the source
and destination server blades is accompanied is matched.
– The relative slot number where each FC HBA card on the source and
destination server blades is located is matched.
Application software for HVM management
You must use any of the versions shown in the following table.

Table 2-28 Version of SC
Product name
SC/BSM

SC/Agent

Supported version

ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 08-xx

08-90 or higher*

ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 09-xx

09-53-/A or higher*

ServerConductor/Agent

All versions supporting HVMs

ServerConductor/Advanced Agent

All versions supporting HVMs

* Be sure to see "Migrating LPAR from the standby server blade after Cold standby switching" in
"Usage Notes" when you use ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 08-xx, 09-53 or earlier.

BMC version
You can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode regardless of BMC version.
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EFI/BIOS
EFI/BIOS version
The BIOS versions between the source and destination server blades must be
matched. Also, the EFI versions between the source and destination server
blades must be compatible. The combinations of compatible versions are
shown in the following tables.

Table 2-29 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB2000 standard server blade)
Destination

01-xx

02-xx

03-xx

04-xx

09-xx

10-xx

11-xx

12-xx

01-xx

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

02-xx

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

03-xx

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

04-xx

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

09-xx

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

10-xx

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

11-xx

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

12-xx

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Source

Table 2-30 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB2000 high-performance server blade)
Destination

01-xx

02-xx

03-xx

04-xx

07-xx

08-xx

01-xx

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

02-xx

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

03-xx

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

04-xx

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

07-xx

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

08-xx

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Source
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Table 2-31 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB500 CB520H server blade A1, B1)
Destination

01-xx

02-xx

03-xx

04-xx

05-xx

06-xx

07-xx

01-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

02-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

03-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

04-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

05-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

06-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

07-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Source

Table 2-32 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB500 CB520H server blade A2, B2)
Destination
Source
10-xx

10-xx
Yes

Table 2-33 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB500 CB520H server blade B3)
Destination
Source
08-xx

08-xx
Yes

Table 2-34 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB500 CB520A server blade A2, B2)
Destination

01-xx

02-xx

03-xx

01-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

02-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

03-xx

Yes

Yes

Yes

Source
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Table 2-35 Combination of Compatible EFI versions
(CB540A Server Blade)
Destination

01-xx

02-xx

01-xx

Yes

Yes

02-xx

Yes

Yes

Source

Table 2-36 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB500 CB520X server blade B1)
Destination

06-xx

07-xx

06-xx

Yes

Yes

07-xx

Yes

Yes

Source

Table 2-37 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB500 CB520X server blade B2)
Destination
Source
09-xx

09-xx
Yes

Table 2-38 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB2500 CB520H server blade B3)
Destination
Source
08-xx

08-xx
Yes

Table 2-39 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB2500 CB520X server blade B1)
Destination
Source
07-xx

07-xx
Yes
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Table 2-40 Combination of compatible EFI versions
(CB2500 CB520X server blade B2)
Destination
Source
09-xx

09-xx
Yes

Setting of EFI/BIOS
The settings of EFI and BIOS between the source and destination server
blades must be the same.
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HVM firmware version
Each of the following tables shows the combinations of HVM firmware versions
for each server blade model where you can execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode. Note that the reference column shows the combinations of
migratable HVMs between the source and destination server blades in the
following table.

Table 2-41 Reference for each model
Platform
CB2000

Model

Reference

A1

1-1

A2

1-2

R3

1-3

S3

1-4

R4

1-5

S4

1-6

A1

1-7

A2

1-8

P4

2-1

P5

2-2

A1

3-1

B1

3-2

A2

3-3

B2

3-4

B3

3-5

CB520A Server Blade

A1

3-6

CB540A Server Blade

A1

3-7

B1

3-8

B1

3-9

B2

3-10

CB520H Server Blade

B3

4-1

CB520X Server Blade

B1

4-2

B2

4-3

Standard server blade

High-performance server blade

CB320

CB500

PCI-expansion server blade

CB520H Server Blade

CB520X Server Blade

CB2500
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1-1 CB2000 standard server blade A1 model

Table 2-42 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade A1
model
Destination
Source

58-70 or earlier

58-70 or earlier

Between

Yes

Between 58-71 and 58-72

Yes

Between

58-71 and 58-72 58-80 and 59-11
Yes

1

Yes

1

59-21 or higher

No

No

No

No

1

Between 58-80 and 59-11

No

No

Yes

59-21 or higher

No

No

Yes2

Yes2
Yes

Notes:
1. See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage
environments”.
2. See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-2 CB2000 standard server blade A2 model

Table 2-43 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade A2
model
Destination
Source
58-50 or earlier
Between

58-50
or earlier

Between
58-60 and
58-70

Between
58-71 and
58-72

Between
58-80 and
59-11

59-21
or higher

Yes

Yes1

Yes1

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes1, 2

Yes2

Yes2

No

No

No

No

No

Yes2

Yes3

No

No

No

Yes3

Yes

Yes

1

58-60 and 58-70
Between
58-71 and 58-72
Between
58-80 and 59-11
59-21 or higher
Notes:
1. See “Server blade model” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in "Usage
environments”.
2. See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in “Usage
environments”.
3. See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”
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1-3 CB2000 standard server blade R3 model

Table 2-44 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade R3
model
Destination
Source

Between
59-00 and 59-11

59-21 or higher

Between 59-00 and 59-11

Yes

Yes*

59-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-4 CB2000 standard server blade S3 model

Table 2-45 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade S3
model
Destination
Source

Between
59-00 and 59-11

59-21 or higher

Between 59-00 and 59-11

Yes

Yes*

59-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-5 CB2000 standard server blade R4 model

Table 2-46 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade R4
model
Destination
Source
59-51 or higher



59-51 or higher
Yes

1-6 CB2000 standard server blade S4 model

Table 2-47 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade S4
model
Destination
Source
59-51 or higher

59-51 or higher
Yes
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1-7 CB2000 high-performance server blade A1 model

Table 2-48 Combination of HVM on CB2000 high-performance server
blade A1 model
Destination
Source

78-70 or earlier

78-70 or earlier

Between

Between

78-71 and 78-72

78-80 and 79-11

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Between 78-71 and 78-72

Yes

1

Yes

1

1

Between 78-80 and 79-11

No

No

Yes

79-21 or higher

No

No

Yes2

79-21 or higher

Yes2
Yes

Notes:
1. See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in “Usage
environments”.
2. See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-8 CB2000 high performance server blade A2 model

Table 2-49 Combination of HVM on CB2000 high-performance server
blade A2 model
Destination
Source

78-70 or earlier

78-70 or earlier

Between

Between

78-71 and 78-72

78-80 and 79-11

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Between 78-71 and 78-72

Yes

1

Yes

1

1

Between 78-80 and 79-11

No

No

Yes

79-21 or higher

No

No

Yes2

79-21 or higher

Yes2
Yes

Notes:
1. See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in “Usage
environments”.
2. See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



2-1 CB320 P4 model

Table 2-50 Combination of HVM on CB320 P4 model
Destination

17-72 or earlier

17-80 or higher

17-72 or earlier

Yes

Yes

17-80 or higher

Yes*

Yes*

Source

* See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application
requirements for Shutdown mode” in “Usage environments”.
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2-2 CB320 P5 model

Table 2-51 Combination of HVM on CB320 P5 model
Destination
Source

17-61 or earlier

Between
17-70 and 17-72

17-80 or higher

17-61 or earlier

Yes

Yes1

Yes1

Between 17-70 and 17-72

Yes1

Yes

Yes

17-80 or higher

Yes

1, 2

Yes

2

Yes2

Notes:
1. See “Server blade model” in “Application requirements for Shutdown mode” in
“Usage environments”.
2. See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in “Usage environments”.



3-1 CB500 CB520H server blade A1 model

Table 2-52 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade A1
model
Destination
Source

Between

Between

01-01 and 01-30 01-40 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Between 01-01 and 01-30

Yes

Yes*

No

Between 01-40 and 01-90

Yes*

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

* See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in “Usage environments”.



3-2 CB500 CB520H server blade B1 model

Table 2-53 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade B1
model
Destination
Source

Between

Between

01-01 and 01-30 01-40 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Between 01-01 and 01-30

Yes

Yes*

No

Between 01-40 and 01-90

Yes*

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

* See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in “Usage environments”.
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3-3 CB500 CB520H server blade A2 model

Table 2-54 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade A2
model
Destination
Source



Between

02-01 or higher

01-60 and 01-90

Between 01-60 and 01-90

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

Yes

3-4 CB500 CB520H server blade B2 model

Table 2-55 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade B2
model
Destination
Source



Between

02-01 or higher

01-60 and 01-90

Between 01-60 and 01-90

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

Yes

3-5 CB500 CB520H server blade B3 model

Table 2-56 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade B3
model
Destination
Source

02-05 or higher

02-05 or higher



Yes

3-6 CB500 CB520A server blade A1 model

Table 2-57 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520A server blade A1
model
Destination
Source

Between

Between

01-01 and 01-30 01-40 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Between 01-01 and 01-30

Yes

Yes*

No

Between 01-40 and 01-90

Yes*

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

* See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in “Usage environments”.
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3-7 CB500 CB540A server blade A1 model

Table 2-58 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB540A Server Blade A1
Model
Destination
Source

Between

Between

02-01 or higher

01-02 and 01-30 01-40 and 01-90

Between 01-02 and 01-30

Yes

Yes*

No

Between 01-40 and 01-90

Yes*

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

* See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in “Usage environments”.



3-8 CB500 CB540A server blade B1 model

Table 2-59 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB540A Server Blade B1
Model
Destination
Source

Between

Between

02-01 or higher

01-02 and 01-30 01-40 and 01-90

Between 01-02 and 01-30

Yes

Yes*

No

Between 01-40 and 01-90

Yes*

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

* See “Note on assigning NIC ports” in “Application requirements for Shutdown
mode” in “Usage environments”.



3-9 CB500 CB520X server blade B1 model

Table 2-60 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520X server blade B1
model
Destination
Source



Between
01-81 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Between 01-81 and 01-90

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

Yes

3-10 CB500 CB520X server blade B2 model

Table 2-61 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520X server blade B2
model
Destination
Source
02-10 or higher

02-10 or higher
Yes
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4-1 CB2500 CB520H server blade B3 model

Table 2-62 Combination of HVM on CB2500 CB520H server blade B3
model
Destination

02-05 or higher

Source
02-05 or higher



Yes

4-2 CB2500 CB520X server blade B1 model

Table 2-63 Combination of HVM on CB2500 CB520X server blade B1
model
Destination

02-01 or higher

Source
02-01 or higher



Yes

4-3 CB2500 CB520X server blade B2 model

Table 2-64 Combination of HVM on CB2500 CB520X server blade B2
model
Destination

02-10 or higher

Source
02-10 or higher

Yes

HVM system time zone
The time zones for the source and destination HVMs must be the same. In
Japan, set the time zones to +9:00.

HVM system time synchronization with NTP server
You must set the same server as the NTP server to synchronize HVM system
times for the source and destination HVMs. For CB2000, CB500, or CB2500,
We recommended that you set the management module as the NTP server.

Security strength
An LPAR configuration is transferred in plain text format in an LPAR migration
in Shutdown mode. Any TLS communication settings cannot be applied in an
LPAR migration in Shutdown mode even if you have configured any TLS
communication settings for ordinary communications. For security strength,
see HVM Management Command (HvmSh) Operation Guide.
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Note on expansion of VNIC System No.


CB2000

When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between HVM firmware
59-11/79-11 or earlier and 59-21/79-21 or higher, and the VNIC System No.
set for the HVM firmware 59-21/79-21 or higher is 129 or greater, you cannot
execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode. Confirm the combinations of the
source and destination between which you can execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode in the following table.

Table 2-65 LPAR migration on HVMs on CB 2000 standard server blades
Destination
Source

HVM firmware version
59-11 or earlier

59-21 or higher

HVM firmware version

VNIC System No.

128 or smaller

128 or smaller

129 or greater

59-11 or earlier

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

No

59-21 or higher

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

Yes

129 or greater

No

Yes

Yes

Table 2-66 LPAR migration on HVMs on CB 2000 high-performance
server blades
Destination
Source



HVM firmware version
79-11 or earlier

79-21 or higher

HVM firmware version

VNIC System No.

128 or smaller

128 or smaller

129 or greater

79-11 or earlier

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

No

79-21 or higher

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

Yes

129 or greater

No

Yes

Yes

CB500

When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between HVM firmware
01-30 or earlier and 01-40 or higher, and the VNIC System No. set for the
HVM firmware 01-40 or higher is 129 or greater, you cannot execute LPAR
migration in Shutdown mode. Confirm the combinations of the source and
destination between which you can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode
in the following table.

Table 2-67 LPAR migration on HVMs on CB 500 server blades
Destination
Source

HVM firmware version
01-30 or earlier

01-40 or higher

HVM firmware version

VNIC System No.

128 or smaller

128 or smaller

129 or greater

01-30 or earlier

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

No

01-40 or higher

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

Yes

129 or greater

No

Yes

Yes
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Note on assigning NIC ports
When Hvm Operating Mode is set to Standard on an HVM for CB2000 or CB320,
an LPAR with shared NICs assigned to in any of the following ways cannot
migrate. Also, an LPAR on HVM firmware version 58-70 or earlier, 78-70 or
earlier, or 17-72 or earlier cannot migrate regardless a value of Hvm
Operating Mode.
Case1: When segments with the same shared NIC number are assigned to
nonconsecutive Virtual NIC Numbers.
Ex) "2a" and "2b" are assigned to Virtual NIC Number #2 and #4.

Figure 2-2 Segments with the same shared NIC number are assigned to
nonconsecutive Virtual NIC Numbers
Case2: When segments are assigned to any of Virtual NIC Number #8
through #15.
Ex) "1a" and "1b" are assigned to Virtual NIC Number #12 and #13.

Figure 2-3 Segments are assigned to any of Virtual NIC Number #8
through #15
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Case3: When a segment is assigned two or more times to an LPAR.
Ex) "1a" is assigned seven times to Virtual NIC Number #0 through #6.

Figure 2-4 A segment is assigned two or more times to an LPAR
Case4: When only some of the segments belonging to a controller with
multiple ports is assigned to an LPAR.
Ex) Only "1a" belonging to a controller with two ports is assigned to Virtual
NIC Number #0.

Figure 2-5 Some of the segments belonging to a controller with multiple
ports is assigned to an LPAR
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Note on selecting VNIC Device Type


CB2000

You can select VNIC Device Type when you operate HVM firmware version 5900/79-00 or higher. However, when you set VNIC Device Type to NIC2 on the
source HVM and you set Hvm Operating Mode to Standard on the destination
HVM, you cannot have LPARs migrate on the source HVM to the destination
HVM. Also, when you set VNIC Device Type to NIC2 on the source HVM and
NIC2 is not supported on the destination HVM, you cannot have LPARs migrate
on the source HVM to the destination HVM. For the combinations of migratable
environments between the source and destination HVMs, see the following
tables.

Table 2-68 Combination of migratable environments (CB2000 standard
server blade)
Destination

HVM firmware version

Source
HVM firmware version

VNIC Device Type

58-8x or earlier
59-0x or earlier

58-8x or earlier

59-0x or higher

Standard/Expansion

Standard

Expansion

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC1

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC2

No

No

Yes

- : not selectable

Table 2-69 Combination of migratable environments (CB2000 highperformance server blade)
Destination

HVM firmware version

Source
HVM firmware version

VNIC Device Type

78-8x or earlier
79-0x or earlier

78-8x or earlier
Standard/Expansion

Standard

Expansion

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC1

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC2

No

No

Yes

- : not selectable

2-40
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Shutdown
CB500

Before LPARs have migrated to HVM firmware version 01-01 on a server blade
over the number of times shown in the following table, you must reboot the
server blade or execute "Force Recovery" according to Hitachi Compute Blade
500 Series Logical partitioning manager User's Guide.

Table 2-70 Migratable number of times to HVM firmware version 01-01
HVM firmware version
01-01

Number of assigned shared NIC ports
2

4

200

400
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Application requirement for Concurrent Maintenance mode
The application requirements for Concurrent Maintenance mode are described
in this subsection.

Requirement of the LPAR to migrate
LPAR name
The following requirements must be fulfilled.

– LPAR Name is not "NO_NAME".
– No LPARs with the same name exist on the destination server blade.
Resources assigned to LPAR
The following requirements shown in the following table must be fulfilled.

Table 2-71 Requirements of resources assigned to LPAR
Item

Requirement
1

CPU

No requirement

Memory

No limitation on memory size assigned to LPAR

Device

NIC

2

FC HBA

Only NIC ports in shared mode are assigned.
3

Only FC HBA ports in shared mode are assigned.
Under 8 ports are assigned.

Notes:
1. When an LPAR to which processors with a specified physical processor number in dedicated mode
are assigned migrates, the processors with the same physical numbers may not be assigned to the
LPAR on the destination server blade. However, the same number of processors assigned to the
LPAR on the source server blade is assigned on destination server blade.
2. A migration might fail due to setting of shared NIC segments. For the detail, see "Note on assigning
NIC ports" in “Application requirements for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in "Usage
environments".
3. LPARs with 16Gb Fibre channel adopter ports cannot migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode.

LPAR status
The following requirements shown in the following table must be fulfilled.

Table 2-72 Requirements of LPAR status
LPAR Status
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Migratable

Act(Activated)

Yes

Dea(Deactivated)

No

Fai(Failure)

No
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Guest OS
You can confirm the supported kinds of guest OS to execute LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode in the following tables. “HVM firmware version”
column shows the HVM firmware versions which support each guest OS.

Table 2-73 Supported OS (CB 2000 standard server blade)
HVM firmware version
Guest OS

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux

Windows
Server

E55A1
server blade

E55A2
server blade

E55R3/E55S3
server blade

E55R4/E55S4s
erver blade

5.3

-

-

-

-

5.4

-

-

-

-

5.6

-

-

-

-

5.7

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

-

5.9

59-51 or higher

59-51 or higher

59-51 or higher

-

6.1

59-31or higher

59-31or higher

-

-

6.2

59-31or higher

59-31or higher

59-31or higher

-

6.4

59-41 or higher

59-41 or higher

59-41 or higher

59-51 or higher

6.5

59-70 or higher

59-70 or higher

59-70 or higher

59-70 or higher

6.6

59-72 or higher

59-72 or higher

59-72 or higher

59-72 or higher

-

-

-

-

2008

59-10 or higher

-

-

-

2008 SP2

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

-

2008 R2

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

-

2008 R2 SP1

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

59-10 or higher

59-51 or higher

2012

59-21 or higher

59-21 or higher

59-21 or higher

59-51 or higher

-

-

-

59-52 or higher

2003 R2 SP2

2012 R2
- : Unsupported

("Unsupported" implies that the OS is unavailable as a guest OS or you cannot have the OS
migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode )
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Table 2-74 Supported OS (CB 2000 high-performance server blade)
HVM firmware version
Guest OS

Red Hat Enterprise
Linux

Windows Server

E57A1/E57E1
server blade

E55A2/E57E2
server blade

5.3

-

-

5.4

-

-

5.6

-

-

5.7

79-10 or higher

79-10 or higher

5.9

79-51 or higher

79-51 or higher

6.1

79-31 or higher

79-31 or higher

6.2

79-31 or higher

79-31 or higher

6.4

79-41 or higher

79-41 or higher

6.5

79-70 or higher

79-70 or higher

6.6

79-72 or higher

79-72 or higher

2003 R2 SP2

-

-

2008

-

-

2008 SP2

79-10 or higher

79-10 or higher

2008 R2

79-10 or higher

79-10 or higher

2008 R2 SP1

79-10 or higher

79-10 or higher

2012

79-21 or higher

79-21 or higher

-

79-52 or higher

2012 R2
- : Unsupported

("Unsupported" implies that the OS is unavailable as a guest OS or you cannot have the OS
migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode )
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Table 2-75 Supported OS (CB 500)
HVM firmware version
Guest OS

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux

Windows
Server

CB 520H

CB 520H

CB 520H

CB 520A

CB 540A

CB 520X

server

server

server

server
blade

server
blade

server
blade

blade

blade

blade

A1, B1

A2, B2

B3

5.3

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.4

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.6

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.7

01-30
or
higher

-

-

01-30
or
higher

01-30
or
higher

-

5.9

01-70
or
higher

-

-

01-70
or
higher

01-70
or
higher

-

6.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.2

01-30
or
higher

-

-

01-30
or
higher

01-30
or
higher

-

6.4

01-50
or
higher

01-60
or
higher

-

01-50
or
higher

01-50
or
higher

-

6.5

01-90
or
higher

01-90
or
higher

02-05
or
higher

01-90
or
higher

01-90
or
higher

01-81
or
higher

6.6

02-06
or
higher

02-06
or
higher

02-06
or
higher

02-06
or
higher

02-06
or
higher

02-06
or
higher

2003
R2 SP2

-

-

-

-

-

-

2008

-

-

-

-

-

-

2008
SP2

01-30
or
higher

-

-

01-30
or
higher

01-30
or
higher

-

2008
R2

01-30
or
higher

-

-

01-30
or
higher

01-30
or
higher

-

2008
R2 SP1

01-30
or
higher

01-60
or
higher

-

01-30
or
higher

01-30
or
higher

01-90
or
higher

2012

01-40
or
higher

01-60
or
higher

02-05
or
higher

01-40
or
higher

01-40
or
higher

01-81
or
higher

2012
R2

01-90
or
higher

01-70
or later

02-05
or
higher

-

-

01-81
or
higher

B1

- : Unsupported
("Unsupported" implies that the OS is unavailable as a guest OS or you cannot have
the OS migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode )
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Table 2-76 Supported OS (CB 2500)
HVM firmware version
Guest OS

CB 520H

CB 520X

CB 520X

server blade

server blade

server blade

B1

B1

B2

Red Hat
Enterprise
Linux

6.5

02-05 or higher

02-01 or higher

-

6.6

02-06 or higher

02-06 or higher

02-10 or higher

Windows
Server

2008 R2 SP1

-

02-01 or higher

-

2012

02-05 or higher

02-01 or higher

02-10 or higher

2012 R2

02-05 or higher

02-01 or higher

02-10 or higher

- : Unsupported
("Unsupported" implies that the OS is unavailable as a guest OS or you cannot
have the OS migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode )
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Requirement of source and destination server blades
Management module version
You can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode regardless
of management module version.
Dictionary version
When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode between
CB2000's, the Dictionary version must be 00075 or higher. When the
Dictionary version is 00074 or earlier, some messages are not displayed
properly.
Server blade
Location
You cannot execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode from an LPAR number
to another within a server blade. For relation of the locations of the source and
destination server blades between which you can execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode, confirm the following table.

Table 2-77 Requirements of location between source and destination
server blades
Location

Migratable

Within a server blade

No

From a server blade to another within a server chassis

Yes

From a server blade in a chassis to another server blade in another chassis

Yes

Take note that you cannot execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance
mode, with an LPAR on a server blade in a cluster configuration with Microsoft
Failover Cluster, set as the source LPAR.
Chassis type
The chassis types where the source and destination server blades are inserted,
such as CB2000, CB320, CB500, or CB2500, are matched.
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Server blade model
The server blade models between the source and destination server blades
must be matched. However, you cannot execute LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode in some cases even when server blade model is the same
between the source and destination server blades.



CB2000 standard server blade

Table 2-78 Combination of server blades (CB2000 standard server
blade)
Destination

A1

A2

R3

S3

R4

S4

A1

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

A2

No

Yes*

No

No

No

No

R3

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

S3

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

R4

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

S4

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Source

* See (1)



CB2000 high-performance server blade

Table 2-79 Combination of server blades (CB2000 high-performance
server blade)
Destination

A1

A2

A1

Yes

No

A2

No

Yes

Source

When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode between
CB2000 high-performance server blades, see (2).
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CB500

Table 2-80 Combination of server blades (CB520H server blade)
Destination

A1

B1

A2

B2

B3

A1

Yes

No

No

No

No

B1

No

Yes

No

No

No

A2

No

No

Yes

No

No

B2

No

No

No

Yes

No

B3

No

No

No

No

Yes

Source

Table 2-81 Combination of server blades (CB520A server blade)
Destination
Source
A1

A1
Yes

Table 2-82 Combination of server blades (CB540A server blade)
Destination

A1

B1

A1

Yes

No

B1

No

Yes

Source

Table 2-83 Combination of server blades (CB520X server blade)
Destination

B1

B2

B1

Yes

No

B2

No

Yes

Source

When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode between
CB520X server blades, see (3).
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Concurrent Maintenance
CB2500

Table 2-84 Combination of server blades (CB520H server blade)
Destination
Source
A1

A1
Yes

Table 2-85 Combination of server blades (CB520X server blade)
Destination

B1

B2

B1

Yes

No

B2

No

Yes

Source

When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode between
CB520X server blades, see (3).
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(1) Processor typea of CB2000 standard server blade A2 model
The following two types of CB2000 standard server blade A2 model are
released.

– Server blades with Intel Nehalem-EP processor E5503s
– Server blades with Westmere-EP processor(Xeon the 5600s number)s
Confirm whether you can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode in your environment in the following table.

Table 2-86 Combination of processor type of CB2000 standard server
blade A2 model
Destination

E5503

Xeon the 5600s number

E5503

Yes

No

Xeon the 5600s number

No

Yes

Source

(2) SMP configurations of CB2000 high-performance server blade
You can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode only
when the server blade configurations between the source and destination
server blades are the same. Confirm the combinations of the configurations
of the source and destination server blades between which you can
execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode in the following
table.

Table 2-87 Combination of configurations on source and destination
server blades
Destination
Source

1- blade
server partition

2-blade

4-blade

SMP server partition SMP server partition

1- blade server partition

Yes

No

No

2-blade SMP server partition

No

Yes

No

4-blade SMP server partition

No

No

Yes

Usage environments
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(3) SMP configurations of CB520X server blade
You can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode only
when server blade configuration is the same between the source and
destination server blades.
Confirm the combination of configuration on the source and destination
server blades between which you can LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance in the following table.

Table 2-89 Combination of configurations on source and destination
server blades
Destination
Source

1- blade
server partition

2-blade

4-blade

SMP server partition SMP server partition

1- blade server partition

Yes

No

No

2-blade SMP server partition

No

Yes

No

4-blade SMP server partition

No

No

Yes

Number of physical processors
The number of physical processors must be matched between the source and
destination server blades.
memory size
You can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode regardless
of memory size on the source and destination server blades.
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Configuration of NIC and FC HBA
The NIC and FC HBA configurations between the source and destination server
blades must be matched.



Requirement for NIC configuration

– A NIC card with the same number of ports is installed on each slot with
the same PCI Device number on the source and destination server
blades. Note that you can confirm PCI Device numbers in PCI Device
Information screen either in HVM console window or in HVM screen.
– The scheduling mode for every controller on the NIC card mounted on
each of the same slot locations on the source and destination server
blades is set to the same mode.



Requirement for FC HBA configuration

– The device name of each FC HBA card on the source and destination
server blades is matched. Note that you can confirm device names in
Migration Config Viewer window.
– The kind of each FC HBA card on the source and destination server
blades, such as Mezzanine card or expansion card, is matched.
– The number of the ports with which each FC HBA card on the source
and destination server blades is accompanied is matched.
– The relative slot number where each FC HBA card on the source and
destination server blades is located is matched.
– One of the Hitachi Fibre channel firmware versions listed in the
following table is installed on the source and destination server blades
respectively.
Table 2-90 Supported Hitachi Fibre channel firmware version
Type

Hitachi Fibre channel firmware version

Hitachi Gigabit Fibre channel board 4Gbps

26-08-1B or higher

Hitachi Gigabit Fibre channel board 8Gbps

3x-04-54 or higher
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– One of the Hitachi Fibre channel driver versions listed in the following
table is installed on the source and destination server blades
respectively.
Table 2-91 Supported Hitachi Fibre channel driver version
Guest OS
Red Hat

Hitachi Fibre channel driver version

5.6 or earlier

Enterprise
Linux

5.7

5.9

6.1

6.2

6.4

6.5

6.6

Windows

Server 2003 R2 SP2

Server 2008

Server 2008 SP2

x86

-

x64

-

x86

1.5.16.1270 or higher

x64

4.5.16.1270 or higher

x86

1.5.16.1282-1 or higher

x64

4.5.16.1282-1 or higher

x86

1.6.17.2096 or higher

x64

4.6.17.2096 or higher

x86

1.6.17.2096 or higher

x64

4.6.17.2096 or higher

x86

1.6.17.2114 or higher

x64

4.6.17.2114 or higher

x86

1.6.17.2114 or higher

x64

4.6.17.2114 or higher

x86

1.6.17.2116 or higher

x64

4.6.17.2116 or higher

x86

-

x64

-

x86

1.1.6.880 or higher

x64

4.1.6.880 or higher

x86

1.1.6.880 or higher

x64

4.1.6.880 or higher

Server 2008 R2

4.2.6.880 or higher

Server 2008 R2 SP1

4.2.6.880 or higher

Server 2012

4.3.6.900 or higher

Server 2012 R2

4.3.7.1110 or higher

Notes:
-: Unsupported
* Available on HVM firmware 59-20 or higher for CB 2000 standard server blade,
79-20 or higher for CB 2000 high-performance server blade, 01-30 or higher for
CB 500, or 02-01 or higher for CB 2500.
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Application software for HVM management
You must use any of the versions shown in the following table.

Table 2-92 Version of SC
Product name
SC/BSM

SC/Agent

Supported version

ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 08-xx

08-90 or higher *

ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 09-xx

09-53-/A or higher *

ServerConductor/Agent

09-50 or higher

ServerConductor/Advanced Agent

09-50 or higher

* Be sure to see "Migrating LPAR from the standby server blade after Cold standby switching" in
"Usage Notes" when you use ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 08-xx, 09-53 or earlier.

BMC version
You can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode regardless
of BMC version.
EFI/BIOS
EFI/BIOS version
The EFI version or the BIOS version must be matched between the source and
destination server blades.
Setting of EFI/BIOS
The setting of EFI or BIOS must be the same between the source and
destination server blades.
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HVM firmware version
Each of the following tables shows the combinations of HVM firmware versions
for each server blade model where you can execute LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode. Note that the reference column shows the
combinations of migratable HVMs between the source and destination server
blades in the following table.

Table 2-93 Reference for each model
Platform
CB2000

Standard server blade

CB500

A1

1-1

A2

1-2

R3

1-3

S3

1-4
1-5

S4

1-6

A1

1-7

A2

1-8

P4

-

P5

-

A1

3-1

B1

3-2

A2

3-3

B2

3-4

B3

3-5

CB520A server blade

A1

3-6

CB540A server blade

A1

3-7

B1

3-8

B1

3-9

PCI-expansion server blade

CB520H server blade

CB520X server blade

CB2500

Reference

R4

High-performance server blade

CB320

Model

B2

3-10

CB520H server blade

B3

4-1

CB520X server blade

B1

4-2

B2

4-3

- : unsupported
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1-1 CB2000 standard server blade A1 model

Table 2-94 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade A1
model
Destination
Source
59-11 or earlier
59-21 or higher

59-11 or earlier

59-21 or higher

Yes

Yes*

Yes

1

Yes

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-2 CB2000 standard server blade A2 model

Table 2-95 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade A2
model
Destination

59-11 or earlier

59-21 or higher

59-11 or earlier

Yes

Yes*

59-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

Source

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-3 CB2000 standard server blade R3 model

Table 2-96 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade R3
model
Destination

59-11 or earlier

59-21 or higher

59-11 or earlier

Yes

Yes*

59-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

Source

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-4 CB2000 standard server blade S3 model

Table 2-97 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade S3
model
Destination

59-11 or earlier

59-21 or higher

59-11 or earlier

Yes

Yes*

59-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

Source

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”
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1-5 CB2000 standard server blade R4 model

Table 2-98 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade R4
model
Destination
Source
59-51 or higher



59-51 or higher
Yes

1-6 CB2000 standard server blade S4 model

Table 2-99 Combination of HVM on CB2000 standard server blade S4
model
Destination
Source
59-51 or higher



59-51 or higher
Yes

1-7 CB2000 high-performance server blade A1 model

Table 2-100 Combination of HVM on CB2000 high-performance server
blade A1 model
Destination

79-11 or earlier

79-21 or higher

79-11 or earlier

Yes

Yes*

79-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

Source

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”



1-8 CB2000 high performance server blade A2 model

Table 2-101 Combination of HVM on CB2000 high-performance server
blade A2 model
Destination

79-11 or earlier

79-21 or higher

79-11 or earlier

Yes

Yes*

79-21 or higher

Yes*

Yes

Source

* See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”
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3-1 CB500 CB520H server blade A1 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-102 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade A1
model
Destination
Source

01-40
01-30

to

01-60

01-51
01-30

Yes

01-40 to 01-51
01-60

Yes

1

No
1

Between 01-70 and 01-90

Yes

02-01 or higher

No

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Yes1

No

Yes1

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

1. See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”
2. When an LPAR has migrated from HVM firmware 01-60 to HVM firmware 01-70, we
recommend that you reboot the LPAR on the destination server blade. Otherwise, you cannot
have the LPAR migrate onto HVM firmware version 01-51 or earlier.



3-2 CB500 CB520H server blade B1 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-103 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade B1
model
Destination
Source

01-40
01-30

to

01-60

01-51
01-30

Yes

01-40 to 01-51
01-60

Yes

1

No
1

Between 01-70 and 01-90

Yes

02-01 or higher

No

1.

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Yes1

No

Yes1

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”

2. When an LPAR has migrated from HVM firmware 01-60 to HVM firmware 01-70, we
recommend that you reboot the LPAR on the destination server blade. Otherwise, you cannot
have the LPAR migrate onto HVM firmware version 01-51 or earlier.
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3-3 CB500 CB520H server blade A2 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-104 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520A server blade A2
model
Destination
Source



01-60

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

01-60

Yes

Yes

No

Between 01-70 and 01-90

No

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

3-4 CB500 CB520H server blade B2 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-105 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade B2
model
Destination
Source



01-60

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

01-60

Yes

Yes

No

Between 01-70 and 01-90

No

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

No

Yes

3-5 CB500 CB520H server blade B3 model

Table 2-106 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520H server blade B3
model
Destination
Source
02-05 or higher

2-60

02-05 or higher
Yes
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3-6 CB500 CB520A server blade A1 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-107 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520A server blade A1
model
Destination
Source

01-40
01-30

to

01-60

01-51
01-30

Yes

01-40 to 01-51
01-60

Yes

1

No
1

Between 01-70 and 01-90

Yes

02-01 or higher

No

1.

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Yes1

No

Yes1

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”

2. When an LPAR has migrated from HVM firmware 01-60 to HVM firmware 01-70, we
recommend that you reboot the LPAR on the destination server blade. Otherwise, you cannot
have the LPAR migrate onto HVM firmware version 01-51 or earlier.



3-7 CB500 CB540A server blade A1 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-108 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB540A server blade A1
model
Destination
Source

01-40
01-30

to

01-60

01-51
01-30

Yes

01-40 to 01-51
01-60

Yes

1

No
1

Between 01-70 and 01-90

Yes

02-01 or higher

No

1.

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Yes1

No

Yes1

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”

2. When an LPAR has migrated from HVM firmware 01-60 to HVM firmware 01-70, we
recommend that you reboot the LPAR on the destination server blade. Otherwise, you cannot
have the LPAR migrate onto HVM firmware version 01-51 or earlier.
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Concurrent Maintenance


3-8 CB500 CB540A server blade B1 model
We don’t support LPAR migrations to HVM firmware version 01-60 from
another HVM firmware version.

Table 2-109 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB540A server blade B1
model
Destination

01-40

Source

01-30

to

01-60

01-51
01-30

Yes

01-40 to 01-51

Yes

01-60

1

No
1

Between 01-70 and 01-90

Yes

02-01 or higher

No

1.

Between
01-70 and 01-90

02-01 or higher

Yes1

No

Yes1

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

See “Note on expansion of VNIC System No.”

2. When an LPAR has migrated from HVM firmware 01-60 to HVM firmware 01-70, we
recommend that you reboot the LPAR on the destination server blade. Otherwise, you cannot
have the LPAR migrate onto HVM firmware version 01-51 or earlier.



3-9 CB500 CB520X server blade B1 model

Table 2-110 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520X server blade B1
model
Destination

01-90

02-01 or higher

01-90

Yes

No

02-01 or higher

No

Yes

Source



3-10 CB500 CB520X server blade B2 model

Table 2-111 Combination of HVM on CB500 CB520X server blade B2
model
Destination
Source
02-10 or higher
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02-10 or higher
Yes
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4-1 CB2500 CB520H server blade B3 model

Table 2-112 Combination of HVM on CB2500 CB520H server blade B3
model
Destination
Source
02-05 or higher



02-05 or higher
Yes

4-2 CB2500 CB520X server blade B1 model

Table 2-113 Combination of HVM on CB2500 CB520X server blade B1
model
Destination
Source
02-01 or higher



02-01 or higher
Yes

4-3 CB2500 CB520X server blade B2 model

Table 2-114 Combination of HVM on CB2500 CB520X server blade B2
model
Destination
Source
02-10 or higher

02-10 or higher
Yes
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HVM model
The following tables show the HVM models with which an LPAR can migrate
between the source and destination server blades.

Table 2-115 HVM model (CB2000)
HVM model

Supported

Essential

No

Enterprise

Yes

Table 2-116 HVM model (CB500)
HVM model

Supported

Essential

No

Advanced

Yes

Enterprise

Yes

Table 2-117 HVM model (CB2500)
HVM model

Supported

Essential

No

Advanced

Yes

Enterprise

Yes

HVM system time zone
The time zones for the source and destination HVMs must be the same. In
Japan, set the time zones to +9:00.

HVM system time synchronization with NTP server
You must set the same server as the NTP server to synchronize HVM system
times for the source and destination HVMs. For CB2000, CB500, or CB2500,
We recommended that you set the management module as the NTP server.
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Security strength
An LPAR configuration is transferred in plain text format through migration
paths in an LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. Any TLS
communication settings cannot be applied in an LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode even if you have configured any TLS communication
settings for ordinary communications. For migration path, see “Migration path”
in “Application requirement for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in “Application
requirements” in “Usage environment”. Also, for security strength, see HVM
Management Command (HvmSh) Operation Guide.
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Concurrent Maintenance
Note on expansion of VNIC System No.


CB2000

When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode between
HVM firmware 59-11/79-11 or earlier and 59-21/79-21 or higher, and the
VNIC System No. set for the HVM firmware 59-21/79-21 or higher is 129 or
greater, you cannot execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance.
Confirm the combinations of the source and destination between which you
can execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance in the following table.

Table 2-118 LPAR migration on HVMs on CB 2000 standard server
blades
Destination
Source

HVM firmware version
59-11 or earlier

59-21 or higher

HVM firmware version

VNIC System No.

128 or smaller

128 or smaller

129 or greater

59-11 or earlier

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

No

59-21 or higher

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

Yes

129 or greater

No

Yes

Yes

Table 2-119 LPAR migration on HVMs on CB 2000 high-performance
server blades
Destination
Source

HVM firmware version
79-11 or earlier

HVM firmware version

VNIC System No.

128 or smaller

128 or smaller

129 or greater

79-11 or earlier

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

No

79-21 or higher

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

Yes

129 or greater

No

Yes

Yes
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79-21 or higher
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CB500

When you execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode between HVM firmware
01-30 or earlier and 01-40 or higher, and the VNIC System No. set for the
HVM firmware 01-40 or higher is 129 or greater, you cannot execute LPAR
migration in Shutdown mode. Confirm the combinations of the source and
destination between which you can execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode
in the following table.

Table 2-120 LPAR migration on HVMs on CB 500 server blades
Destination
Source

HVM firmware version
01-30 or earlier

01-40 or higher

HVM firmware version

VNIC System No.

128 or smaller

128 or smaller

129 or greater

01-30 or earlier

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

No

01-40 or higher

128 or smaller

Yes

Yes

Yes

129 or greater

No

Yes

Yes
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Storage device
Setting of FC HBA
You can confirm the FC HBA connection configurations to execute Concurrent
Maintenance mode in the following table.

Table 2-121 FC HBA connection configurations for Concurrent
Maintenance mode
Adapter type
Connection configuration

4Gbps Fibre

8Gbps Fibre

channel adapter

channel adapter

Connected to

NPIV is

P2P connection

Yes

Yes

storage device

supported.

Loop connection

No

No

via FC switch

NNPIV is not

P2P connection

No

No

module

supported.

Loop connection

No

No

Connected directly to storage

P2P connection

No

No

device*

Loop connection

No

No

* Available when only 8Gbps Fibre Channel adapters are installed.

Connecting to storage device
You must connect FC cables to the same ports on the same storage device
from the source and destination server blades via FC switch modules.
SAN security
You must register a Migration WWPN created with the same vfcID as a WWPN
to the same host group as the WWPN. A Migration WWPN is used only when
you execute an LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. However,
after an LPAR migration, you don’t need to remove the migration WWPN from
the host group. For migration WWPN, see Shared FC Assignment screen or
Allocated FC Information screen in HVM Console.
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Migration path
A migration path is used to transfer the configuration data of the source LPAR
and the memory data of the guest OS on the source LPAR, to the destination
HVM. You must set a shared NIC port with the theoretical bandwidth greater
than or equal to 1 Gbps (the actual bandwidth greater than or equal to 900
Mbps) to execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. Also, you
are required to set an IPv4 IP address to migration paths. For setting a
migration path, see "Prerequisite Setting" in "Concurrent Maintenance mode"
in "Migration procedure".
The following table describes the setting of a migration path for CB 2000, CB
500, or CB 2500. Be sure to confirm the following table before configuring a
migration path.

Table 2-122 Setting of migration path
Migration path
Path

CB2000

CB500

CB2500

Adapter
No1

Yes

Yes

Emulex 10 Gbps NIC2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Intel 1 Gbps NIC3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Intel 10 Gbps NIC

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Management path

Not management path

Broadcom

3

Notes:
1. On CB2000, the bandwidth of the management path is 100Mbps. Do not set the management
path as a migration path.
2. Do not set any VLANID. If you have set a VLANID, migration executions through the migration
path may fail.
3. You can apply the following advantages to a migration path when you set a VLAN ID for the
migration path.


Packets cannot be referred to through another network.



Packets are isolated from ones on another network.
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Concurrent Maintenance
The recommended network configurations, which fulfill the above requirements,
are shown in the following figures. Configure migration paths according to the
following network configurations. The recommended network configuration for
each server configuration varies depending on the kind of NIC set as a
migration path to be used during a migration and other factors.



When you set a port of the onboard NIC or a mezzanine NIC in use as the
migration path to be used

Figure 2-6 Recommended network configuration (Path configuration 1)
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When you set a port of the onboard NIC or a mezzanine NIC exclusively as
the migration path to be used

Figure 2-7 Recommended network configuration (Path configuration 2)
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When you set a port of a PCI card in use as the migration path to be used

Figure 2-8 Recommended network configuration (Path configuration 3)
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When a port of a PCI card is set exclusively as the migration path to be
used

Figure 2-9 Recommended network configuration (Path configuration 4)
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Concurrent Maintenance
Note on assigning NIC ports
When Hvm Operating Mode is set to Standard on an HVM for CB2000, an LPAR
with shared NICs assigned to in any of the following ways cannot migrate. Also,
an LPAR on HVM firmware version 58-70 or earlier, 78-70 or earlier, cannot
migrate regardless a value of Hvm Operating Mode.
Case1: When segments with the same shared NIC number are assigned to
nonconsecutive Virtual NIC Numbers.
Ex) "2a" and "2b" are assigned to Virtual NIC Number #2 and #4.

Figure 2-10 Segments with the same shared NIC number are assigned
to nonconsecutive Virtual NIC Numbers
Case2: When segments are assigned to any of Virtual NIC Number #8
through #15.
Ex) "1a" and "1b" are assigned to Virtual NIC Number #12 and #13.

Figure 2-11 Segments are assigned to any of Virtual NIC Number #8
through #15
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Concurrent Maintenance
Case3: When a segment is assigned two or more times to an LPAR.
Ex) "1a" is assigned seven times to Virtual NIC Number #0 through #6.

Figure 2-12 A segment is assigned two or more times to an LPAR
Case4: When only some of the segments belonging to a controller with
multiple ports is assigned to an LPAR.
Ex) Only "1a" belonging to a controller with two ports is assigned to Virtual
NIC Number #0.

Figure 2-13 Some of the segments belonging to a controller with
multiple ports is assigned to an LPAR
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Concurrent Maintenance
Note on selecting VNIC Device Type


CB2000

You can select VNIC Device Type when you operate HVM firmware version 5900/79-00 or higher. However, when you set VNIC Device Type to NIC2 on the
source HVM and you set Hvm Operating Mode to Standard on the destination
HVM, you cannot have LPARs migrate on the source HVM to the destination
HVM. Also, when you set VNIC Device Type to NIC2 on the source HVM and
NIC2 is not supported on the destination HVM, you cannot have LPARs migrate
on the source HVM to the destination HVM. For the combination of migratable
environments between the source and destination HVMs, see the following
tables.

Table 2-123 Combination of migratable environments (CB2000 standard
server blade)
Destination

HVM firmware version

Source
HVM firmware version

VNIC Device Type

58-8x or earlier
59-0x or earlier

58-8x or earlier

59-0x or higher

Standard/Expansion

Standard

Expansion

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC1

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC2

No

No

Yes

-: not selectable

Table 2-124 Combination of migratable environments (CB2000 highperformance server blade)
Destination

HVM firmware version

Source
HVM firmware version

VNIC Device Type

78-8x or earlier
79-0x or earlier

78-8x or earlier
Standard/Expansion

Standard

Expansion

-

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC1

Yes

Yes

Yes

NIC2

No

No

Yes

- : not selectable
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79-0x or higher
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Concurrent Maintenance
CB500

Before LPARs have migrated to HVM firmware version 01-01 on a server blade
over the number of times shown in the following table, you must reboot the
server blade or execute "Force Recovery" according to Hitachi Compute Blade
500 Series Logical partitioning manager User's Guide.

Table 2-125 Migratable number of times to HVM firmware version 01-01
HVM firmware version
01-01

Number of assigned shared NIC ports
2

4

200

400
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Migration procedures
This chapter describes the migration procedures.
 Shutdown mode
 Concurrent Maintenance mode
 Policy migration
 Return migration
 Exchanging or updating hardware or software
 Saving and backing up HVM configuration
 Registering/removing migration WWN
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Shutdown mode
The mode to shut down the guest OS on an LPAR and have the LPAR migrate
to another server blade, is introduced in this section. You can confirm a result
of migration more easily by having only one LPAR migrate at a time. Therefore,
when you have an LPAR which hasn’t migrated in the current system
configuration migrate, we recommend that you have the LPAR migrate in
Shutdown mode.
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Procedure for Shutdown mode
Operate some tools according to the following procedure when you have an
LPAR migrate in Shutdown mode.
Operation on
Web console for CB 500
Web console for CB 2500
SC/BSM

Operation on HVM Navigator

Save HVM configurations
on source and destination
server blades.
Back up HVM
configurations on source
and destination server
blades.

*

Start HVM Navigator.
*: It’s necessary that you
execute the above two
when you haven’t done
them.

Click Update button.
(Main window)
Select source and
destination LPARs.
(Migration [Shutdown]
window)
Execute LPAR migration in
Shutdown mode.
(Migration [Shutdown]
window)
Check LPAR migration in
progress.
(Migration Progress
window)
Check LPAR migration
completion.
(Migration Progress
window)
Are there LPARs
necessary to be
recovered?
Yes

No

The migrated LPAR is
running.

Recover LPARs.
(See Recovering flow.)

Figure 3-1 Operation flow for Shutdown mode
For the procedure of recovering LPARs, see the 1st figure in a subsection
“Recovering LPAR” in this section.
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Operate the HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to have an
LPAR migrate in Shutdown mode after you start HVM Navigator and then
register the source and destination HVMs to the HVM Navigator according to
the procedure shown in Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide—
Getting Started.




Save HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades when
you have changed the HVM firmware versions or the HVM configurations.
Also, back up the HVM configurations on the source and destination server
blades together when you have changed any or both of the HVM
configurations.
MAC addresses assigned to ports on LPARs on an HVM may be duplicated,
when you set a VNIC System No., which has been set for another HVM, for
the HVM on the system where LPAR migration has been executed.

1. When HVMs to be the source and destination HVMs fulfill the first of the
above notes, save HVM configurations on the HVMs and then back up the
HVM configurations. For saving and backing up HVM configuration, see
"Saving and backing up HVM configuration" in "Migration procedures".
2. Select Migration tab in Main window.

3-4
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3. Click Update button.

4. Select Shutdown radio button in Mode Selection group box and then click
Migration button in Migration Menu group box.
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Migration [Shutdown] window is displayed and HVMs for CB2000, CB320,
CB500, or CB2500 which are registered to HVM Navigator appear in Source
group box and Destination group box.

5. Select the source LPAR in Source group box and the destination LPAR in
Destination group box.
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When you select source and destination LPARs with combo boxes:
Uncheck Tree view check box in Target Selection group box in Migration
[Shutdown] window. Then, the combo boxes to select source and destination
chassis, HVMs, LPARs are displayed. Besides, in destination group box, the
combo box to select processor group. So, choose the way to select them
according to the system environment.
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When you want the destination LPAR to be selected automatically:
Check Auto check box in Target Selection group box in Migration [Shutdown]
window. Then the function which selects the destination LPAR automatically is
enabled. When you check Auto check box and then select an HVM in
Destination group box, the LPAR with the youngest LPAR number is selected as
the destination LPAR automatically. However, when you change the
destination LPAR to another LPAR, select the destination LPAR manually.
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When you select a processor group for the destination LPAR:
a. Check Group check box in Target Selection group box in Migration
[Shutdown] window.
b. Select an HVM in Destination group box.
c. Select a processor group in Destination group box.
d. Available LPARs are displayed in “LPAR: other”.
Select the destination LPAR.
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6. Click Migration Execute button.

If necessary, change the settings in Migration Setting group box in Migration
[Shutdown] window.
If you check Shutdown Guest OS (Source) check box varies depending on the
LPAR status of the LPAR to migrate. When the LPAR status is Act (Activated),
you must check Shutdown Guest OS (Source) check box and set the items in
Guest OS Information (for remote shutdown) group box.
In addition, Activate Destination LPAR check box is the setting to specify the
LPAR status on the destination LPAR after LPAR migration.
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7. Confirmation window is displayed.
Confirm the content and then if the content has no problems, click OK
button.

8. When executing LPAR migration in Shutdown mode, Migration Progress
window is displayed. You can confirm the progress in Migration Progress
window.
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9. When LPAR migration finishes normally, “Migration completed!” message is
displayed in Migration Progress. Click Close button.
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Recovering LPAR
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure if there are LPARs
necessary to be recovered.

Operation on HVM Navigator

Recover an LPAR.

No

Are there the
other LPARs
necessary to be
recovered?
Yes
The migrated LPAR is
running.

Figure 3-2 Operation flow to recover LPAR
When there are LPARs which have failed to be recovered on an HVM, restore
the HVM configuration with the backup file retrieved before migration.
However, take note that the HVM configuration is returned to the configuration
corresponding to the backup file.
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Event
When LPAR migration fails because of an error or cancelled because of
resource shortage or any other cause on the destination, an error message is
displayed in Migration Progress window and recovering LPAR is often executed
automatically. However, there are some cases which are recovered
automatically depending on the kind of errors or the states of HVM or LPAR
configurations in a momentary time which the error occurs.
In such a case, recover all LPARs necessary to be recovered and execute LPAR
migration again.

If the automatic recover explained above fails, recover LPARs according to the
procedure in “Solution” below.
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Solution
1. Click Update button.

2. When one or more LPARs necessary to be recovered exist, the number of
the LPARs is shown at Target Selection group box in Migration [Shutdown]
window in the form of “LPARs requiring recovery: x LPARs” where x means
the number of the LPARs. If you have encountered a failure in Migration
Policy window during policy migration, click Migration button in Main
window to open Migration window.

3. In Source or Destination group box, each LPAR necessary to be recovered
is indicated by a pin icon ( ). Select the first one with a mouse click and
then click Recovery Execute button. (If you check Show the LPARs
check box, only the LPARs necessary to be recovered are shown.)
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4. Confirmation window is displayed.
Confirm the content and then click OK button.
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5. Migration Progress window is displayed.

You can confirm the progress of recovering an LPAR.

6. When recovering an LPAR finishes normally, “Recovery completed!”
message is displayed in Recovery Progress window.
Click Close button.
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As mentioned before, the number of LPARs necessary to be recovered is
shown in Target Selection group box in Migration window in the form of “LPARs
requiring recovery: x LPARs” where x means the number of the LPARs.
Recover all LPARs necessary to be recovered.

If the recovery process fails, the error cause may not be removed. Eliminate
the error cause and retry. Also confirm the HVM because HVM possible to has
a hardware failure. If the recovery process fails even though removed the
error cause and retry, reactivate the HVM using back-up configuration
information. If executed LPAR migration after back-up, the LPAR revert to the
former state.
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Concurrent Maintenance mode
The mode to have an LPAR migrate to another server blade with the guest OS
on the LPAR running, is introduced in this section. You can confirm a result of
migration more easily by having only one LPAR migrate at a time.

Prerequisite setting
Set the following items to execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance
mode.

– Register the migration WWPNs assigned to the LPAR to migrate to the
host group to which the WWPNs assigned to the LPAR to migrate are
already registered.
– Set at least one migration path for each of the source and destination
HVMs
You don’t need to set the above items whenever you execute LPAR migration
in Concurrent Maintenance mode. However, you must set the above items only
when you have changed the environment to which an LPAR to migrate belongs.
Operation on HVM Navigator

Start HVM Navigator.
Register "Storage Navigator Modular 2
CLI" folder to HVM navigator.
(Option window)
Configure WWPN zonings
Click Update button
(Main window)
Register migration WWPNs to host groups
(Storage Password Setting window,
Register Migration WWN Setting window)
Set migration paths for source and
destination HVMs
(Migration Path Setting window)

Figure 3-3 Operation flow for Prerequisite settings
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In advance, start HVM Navigator and then register the source and destination
HVMs to HVM Navigator according to Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator
User’s Guide—Getting Started.
1. Register the migration WWPNs assigned to the LPAR to migrate to the host
group to which the WWPNs assigned to the LPAR to migrate are already
registered.
You can register the migration WWPNs in the same way as the way to
register the WWPNs.
You can register migration WWPNs to the host groups to which the WWPNs
assigned to the LPAR to migrate are already registered through HVM
Navigator.
For the operation, see "Registering/removing migration WWN".
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2. Set FC zonings for SAN switches connected with the LPAR to migrate.
a. When you set port zonings
You don’t need to set anything to execute an LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode.
b. When you set WWPN zonings
An example of WWPN zoning configuration including a migration WWPN
is shown in the following figures. Configure WWPN zoning configurations,
seeing the correct configuration of the following figures. (Don’t add a
migration WWPN in a zone with the WWPN corresponding to the
counterpart of the migration WWPN.)
[Correct configuration]
Storage device

FCSW

Guest OS

Zone OS

FC
WWN_OS

WWN_OS

WWN_D
WWN_D

LU

WWN_OS_Mig

WWN_OS_Mig

Zone OS_Mig

WWN_OS: WWPN on an FC port on a guest OS
WWN_OS_Mig: migration WWPN on an FC port on a guest OS
: Zone with WWPN
(Zone OS)

: Zone necessary to be configured for LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode
(Zone OS_Mig)

[Correct configuration]
Zone with WWPN (Zone OS)

Zone necessary to be configured for LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode
(Zone OS_Mig)

zone: Zone OS

zone: Zone OS_Mig
WWN_OS_Mig
WWN_D

WWN_OS
WWN_D
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[Typical wrong configuration]
FCSW

Guest OS

Storage device
Zone OS

FC
WWN_OS

WWN_D

WWN_OS
WWN_D
WWN_OS_Mig

WWN_OS_Mig

WWN_OS: WWPN on an FC port on a guest OS
WWN_OS_Mig: migration WWPN on an FC port on a guest OS
: Zone with WWPN
(Zone OS)

[Typical wrong configuration]
Zone with WWPN (Zone OS)
zone: Zone OS
WWN_OS
WWN_OS_Mig
WWN_D
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LU

3. Select Migration tab.

4. Click Update button.

Set at least one migration path for each of the source and destination
HVMs. Be sure to confirm "Migration path" in "Application requirement for
Concurrent Maintenance mode" in "Usage environments" before moving
onto the following steps.
5. Select Concurrent Maintenance radio button in Mode Selection group
box and then click Path Setting button in Migration Menu group box.
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Migration Path Setting window is displayed.

6. Select the source or destination HVM in HVM Selection group box and then
click Add Row button in Migration Path List group box. Next, check the
check box in Primary Use column and input a name for the migration path
in Name column. Finally, select a segment in Segment column.
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7. Scroll the horizontal bar to the right in Migration Path List group box.
Next, input an IPv4 address in the IP address column and then input a
subnet mask in the Subnet Mask column. Note that any IPv6 addresses do
not work as migration paths.

We recommend that you set a VLANID for each migration path to isolate
packets from those in another network. As a result, the packets are not
referred to through another network.

8. Also, set at least one migration path for the source or destination HVM in
the same way as the way explained above.
Then, click Save button.
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9. Click OK button.

10. Save window is displayed. Click OK button.

11. Click Close button.
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Procedure for Concurrent Maintenance mode
Operate some tools according to the following procedure to have an LPAR
migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode after you start HVM Navigator and
then register the source and destination HVMs to the HVM Navigator according
to the procedure shown in Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s
Guide—Getting Started.
Operation on HVM Navigator

Operation on
Web console for CB 500
Web console for CB 2500
SC/BSM

Save HVM configurations
on source and destination
server blades.
Back up HVM
configurations on source
and destination server
blades.
Release the source server blade from
a clustering configuration.
Start HVM Navigator.
Check CPU load and network load
(CPU Realtime Viewer window, NIC
Realtime Viewer window)

*: It’s necessary that you
execute the above two
when you haven’t done
them.

Click Update button
(Main window)
Select source and destination LPARs.
(Migration [Shutdown] window)
Check the following requirements in
HVM System Logs window.
(1)There are no errors.
(2)FC HBA ports are stable.
(HVM Console window)

Fig. 3-38
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*

Fig. 3-38

Check the application requirements
for Concurrent Maintenance mode.
(Migration Config Viewer window)
Are there no error?

No

Take measures for errors.

Yes
Execute LPAR migration in Shutdown
mode.
(Migration [Shutdown] window)
Check LPAR migration in progress.
(Migration Progress window)
Check LPAR migration completion.
(Migration Progress window)
Are there LPARs which
need to be recovered?

No

Recover LPARs.
(See Recovering flow.)

No

Roll back WWNs.
(See Rolling back flow.)

Yes
Are there LPARs with
WWNs which need to be
rolled back?
Yes
Check if there are no errors.
(HVM Console window)
Reconfigure a clustering
configuration with the destination
server blade
The migrated LPAR is running.

Figure 3-4 Operation flow for Concurrent Maintenance mode
For the procedure of recovering LPARs, see the 1st figure in a subsection
“Recovering LPAR” in this section. Whereas, for the procedure of rolling back
WWNs, see the 1st figure in another subsection “Rolling back WWNs” in the
section.
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Save HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades when
you have changed HVM firmware versions or the HVM configurations. Also,
back up HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades
together when you have changed any or both of the HVM configurations.
MAC addresses assigned to shared NIC ports and virtual NIC ports on
LPARs on an HVM may be duplicated, when you set a VNIC System No.,
which has been set for another HVM, for the HVM on the system where
LPAR migration has been executed.
The assigned state of a USB device becomes ‘A’ on the destination server
blade. The assigned state on the destination server blade doesn’t depend
on the assigned state on the source server blade. However, when the
assigned state on the source server blade is ‘*’, the assigned state on the
destination server blade also becomes ‘*’. So, when the assigned state is
‘R’, change the assigned state to ‘#A’ or ‘A’ before executing LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.

1. When HVMs to be the source and destination HVMs fulfill the first of the
above notes, save HVM configurations on the HVMs and then back up the
HVM configuration. For saving and backing up HVM configuration, see
"Saving and backing up HVM configuration" in "Migration procedures".
2. When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode,
setting an LPAR on a server blade which is in a cluster configuration with
Microsoft Failover Cluster as the source LPAR, release the source server
blade from the clustering configuration.
3. Confirm the following items according to Hitachi Compute Blade HVM
Navigator User’s Guide—Monitoring.

– CPU usage ratio on each of the source and destination HVMs is over
80%.
– CPU usage amount by SYS2 is over 0.8 cores.
– There are one or more NIC ports which are being used over 50% for the
bandwidth of each NIC port on the source or destination HVM.
A timeout for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode may occur
when you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode under
the condition that one or more of the above items are fulfilled.
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4. Select Migration tab.

5. Click Update button.
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6. Select Concurrent Maintenance radio button in Mode Selection group
box and then select Migration button in Migration Menu group box.

Migration [Concurrent Maintenance] window is displayed and HVMs for
CB2000, CB320, CB500, or CB2500 which are registered to HVM Navigator
appear in Source group box and Destination group box.
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7. Select the source LPAR in Source group box and select the destination
LPAR in Destination group box.
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When you select the source and destination LPARs with combo boxes:
Uncheck Tree view check box in Target Selection group box in Migration
[Concurrent Maintenance] window. Then, the combo boxes to select the
source and destination chassis, HVMs, LPARs are displayed. Besides, in the
destination group box, the combo box to select a processor group. So, choose
the way to select them according to the system environment.
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When you want the destination LPAR to be selected automatically:
Check Auto check box in Target Selection group box in Migration [Concurrent
Maintenance] window. Then the function which selects the destination LPAR
automatically is enabled. When you check Auto check box and then select an
HVM in Destination group box, the LPAR with the youngest LPAR number is
selected as the destination LPAR automatically. However, when you change
the destination LPAR to another LPAR, select the destination LPAR manually.
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When you select a processor group for the destination LPAR:
a. Check Group check box in Target Selection group box in Migration
[Concurrent Maintenance] window.
b. Select an HVM in Destination group box.
c. Select a processor group in Destination group box.
d. Available LPARs are displayed in “LPAR: other”.
Select the destination LPAR
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8. Click Show System Logs button.

9. Confirm the following items in HVM System Logs screen in HVM Console
window.

– There are no errors for the source and destination HVMs.
– FC HBA ports installed on the source and destination server blades are
stable.



There are no errors for the source and destination HVMs.



The FC HBA ports installed on the source and destination server blades are
stable.
When a log showing that the state of an FC HBA port has changed hasn't
displayed for 5 or more minutes, you can see that all FC HBA ports
installed on the source and destination server blades are stable.
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10. Click Show Config button.
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11. Confirm that no Error icons are shown in Migration Config Viewer window
and then click Close button.
If you find one or more Error icons in Migration Config Viewer window, the
configuration requirements aren't fulfilled. Fulfill all configuration
requirements, and then execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance
mode.
For items shown in Migration Config Viewer, see "Appendix A: Item in
Migration Config Viewer window" Also, the measures which you should take
when the Error icon is shown in each row are shown in "Appendix A: Item
in Migration Config Viewer window".
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12. Click Migration Execute button.

13. Click OK button.
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LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode starts.

14. When executing LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode,
Migration Progress window is displayed. You can confirm the progress in
Migration Progress window.
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15. When LPAR migration finishes normally, “Migration completed!” message is
displayed in Migration Progress. Click Close button.
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Confirming if Concurrent Maintenance mode finished normally
Confirm if no errors have occurred in HVM System Logs screen in HVM Console
window. If no errors have occurred, you can see that LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode finished normally. Operate HVM Navigator
according to the following procedure to display HVM System Logs screen.
1. Select the source and destination HVMs and then click Show System Logs
button in Migration [Concurrent Maintenance] window.
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2. Confirm if no errors have occurred on the source and destination HVMs.
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Recovering LPAR
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure if there are LPARs
necessary to be recovered.

Operation on HVM Navigator

Recover an LPAR.

No

Are there the
other LPARs
which need to
be recovered?
Yes
A migrated LPAR is
running.

Figure 3-5 Operation flow to recover LPAR
When there are LPARs which have failed to be recovered on an HVM, restore
the HVM configuration with the backup file retrieved before migration.
However, take note that the HVM configuration is returned to the configuration
corresponding to the backup file.
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Event
When LPAR migration fails because of an error or cancelled because of
resource shortage or any other cause on the destination, an error message is
displayed in Migration Progress window and recovering LPAR is often executed
automatically. However, there are some cases which are recovered
automatically depending on the kind of errors or the states of HVM or LPAR
configurations in a momentary time which the error occurs.
In such a case, recover all LPARs necessary to be recovered and execute LPAR
migration again.

If the automatic recover explained the above fails, recover LPARs according to
the procedure in “Solution” below.
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Solution
1. Click Update button.

2. When one or more LPARs necessary to be recovered exist, the number of
the LPARs is shown at Target Selection group box in Migration [Shutdown]
window in the form of “LPARs requiring recovery: x LPARs” where x means
the number of the LPARs. If you have encountered a failure in Migration
Policy window during policy migration, click Migration button in Main
window to open Migration window.
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3. In the Source or Destination group box, each LPAR necessary to be
recovered is indicated by a pin icon ( ). Select the first one with a mouse
click and then click Recovery Execute button. (If you check Show the
LPARs check box, only the LPARs necessary to be recovered are shown.)

4. Confirmation window is displayed.
Confirm the content and then click OK button.
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5. Migration Progress window is displayed.
You can confirm the progress of recovering an LPAR.

6. When recovering an LPAR finishes normally, “Recovery completed!”
message is displayed in Recovery Progress window.
Click Close button.

As mentioned before, the number of LPARs necessary to be recovered is
shown in Target Selection group box in Migration window in the form of “LPARs
requiring recovery: x LPARs” where x means the number of the LPARs.
Recover all LPARs necessary to be recovered.
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If the recovery process fails, the error cause may not be removed. Eliminate
the error cause and retry. Also confirm the HVM because HVM possible to has
a hardware failure. If the recovery process fails even though removed the
error cause and retry, reactivate the HVM using back-up configuration
information. If executed LPAR migration after back-up, the LPAR revert to the
former state.
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Rolling back WWNs
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure if there are LPARs
with WWNs necessary to be rolled back.

Operation on HVM Navigator

Recover an LPAR.

No

Are there the
other LPARs
which need to
be recovered?
Yes
A migrated LPAR is
running.

Figure 3-6 Operation flow to roll back WWNs
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When LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode have failed, confirm if
there are LPARs with WWNs necessary to be rolled back. If there are such
LPARs, you must roll back WWNs assigned to all the LPARs. You cannot have
all LPARs migrate on an HVM where LPARs with WWNs necessary to be rolled
back are located without rolling back WWNs for the LPARs. Operate HVM
Navigator according to the following procedure to roll back WWNs.
1. Select an HVM where LPARs with WWNs necessary to be rolled back are
located in Migration [Shutdown] window or Migration [Concurrent
Maintenance] window. After selecting the HVM, Show Rollback button is
enabled. So, click Show Rollback button.
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Rollback WWN window is displayed.

2. Select an LPAR with WWNs necessary to be rolled back and then click
Rollback Execute button.
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3. Click OK button.

4. Click OK button again after rolling back has completed.
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5. The LPAR which you have rolled back disappear from WWN Status List
group box.

Roll back the other LPARs with WWNs necessary to be rolled back in the
same way.
Roll back WWNs for all LPARs with WWNs necessary to be rolled back. If you
don't roll back WWNs for any or all of the LPARs, you cannot have all LPARs
migrate on an HVM where LPARs with WWNs necessary to be rolled back are
located.
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Policy migration
Policy migration is the method which one or more LPAR migrations are
executed in order in a migration policy (a package to execute one or more
LPAR migrations in order) with registering the LPAR migrations to the
migration policy. (Every registered LPAR migration is called "entry" in the
following explanations.) We recommend that you execute a migration policy
with only entries which you have already executed individually. For executing
LPAR migration individually, see "Shutdown mode" or "Concurrent
Maintenance mode" in "Migration procedures". You can have LPARs migrate
more efficiently by using Policy migration. When you execute LPAR migration
with the same combination of source and destination LPARs again and again,
We recommend that you execute Policy migration.
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You cannot register entries for both Shutdown mode and Concurrent
Maintenance mode together in a migration policy.
Save HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades when
you have changed HVM firmware versions or the HVM configurations. Also,
back up HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades
together when you have changed any or both of the HVM configurations.
MAC addresses assigned to ports on LPARs on an HVM may be duplicated,
when you set a VNIC System No., which has been set for another HVM, for
the HVM on the system where LPAR migration has been executed.
The assigned state of a USB device becomes ‘A’ on the destination server
blade. The assigned state on the destination server blade doesn’t depend
on the assigned state on the source server blade. However, when the
assigned state on the source server blade is ‘*’, the assigned state on the
destination server blade also becomes ‘*’. So, when the assigned state is
‘R’, change the assigned state to ‘#A’ or ‘A’ before executing LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.
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Procedure to create migration policy
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to create a
migration policy.
1. When HVMs to be the source and destination HVMs fulfill the first of the
above notes, save HVM configurations on the HVMs and then back up the
HVM configuration. For saving and backing up HVM configuration, see
"Saving and backing up HVM configuration" in "Migration procedures".
2. Click Migration Policy button in Migration Menu group box.

3. Migration Policy window is displayed.
Click New button.
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4. New Policy window is displayed.
Input a name for a migration policy and then click OK button.

5. Input a memo in Comment text box in Policy Information as needed and
then click Add [Shutdown] button or Add [Concurrent Maintenance]
button.
When you add entries for Shutdown mode, click Add [Shutdown] button.
On the other hand, when you add entries for Concurrent Maintenance
mode, click Add [Concurrent Maintenance] button.
The following procedure is explained with the sample procedure to add
entries for Concurrent Maintenance mode. However, when you add entries
for Shutdown mode, you can add the entries in the same way.
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6. Add Concurrent Maintenance window is displayed.
Select the source LPAR in Source group box and select the destination
LPAR in Destination group box.

Confirmation window is displayed.
Confirm the contents in Confirmation window and then Click OK button.
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7. Add entries to a migration policy by repeating the above (5) operation.

8. Confirm entries in the created migration policy in Migration Policy window
and then click Save button.
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9. Click OK button.

You can create a migration policy according to the above procedure.
When you need another migration policy, create it according to the above
procedure.
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Procedure to execute Policy migration
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to execute Policy
migration.
1. Select a migration policy in the combo box in Migration Policy window.

When you execute Policy migration after creating or editing a migration
policy, click Release button.
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2. The entries registered in selected migration policy are displayed.
Confirm the entries and then click Execute button.

3. Confirmation window is displayed.
Confirm the contents and then click OK button.
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Migration Progress window is displayed.

When a migration policy has completed, "Migration completed!" is
displayed and
is displayed in each row for an entry in Migration Policy
window.
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4. Click Close button.
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Procedure to interrupt Policy migration
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to interrupt Policy
migration.
1. Click Stop button in Migration.

Policy migration is interrupted after the entry which is in progress when
you click Stop button finishes. (Policy migration isn't interrupted while an
entry is in progress.)
2. After interrupting Policy migration, Confirmation window is displayed.
When you cancel the execution of the following entries, click End button.
On the other hand, when you execute the following entries, click Continue
button.
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Procedure to edit Policy migration
You can add or delete entries. Also, you can create a new migration policy with
the same entries by changing the name for a migration policy.

Procedure to add entry
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to add an entry
to a migration policy.
1. Select a migration policy in the combo box in Migration Policy window and
then click Modify button.

2. Click Add [Concurrent Maintenance] button.
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3. Add Concurrent Maintenance window is displayed.
Select the source LPAR in Source group box and select the destination
LPAR in Destination group box. Then, click Add button.

Confirmation window is displayed.
Confirm the contents and then click OK button.
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The procedure to add entries is similar to the one to create migration policy.
So, for the detail of the procedure, see "Procedure to create migration policy"
in "Policy migration" in "Migration procedures".
4. Confirm the entries in the changed migration policy in Migration Policy
window and then click Save button or Save as button.

When you click Save as button, Save as Policy window is displayed.
Input the name for a migration policy and then click OK button.

5. Confirmation window is displayed.
Click OK button.
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Procedure to delete entry
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to delete an entry
from a migration policy.
1. Select a migration policy in the combo box in Migration Policy window and
then click Modify button.

2. Select an entry and then click Delete button.
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3. Confirm the entries in the changed migration policy in Migration Policy
window and then click Save button or Save as button.

When you click Save as button, Save as Policy window is displayed.
Input the name for a migration policy and then click OK button.

4. Confirmation window is displayed.
Click OK button.
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Procedure to change the order to execute entries
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to change the
order to execute entries.
1. Select a migration policy in the combo box in Migration Policy window and
then click Modify button.

2. Select an entry and then click Up button or Down button to change the
order to execute the entry. (The example to click Up button is shown in the
following figure.)
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3. Click Save button or Save as button.

When you click Save as button, Save as Policy window is displayed.
Input the name for a migration policy and then click OK button.

4. Confirmation window is displayed.
Click OK button.
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Return migration
Primary usages of Migration functions of HVM Navigator comprise forward and
backward migrations between specific HVMs, thereby achieving such
advantages as minimum server downtime at scheduled maintenance and
optimum power saving through scheduled server consolidation during off-peak.
In this manual, the backward migration from the destination to the source is
called “return migration.”
Return migration is executed with the source and the destination mutually
swapped. Other operating steps are the same as those in the normal migration
process.
Where a periodic or scheduled server migration is to be deployed, We
recommend that you execute a trial migration using Migration functions of
HVM Navigator on the actual target servers and ensure normal operation of
the migration destination in advance. Thereafter, you can restore these
servers using return migration, and start production run. We also recommend
that you register a successful migration instance to a migration policy and
execute policy migration, thus facilitating subsequent migration operation of
the same nature.

Exchanging or updating hardware or software
By executing Concurrent Maintenance mode, you can exchange or update
some kinds of hardware and software without suspending services provided by
the LPAR. For the kinds of hardware and software, see Table 1-1. When you
exchange or update any of the kinds of hardware and software, follow the
procedure shown in Table 3-1. (As an example, the procedure to update HVM
firmware is shown in Table 3-1.)

Table 3-1 Procedure to update HVM firmware with Concurrent
Maintenance mode
Process
No.

Process

1

Have all LPARs on HVM 1 migrate to HVM 2.

Reference
Concurrent Maintenance mode in Migration
procedures
Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Version
Upgrade/Revision Update Guide

2

Update HVM firmware.

Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Management
Module Setup Guide
Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series Logical
partitioning manager User Guide

3
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Return all LPARs to HVM 1.

Return Migration in Migration procedures
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Saving and backing up HVM configuration
Save HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades when
you have changed HVM firmware versions or the HVM configurations. Also,
back up HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades
together when you have changed any or both of the HVM configurations. The
expression in BSM/SC may vary depending on the version.

Saving HVM configuration
The procedure to save HVM configuration is as follows.
1. Select [HVM Management(M)]-[HVM Configuration Management(H)] in
Server Conductor/Blade Server Manager window.
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2. Select the Chassis where the source or the destination HVM is located and
then right-click on the HVM. Next, click [Save to HVM(S)…].

3. Click Yes button.

The following window is being displayed while saving HVM configuration.
When this window closes, it tells that saving HVM configuration is
completed.
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Backing up HVM configuration
The procedure to back up HVM configuration is as follows.
1. Select [HVM Management(M)]-[HVM Configuration Management(H)] in
Server Conductor/Blade Server Manager window.

2. Select the Chassis where the source or the destination HVM is located and
then right-click on the HVM. Next, click [Save to HVM(S)…].
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3. Click Browse… button and then set the folder to output a backup file and
the file name. Next, click OK button.

4. Click OK button.
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You can restore an HVM configuration through an SC/BSM, the web
console for CB500, or the web console for CB2500. When you restore HVM
configuration, don't restore only either one on the source or destination
server blade. It may cause MAC address to be duplicated. So, absolutely
restore HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades
together.
You can find out that restoring HVM configurations have succeeded by
confirming the following conditions are fulfilled.
– There is an LPAR which has failed to be recovered on the source HVM.
– The configurations on the above LPAR and the source HVM are the
same as the previous backed up configuration.
– There isn't an LPAR which has failed to be recovered on the source
HVM.
– The configuration on the destination HVM is the same as the previous
backed up configuration.
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Registering/removing migration WWN
The way to register migration WWPNs to host groups, to which the WWPNs
assigned to the LPAR to migrate are already registered, through HVM
Navigator is introduced in this section. Also, the way to give migration WWPNs
or remove migration WWPNs through HVM Navigator is introduced in this
section. However, you can register only migration WWPNs to host groups
through HVM Navigator. Also, you cannot register migration WWPNs to host
groups when WWPNs aren't registered. So, confirm if WWPNs are registered,
in advance.
The way is supported in the following combination of storage devices and
Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI.

Table 3-2 Supported storage device and Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI
Supported storage device

Supported version of
Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI

9500V
AMS 200
AMS 500

Version 11.50 or higher

AMS 2100
AMS 2300
AMS 2500
HUS 110

Version 22.50 or higher

HUS 130
BR1600
BR100E

Version 11.50 or higher

BR1650S
BR1650E
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Flow to register/remove migration WWN
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure.
Operation of HVM Navigator

Start HVM Navigator.
Register "Storage Navigator Modular 2
CLI" folder to HVM navigator.
(Option window)
Click Update button
(Main window)
Register migration WWPNs to host groups
(Storage Password Setting window,
Register Migration WWN Setting window)
Setting migration paths for source and
destination HVMs
(Migration Path Setting window)
Select action

Register
migration WWPN
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Remove
migration WWPN
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Give migration
WWPN a nickname
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Check the
result
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Check the
result
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Check the
result
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Export CSV file
(Register
migration WWN
Setting window)

Complete

Figure 3-7 Flow to register/remove migration WWPN
For the actions in
, see "Prerequisite setting" in "Registering/removing
migration WWN" in "Migration procedures".
For the actions in
, see "Registering migration WWN to host group" in
"Registering/removing migration WWN" in "Migration procedures".
For the actions in
, see "Removing migration WWN from host group" in
"Registering/removing migration WWN" in "Migration procedures".
For the actions in
, see "Giving migration WWN a nickname" in
"Registering/removing migration WWN" in "Migration procedures".
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For the actions in
, see "Exporting CSV file" in "Registering/removing
migration WWN" in "Migration procedures".
For adding storage devices to HVM Navigator, see "Adding storage devices" in
"Registering/removing migration WWN" in "Migration procedures".

Prerequisite Setting
Fulfill the following conditions before the prerequisite settings.



When Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI is installed on the management
server where you are operating HVM Navigator, confirm if Administration
mode is set for the Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI. If so, remember the
password. On the other hand, when Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI isn't
installed on the management server, install Storage Navigator Modular 2
CLI version 11.50 or higher on the management server. The other versions
aren't supported.
For installing Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI, see Hitachi Unified Storage
Command Line Interface Reference Guide.
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Confirm if there are the storage devices for which Password Protection or
Account Authentication is set. If so, remember the user ID and password
for each storage device.



Confirm that commands from another management tool aren’t logging into
the storage devices for which Password Protection or Account
Authentication is set. If so, you cannot operate their storage devices.
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1. Start HVM Navigator.
For starting HVM Navigator, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator
User’s Guide Getting Started.
2. Select Setting > Option in the menu bar in Main window.
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3. Select Migration Option in the left pane.

4. Click Open button in Storage Navigator Setting.
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5. Select Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI folder and then click OK button.

6. Click Apply button or OK button.
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7. Select Migration tab.

8. Click Update button.
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9. Check Concurrent Maintenance radio button in Mode Selection group box.
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10. Click WWN Setting button in Migration Menu group box.

11. Input the IP address for a port on a storage device: You should input the IP
address for the port to access the host group to which the WWPN created
with the same vfcID is already registered.
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12. Click Search button.

13. Select the IP address for a port on the storage device to register to HVM
Navigator and then click Add button.
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14. Click OK button.

Storage Password Setting window is displayed.

Set the following parameters for security in this window.
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Administration Mode: The security parameter on the Storage Navigator
Modular 2 CLI



Password Protection: One of the security parameters on a storage device



Account Authentication: One of the security parameters on a storage
device
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The same values as those set on the Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI and
each storage device should be set for each of the above parameters in this
window. Otherwise, you may not be able to register migration WWPNs through
HVM Navigator.
The values which you should set for the parameters for Administration mode
are shown in Table 3-4: the values vary depending on the setting on the
Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI. Also, the values which you should set for the
parameters for Password Protection and Account Authentication are shown in
Table 3-5: the values vary depending on the setting on each storage device as
well.
In addition, you can check Save password setting check box. When you check
the check box, the above parameters are saved after clicking OK button. So,
use the check box as needed.

Table 3-4 Setting for Administration mode
Value which you should set in Storage Password Setting
window

Setting for Administration Mode
on Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI

Administration Mode check box

Password text box

Enabled

Checked

Input the password

Disabled

Unchecked

Not available

Table 3-5 Setting for Password Protection and Account Authentication
Setting on Storage device

Value which you should set in Storage Password Setting window
Security Type column

User ID

Password

Password Protection

Password Protection

Input the User ID

Input the password

Account Authentication

Account Authentication

Input the User ID

Input the password

Not set

Not used

Not available

Not available
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In the following procedure, as an example, the setting when Administration
Mode is set on the Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI and Account
Authentication is set on a storage device is explained.
When Storage Password Setting window is displayed, not only rows for the
storage devices which you have registered in the previous steps but also those
for the storage devices which have been registered in advance are displayed.
However, you should input values for only the storage devices which you are
managing; you may not input those for the other storage devices.
15. Check Administration Mode check box.

16. Input a password in Password text box.
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17. Select Account Authentication in Security Type column.

18. Input a user ID in User ID column and a password in Password column.
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19. Click OK button.

When you register, change, or remove a user ID for Password Protection or
Account Authentication, the window showing that an execution file in Storage
Navigator Modular 2 CLI folder is being executed after you click OK button on
the following Confirm window. While the window is being displayed, don’t click
or type anything on the window. If you do so, you may not be able to register
or remove migration WWPNs, or give migration WWPNs nicknames.

20. Click OK button.

The following window is displayed.
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21. Register Migration WWN Setting window is displayed.
Confirm if the storage devices which you have registered to HVM Navigator
in the previous steps are displayed.
22. Confirm registration status of WWPNs, such as what WWPNs are registered,
what host groups the WWPNs are registered to, and so on.
For the icons displayed in State (Vfc) column and State (Mig) column, see
“List of icons”.
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Registering migration WWN to host group
Register migration WWPNs to host groups according to the following procedure.
1. Check the check boxes for the migration WWPNs to register to host groups:
you can check the check boxes for the migration WWPNs which the icon in
State (Vfc) is
and the one in State (Mig) is
.

2. Click Add button.
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3. Click OK button.

4. Click OK button.

5. Confirm that the icons in both Last Status column and Status (Mig) column
are
.
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Removing migration WWN from host group
Remove migration WWPNs to host groups according to the following procedure.
1. Check the check boxes for the migration WWPNs to remove from host
groups: you can check the check boxes for the migration WWPNs which the
icon in State (Vfc) is
and the one in State (Mig) is
.

2. Click Delete button.
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3. Click OK button.

4. Click OK button.

5. Confirm that the icon is
Status (Mig) column.

in Last Status column and the one is
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Giving migration WWN a nickname
Give migration WWPNs a nickname according to the following procedure.
1. Check the check boxes for the migration WWPNs to give migration WWPNs
a nickname: you can check the check boxes for the migration WWPNs
which the icon in State (Vfc) is
and the one in State (Mig) is
.

2. Click Nickname button.
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3. Click Default button.

4. Click Execute button.
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5. Click OK button.

6. Click OK button.

7. Select Multiple Rows radio button.
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8. Confirm that the icon is
in Last Status column and the nickname is
displayed in Migration WWPN Nickname column.
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Exporting CSV file
Export a CSV file where the registration status of WWPNs and migration
WWPNs is recorded according to the following procedure.
1. Click Export CSV button.

2. Select the folder to export the CSV file and then click Save button.
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3. Click OK button.
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Adding storage device
Add storage devices according to the following procedure.
1. Click Update button.

2. Check Concurrent Maintenance radio button in Mode Selection group box.
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3. Click WWN Setting button in Migration Menu group box.

When one or more storage devices are registered, Storage Password
Setting window are displayed.
4. All storage devices which are registered to HVM Navigator are displayed in
Storage Password Setting window. Of the storage devices, you should input
values for only the storage devices which you are managing; you may not
input those for the other storage devices. Then, click OK button.
For the parameters in Storage Password Setting window, see "Prerequisite
Setting" in "Registering/removing migration WWN".
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5. Click OK button.

6. Click Add Storage button.
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7. Input the IP address for a port on a storage device: You should input the IP
address for the port to access the host group to which the WWPN created
with the same vfcID is already registered.

8. Click Search button.
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9. Select the IP address for the port on the storage device to register to HVM
Navigator and then click Add button.

10. Click OK button.
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11. Confirm that the storage devices have been added to HVM Navigator in
Storage Selection group box.

12. Click Password Setting button.
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13. Input the same values as those set on each of the added storage devices
for them. For the parameters in Storage Password Setting window, see
"Prerequisite Setting" in "Registering/removing migration WWN".

14. Click OK button.

15. Register Migration WWN Setting window is displayed.
Confirm that the added storage devices are displayed.
16. Confirm registration status of WWPNs, such as what WWPNs are registered,
what host groups the WWPNs are registered to, and so on.
For the icons displayed in State (Vfc) column and State (Mig) column, see
“List of icons”.
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Commands for Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI executed from
HVM Navigator
The commands for Storage Navigator Modular 2 CLI which is executed from
HVM Navigator are shown in the following table.

Table 3-5 Setting for Password Protection and Account Authentication
Command

Use on HVM Navigator

auunitref

Retrieve data for registered storage devices.

auhgwwn -unit [machine type] -refer

Display data in WWN List in Register Migration WWN
Setting window.

[9500V]
-unit [array unit name] -set -permhg 0 A [migration
WWPN] [migration WWNN] -gno 001
[the other machine type]
-unit [array unit name] -set -permhg 0 A [migration
WWPN] -gno 001

Register a migration WWPN to a host group.
(This command is used when any command with the
migration WWPN has been executed in the past.)

[9500V]
-unit [array unit name] -assign -permhg 0 A [migration
WWPN] [migration WWNN]
[the other machine type]
-unit [array unit name] -assign -permhg 0 A [migration
WWPN] -gno 001

Register a migration WWPN to a host group.
(This command is used when any command with the
migration WWPN hasn't been executed in the past.)

[9500V]
-unit [array unit name] -rm -permhg 0 A [migration WWPN]
[migration WWNN] -gno 001
[the other machine type]

Remove a migration WWPN from a host group.

-unit [array unit name] -rm -permhg 0 A [migration
WWPN]-gno 001
[9500V]
auhgwwn -unit [array unit name] -chg -rename 0 A
[migration WWPN] [migration WWNN] -gno 001 newwname [nickname]

Set a nickname for a migration WWPN.

[the other machine type]
auhgwwn -unit [array unit name] -chg -rename 0 A
[migration WWPN] -gno 001 -newwname [nickname]
auunitadd -ctl[controller No.] [controller IP address]

Register a storage device to the Storage Navigator
Modular 2 CLI.

[AMS, WMS, SMS]
auconstitute -unit [array unit name] -export -port [file path Back up data for host groups.
and file name]
[9500V]
auhgout -unit [array unit name] -file [file path and file
name]

Back up data for host groups.

aulogin -unit [array unit name]

Log in to a storage device where Password Protection
is set.

aulogout -unit [array unit name]

Log out from a storage device where Password
Protection is set.
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Command

Use on HVM Navigator

auaccountenv -set -uid 001 -authentication -unit [array unit
Set account data onto a storage device.
name]
auaccountenv -rm
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Remove account data from a storage device.
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4
Other functions and settings
This chapter describes some of the other functions and settings of migration.
 Functions and settings for Shutdown and Concurrent Maintenance modes
 Functions and settings for Shutdown mode
 Functions and settings for Concurrent Maintenance mode
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Functions and settings for Shutdown and Concurrent
Maintenance modes
Confirming applicable conditions before migration execution
You can confirm applicable conditions on your selections before executing
LPAR migration in Shutdown mode or in Concurrent Maintenance mode. Follow
the procedure below.
1. When you are to execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode or in
Concurrent Maintenance mode, select the source LPAR and the destination
LPAR in the “Migration [Shutdown]” or "Migration [Concurrent
Maintenance]" window, and then click Show Config button in Target
Selection group box in the same window.
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When you are to execute Policy migration, select the target migration
policy and the entry in the target migration policy in the “Migration Policy”
window, and then click Show Config button in the same window.

2. In the Migration Configuration Viewer window, confirm if the source and
the destination values are identical in the group boxes of Server
Configuration, HBA Configuration, and NIC Configuration.
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icon is displayed in each row when the configuration requirement for the
item in the row isn't fulfilled. In this case, you must fulfill all the
configuration requirements and then execute LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode. For items shown in Migration Config Viewer, see
"Appendix A: Item in Migration Config Viewer window" Also, the measures
which you should take when the Error icon is shown in each row are shown
in "Appendix A: Item in Migration Config Viewer window".

Specifying LAN port (IP address) for management server
LAN port IP address of HVM Navigator (Management server) is registered as a
BSM IP address on HVM for security reason. This registered IP address can be
the only accessible address to HVM. If there are multiple HVM accessible LAN
port on HVM Navigator (Management server), you should specify a LAN port IP
address for HVM access and it should be registered as a BSM IP address on
HVM.
To specify LAN port IP address to access HVM, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM
Navigator User’s Guide Getting Started for details.
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Tracing back Migration History on LPARs
Migration history on LPARs by means of Migration functions is displayed in
Migration History list available on Migration tab in the “Main” window. By
tracing back this list, you can find the history and results of migration on the
target server.
By checking Show LPAR History check box in the same window, a classified list
of migration history by LPARs is displayed in the newly-opened “Migration
History” window. From this list, you can find the original HVM (server blade)
and LPAR number for the target LPAR.
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The “Migration History” window specifically shows migration history items
(HVM ID, LPAR number, date and time of migration) by LPAR name per
migration instance represented as follows:
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“Now”: Information on the target LPAR on the HVM where the target LPAR
is running.



“old1”: Information on the target LPAR on the HVM where the target LPAR
was running before the last one migration instance.



“oldxx”: Information on the target LPAR on the HVM where the target LPAR
was running before the last xx migration instances.
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Functions and settings for Shutdown mode
Automatic shutdown of source LPAR
Prerequisite setup
To execute automatic shutdown, prerequisite setups depending on OS type
shown below are required.

OS type: Windows
To shut down Windows, prerequisite setups shown below are required.
Setup1: Setting up Windows Firewall
"Allow (inbound) remote administration exception" must be set to "Enable".
Follow the procedure below.

– Select [Start]-[Run], and then type "gpedit.msc".
– After a window displays, set "Allow (inbound) remote administration
exception" to "Enable" in the window.
The subsequent operating procedure depends on OS version. Follow the
procedure described on website.
Setup2: Setting up local accounts
"Sharing and security model for local accounts" must be set to "Classic".

– Select [Start]-[Run], and then type "secpol.msc".
– After a window displays, set "Sharing and security model for local
accounts" to "Classic" in the window.
The subsequent operating procedure depends on OS version. Follow the
procedure explained on website.
Windows is shut down by executing wmic command.
Confirm if shutdown by wmic command is not prevented on a guest OS.
For wmic command, see Microsoft Website.
Microsoft Website: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/default.aspx
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OS type: Linux
To shut down Linux, prerequisite setups shown below are required.
Setup1: Starting SSH server
You are required to start SSH server. For the setup procedure, follow the
guidance of Linux.
Setup2: Installing plink.exe and specifying the installed path
You are required to Install plink.exe on the management server installing
HVM Navigator and specify the path installing plink.exe in. For the setup
procedure, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide Getting
Started.
Linux is shut down by executing shutdown command in SSH connection.

Automatic shutdown setup
By default, Migration functions require a power-off state of the source LPAR at
the execution of migration. As an option, you can automatically shut down the
source server at the execution of migration by registering your log-in
information to the server.
With this option enabled, a failed migration attempt due to a power-on state of
the source LPAR is retried after performing automatic shutdown of the source
server. This capability is called “remote shutdown” in this manual and related
manuals.
To enable remote shutdown, follow the procedure below.
1. In the “Migration” window or “Add Migration” window, specify the following
in Migration Setting group box:



Inside migration option subgroup, check Shutdown Guest OS (Source)
check box.



Inside Guest OS Information (for remote shutdown) subgroup:

– In OS Type list box, select Windows or Linux.
– In IP text box, type the IP address for log-in over the network to the OS.
– In UserID text box, type the user ID for log-in over the network to the
OS.
– In Password text box, type the password for log-in over the network to
the OS.
– Check Forced shutdown check box (effective under Windows only) if you
desire to force shutdown with any user logged in (including auto log-in).
This setting is mandatory to shut down Windows Server 2008 with a
user logged in.
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2. Click Save button inside Guest OS Information (for remote shutdown)
subgroup.

The setting above attempts log-in to the specified IP address with the
specified user ID and password. Accordingly, the HVM-Navigator-installed
management server must be provided with a physical path to the source
server always accessible by the specified user, while the source server must
be set to accept access from the specified user. Also be noted that enabling of
“Forced shutdown” may cause corruption of in-process data because the OS is
forcibly shut down.
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Changing setting of CPU, memory and service ratio on destination
The function which changes the settings of CPU, memory, service ratio and so
on automatically isn't supported on the destination HVM. To change the
settings, there are the following two ways.



Change the above settings on the source HVM and then execute LPAR
migration.



Execute LPAR migration in Shutdown with unchecking Activate Destination
LPAR check box and then change the above settings on the destination
HVM.

When you change the above settings in the latter way, operate HVM Navigator
according to the following procedure.
1. In Migration [Shutdown] window or Add Migration window, uncheck
Activate Destination LPAR check box in migration option group box in
Migration Setting group box.

2. Execute LPAR migration in Shutdown mode.
3. Ensure normal completion of the execution of migration.
4. Change the above settings on the destination HVM.
5. Activate the migrated LPARs on the destination HVM.
When memory size assigned to an LPAR is bigger than memory size available
on the destination HVM, you cannot have the LPAR migrate to the destination
HVM. In this case, change the above settings on the source HVM and then
have the LPAR migrate to the destination HVM.
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Functions and settings for Concurrent Maintenance mode
Executing Rehearsal
You can execute Rehearsal to confirm if the resources such as CPU, memory,
NIC, FC HBA and so on assigned to an LPAR are available on the destination
HVM.
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to execute
Rehearsal.
1. Select the source LPAR in Source group box and select the destination
LPAR in Destination group box and then click Rehearsal button in
Rehearsal Execute group box.
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2. Confirmation window is displayed.
Click OK button.

Rehearsal starts.
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3. Migration Progress window is displayed.
Confirm the progress of Rehearsal.

4. When Rehearsal finishes, "Migration completed!" is displayed.
Click Close button.
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Executing Connectivity Test
You can execute Connectivity Test to confirm if the communication through
migration paths for the source and destination HVMs is available.
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to execute
Connectivity Test.
1. Select the source LPAR in Source group box and select the destination
LPAR in Destination group box and then click Connectivity Test button in
Rehearsal Execute group box.

2. Confirmation window is displayed.
Click OK button.
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Connectivity Test starts.

3. Migration Progress window is displayed.
Confirm the progress of Connectivity Test.
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4. When Connectivity Test finishes, "Connectivity Test completed!" is
displayed. Click Close button.
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Extending timeout period for LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode
When memory size assigned to an LPAR to migrate is big, or memory load is
high and you cannot reduce the memory load, you can extend a timeout
period for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. A timeout period
for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode is set to 900 seconds as
default. You can extend a timeout period for LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode in Migration Progress window only while memory data on
the source LPAR are being transferred.
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to extend a
timeout period for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.
1. Specify an extended period in domainUpDown in Timeout Extension group
box and then click Extend button while "executing migration process…
Stage = 0x4050: (SRC) Transferring Memory Data" is being displayed.
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2. Extend window is displayed.
Click OK button.

The extended timeout period is displayed in Progress Detail group box.
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Canceling LPAR migration
When you see that the LPAR migration in progress won't succeed because
transferring all memory data assigned to the LPAR to migrate doesn’t complete
within a timeout period for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode
and so on, you can cancel the LPAR migration. You can cancel LPAR migration
in progress in Migration Progress window only while memory data on the
source LPAR are being transferred.
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to cancel LPAR
migration in progress.
1. Click Cancel Migration button while "executing migration process… Stage
= 0x4050: (SRC) Transferring Memory Data" is being displayed.

2. CancelMigration window is displayed.
Click OK button.

"Progress : Canceling … Migration" is displayed in Migration Progress
window.
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When Canceling LPAR migration has completed, "Progress : Migration
completed!" is displayed in Migration Progress window.
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Monitoring memory transfer
You can monitor memory size remaining on the source LPAR and transfer rate
of memory date to the destination LPAR. You can monitor them only while
memory data on the source LPAR are being transferred.
Operate HVM Navigator according to the following procedure to monitor
memory size remaining on the source LPAR and transfer rate of memory date
to the destination LPAR.
1. Click Show Monitor button while "executing migration process… Stage =
0x4050: (SRC) Transferring Memory Data" is being displayed.
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2. Migration Monitor Status window is displayed.
Monitor memory size remaining on the source LPAR and transfer rate of
memory date to the destination LPAR.

3. Take any of the measure to extend a timeout period for LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode and the one to cancel LPAR migration
depending on the memory transfer state. For extending a timeout period
for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode, see "Extending
timeout period for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode". Also,
for canceling LPAR migration, see "Canceling LPAR migration.
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5
Usage notes
This chapter describes the usage notes.
 Backing up and restoring HVM configuration
 Initialization of HVM configuration (DC command of management module)
 Changing HVM system time on destination HVM
 Operation deterrence
 Exchanging NIC or FC HBA switches while server blade is in operation
 Setting network segment used by activated LPAR as migration path
 State of NIC or FC HBA ports on destination HVM
 High CPU and network load
 Migration to destination with difference on connection to storage device
 Changing VNIC System No. on the system environment where LPAR

migration has been executed

 Migration of parameters to apply remote shutdown to source LPAR
 Service ratio after migration
 Migration of server with dedicated PCI device allocation
 Migration of MAC addresses
 Migration of WWPNs
 Migration of LPAR enabling VC (Virtual COM) console
 Migration of LPAR with assigned virtual NICs
 Ports with Inter-LPAR Packet Filterings set to "Enable" are assigned to the

LPAR to migrate

 Migration of USB assignment state
 Certain FC HBA port is changed from shared to dedicated
 Failure on remote shutdown of Windows
 Shutting down or rebooting guest OS on the LPAR to migrate
 Migrating LPAR where EFI Shell is running
 Packet-lost during LPAR migration
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 Memory high-load on guest OS on the LPAR to migrate
 Clock on guest OS on the LPAR to migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode
 Network setting on Linux OS on the LPAR to migrate
 Confirming if the states of FC HBA ports are stable
 Guide to resolution of slow update
 Values of Processor Node and Memory Node
 Display in Source and Destination group box
 Policy migration
 Executing migrations by operating multiple HVM Navigators
 Migration timeout in Concurrent Maintenance mode
 Setting of scheduling operation for the LPAR to migrate
 Backing up HVM configuration by operating SC/BSM
 SC/BSM alerts for Shutdown mode
 SC/BSM alerts for Concurrent Maintenance mode
 SC/BSM Display after Migration with Windows Server 2008 R2
 N+M Failover during Migration
 Migrating LPAR form the standby server blade after Cold standby switching
 Test of Configuring N+M Cold Standby
 Cold standby switching after migration
 Combined Use with Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
 Suppression of HVM auto shutdown during migration
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Confirm the applicable notes for each of Shutdown mode and Concurrent
Maintenance mode in the following table.

Table 5-1 Notes for each of Shutdown mode and Concurrent Maintenance
mode

HVM

LPAR

Concurrent

Item

Shutdown

Backing up and restoring HVM configuration





Initialization of HVM configuration (DC command of management
module)





Changing HVM system time on destination HVM





Operation deterrence





Exchanging NIC or FC HBA switches while server blade is in
operation

-



Setting network segment used by activated LPAR as migration
path

-



State of NIC or FC HBA ports on destination HVM





High CPU and network load

-



Migration to destination with difference on connection to storage
device



-*

Changing VNIC System No. on the system environment where
LPAR migration has been executed





Migration of parameters to apply remote shutdown to source
LPAR





Service ratio after migration





Migration of server with dedicated PCI device allocation





Migration of MAC addresses





Migration of WWPNs





Migration of LPAR enabling VC (Virtual COM) console





Migration of LPAR with assigned virtual NICs





Ports with Inter-LPAR Packet Filterings set to "Enable" are
assigned to the LPAR to migrate





Migration of USB assignment state





Certain FC HBA port is changed from shared to dedicated





Failure on remote shutdown of Windows



-

Shutting down or rebooting guest OS on the LPAR to migrate





Migrating LPAR where EFI Shell is running





Packet-lost during LPAR migration

-



Memory high-load on guest OS on the LPAR to migrate

-



Clock on guest OS on the LPAR to migrate in Concurrent
Maintenance mode

-



Network setting on Linux OS on the LPAR to migrate

-



Confirming if the states of FC HBA ports are stable

-
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Concurrent

Item

Shutdown

Values of Processor Node and Memory Node





Guide to resolution of slow update





Display in Source and Destination group box

-



Policy migration





Executing migrations by operating multiple HVM Navigators





Migration timeout in Concurrent Maintenance mode

-



Setting of scheduling operation for the LPAR to migrate





Backing up HVM configuration by operating SC/BSM





SC/BSM alerts for Shutdown mode



-

SC/BSM alerts for Concurrent Maintenance mode

-



SC/BSM Display after Migration with Windows Server 2008 R2





N+M Failover during Migration





Migrating LPAR form the standby server blade after Cold standby
switching





System Console

Test of Configuring N+M Cold Standby





UPS

Combined Use with Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)





HVM Navigator

SC/BSM

: Applicable
-: Not applicable
*

: Cannot execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode in this environment.
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Backing up and restoring HVM configuration
When there are LPARs which have failed to be recovered, backed up HVM
configuration is necessary.
So, back up HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades
before and after executing LPAR migration.
In addition, do not back up an HVM configuration through an SC/BSM, the web
console for CB500, or the web console for CB2500 while saving the HVM
configuration or executing LPAR migration because a defective HVM
configuration is backed up.
When such a defective HVM configuration is backed up, save the HVM
configuration or execute LPAR migration and then back up the HVM
configuration again.

Backing up HVM configuration
An HVM configuration can be backed up through an SC/BSM, the web console
for CB500, or the web console for CB2500.
Back up HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades and
maintain the two HVM configurations together.

Restoring HVM configuration
An HVM configuration can be restored through an SC/BSM, the web console for
CB500, or the web console for CB2500.
Restore HVM configurations on the source and destination server blades
together because MAC addresses and WWNs are duplicated on the source and
destination server blades when either of the source or destination HVM
configuration is restored.
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Initialization of HVM configuration (DC command of
management module)
There is a menu item to initialize HVM configuration in DC command of
management module.
Pay attentions to the following notes when HVM configurations are initialized in
the environment which you execute LPAR migration in.



LPARs which aren’t determined on the HVM do not exist.



LPARs to migrate from the HVM don’t exist on one of the other HVMs.

See Section “Tracing Back Migration History on Servers (LPARs)”, “Tracing
Back Migration History on Servers (LPARs)” for inspect the conditions above.

The above notes are not applied when DC commands are executed to all the
HVMs which you execute LPAR migration.
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Changing HVM system time on destination HVM
When you change HVM system time on the destination HVM while executing
LPAR migration, the clock on the guest OS running on the LPAR to migrate is
not transferred accurately because the changed HVM system time influences
the clock on the guest OS. So do not change HVM system time on the
destination HVM by operating any tool such as HVM Navigator, HvmSh and so
on.

Operation deterrence
While you execute LPAR migration between HVMs or when one or more LPARs
operating on an HVM needs to be recovered, you cannot operate the LPARs
and the HVMs. Confirm what parameters you can or cannot operate in the
following table.

Table 5-2 Operable/inoperable parameters
Target LPAR

Other LPARs on the
HVM which a target
LPAR is running

The HVM which a
target LPAR is running

Migration in progress

-1



-

One or more LPARs
needs to be recovered

-2



-3

 : Parameter you can operate
- : Parameter you cannot operate
1. An operation which you deactivate or reactivate the LPAR to migrate through an SC/BSM and
an operation to deactivate an LPAR automatically through the scheduling operation in an
SC/BSM are available. However, if the LPAR to migrate is deactivated or reactivated, LPAR
migration would be cancelled.
2. An LPAR requiring recovery can be deactivated with any console or tool.
3. The operations to save HVM configuration, shut down an HVM and reboot an HVM are available.

Exchanging NIC or FC HBA switches while server blade is in
operation
Do not exchange NIC or FC HBA switches while a server blade is in operation
and LPAR migration is in progress. LPAR migration fails when you exchange
NIC or FC HBA switched connected with any of the HVMs between which you
execute LPAR migration.
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Setting network segment assigned to activated LPARs as
migration path
When you set any of the network segments such as 1a, 1b, and so on
assigned to one or more activated LPARs as migration paths for the source and
destination HVMs and execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance
mode, the network load caused by LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance
mode affects the network performance on the activated LPARs. So, We
recommend that you set network segments which are not assigned to any
LPARs as migration paths for the source and destination HVMs.

State of NIC or FC HBA ports on destination HVM
When any of NIC or FC HBA ports are down, you cannot execute LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. In this case, an Error icon is
shown in Device Status row in either of the HBA configuration table or the NIC
configuration table in the Migration Config Viewer window. Then, confirm the
network environment on the destination HVM, link NIC and FC HBA ports and
execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode again.

High CPU and network load
When the following items are fulfilled and you execute LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode, a timeout for LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode may occur.



CPU usage ratio on each of the source and destination HVMs is over 80%.



CPU usage amount by SYS2 is over 0.8 cores.



There are one or more NIC ports which fulfill the following requirement on
the source or destination HVM.

– A NIC port which is being used over 50% for the bandwidth of the NIC
port
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Migration to destination with difference on connection to
storage device
In one of the following cases, different values must be set for some items on
each EFI driver. The kind of items varies depending on the case.
The setting items for different values to be set between the EFI driver on the
source server blade and that on the destination server blade are as follows.
(1) Setting of Connection Type
(2) Setting of Data Rate
(3) Setting of Boot Device List

Table 5-3 Different point between source and destination and major
measures
Different point
Ports on a storage device which are connected to the server
blade
Storage devices which are connected to the server blade

Measure
(Setting items on EFI driver)
(3)
(2), (3)

Way to connect to a storage device
- connection to storage devices through FC switch module

(1), (3)

- connection directly to storage devices)

For the settings on EFI driver, see Hitachi Compute Blade CB2000 User's Guide,
Hitachi Compute Blade CB320 User's Guide, Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series
Logical partitioning manager User's Guide, or Hitachi Compute Blade 2500
Series Logical partitioning manager User Guide.
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Changing VNIC System No. on the system environment
where LPAR migration has been executed
MAC addresses assigned to shared NIC ports and virtual NIC ports on LPARs
on an HVM may be duplicated, when you set a VNIC System No., which has
been set for another HVM, for the HVM on the system where LPAR migration
has been executed.

Migration of parameters to apply remote shutdown to
source LPAR
Parameters inside Guest OS Information (for remote shutdown) subgroup
of Migration Setting group box in the “Migration” or “Add Migration” window,
are transferred with the LPAR when the execution of migration has been
successful, and are not transferred when the said execution has failed.
Of the failed cases, if an error has been detected after migrating the LPAR
configuration information, the LPAR configuration information is transferred
but the parameters for remote shutdown of source LPAR are not transferred.
In this case, the parameters for remote shutdown of source LPAR must be reentered at the destination.
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Service ratio after migration
Migration functions of HVM Navigator carry the existing service ratio value,
which is used for allocation of shared CPU resources to an LPAR, from the
source LPAR to the destination LPAR as it is. Attention has to be paid, however,
that the service ratio value after the migration means the ratio relative to the
service ratios already allocated to the other LPARs on the same destination
HVM.
For example, even when the service ratio value at the source LPAR on HVM1
remains the same at the destination LPAR on HVM2, the CPU resource
allocated to the destination LPAR on HVM2 may not necessarily be the same as
the original CPU resource allocated to the source LPAR on HVM1. In order to
achieve optimum CPU resource allocation to the destination LPAR, a new
amount of CPU resource (service ratio) required for the destination LPAR must
be recalculated according to the settings of the destination HVM.

Migration of server with dedicated PCI device allocation
Under the current version, Migration functions of HVM Navigator do not
support migration of a server to which PCI devices are allocated in dedicated
scheduling mode. As a workaround, the device scheduling mode at the source
should be temporarily changed to shared mode prior to migration, and further
changed to dedicated mode at the destination after the migration. Be noted
that a change in the device scheduling mode requires restarting of HVM
system service.

Migration of MAC addresses
When an LPAR whose MAC address is changed in the Virtual NIC Assignment
on HVM Screen is transferred, the MAC address is not transferred.
So, do not have an LPAR migrate whose MAC address is changed.

Migration of WWPNs
Execution of Migration functions of HVM Navigator exchanges WWPNs between
the source HVM and the destination HVM. While WWPNs for the FC HBA ports
used by the source server are uniquely determined, WWPNs on the destination
server are randomly determined among unassigned WWPNs on the destination
HVM.
Where WWPNs are managed in association with hardware or vfcID, it should
be noted that such management becomes unusable by the introduction of
Migration functions of HVM Navigator. We recommend that you manage
WWPNs in association with LPAR name (or server name) and port number.
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Migration of LPAR enabling VC (Virtual COM) console
VC(Virtual COM) console is a console used by multiple LPARs simultaneously.
VC console accesses each LPAR via an HVM where the LPAR is created, using a
TCP port number assigned to each LPAR. So, when an LPAR, which the VC
console is enabled, migrates, the allocation data of the VC console is
transferred. However, the IP address to access the LPAR and the TCP port
number isn’t transferred and is changed to the HVM IP address of the
destination HVM and the port number assigned to the destination LPAR.
However, the maximum definable LPAR number is expanded on HVM version
58-80 or higher and HVM version 78-40 or higher. So, when an LPAR migrates
onto an HVM which VC consoles are already allocated to 16 LPARs, a VC
console isn’t allocated to the LPAR. The above event is caused by the
restriction which the maximum available VC number is 16. So, when you
secure one or more available VCs, a VC is allocated to the LPAR.

Migration of LPAR with assigned virtual NICs
An LPAR with assigned virtual NICs(Va-Vd) cannot communicate with the other
LPARs on the source HVM which has communicated with after the LPAR
migrates. When such an LPAR migrates, confirm the network settings. For
virtual NICs, see Hitachi Compute Blade CB2000 User's Guide, Hitachi
Compute Blade CB320 User's Guide, Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Logical
partitioning manager User's Guide, or Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series
Logical partitioning manager User Guide.

Ports with Inter-LPAR Packet Filterings set to "Enable" are
assigned to the LPAR to migrate
The LPAR to migrate with Inter-LPAR Packet Filterings set to "Enable" cannot
communicate with the other LPARs on the destination HVM. When the LPAR to
migrate communicates with the other LPARs on the destination HVM, the
Inter-LPAR Packet Filtering must be set to "Disable". For Inter-LPAR Packet
Filterings, see Hitachi Compute Blade CB2000 User's Guide, Hitachi Compute
Blade CB320 User's Guide, Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Logical
partitioning manager User's Guide, or Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series
Logical partitioning manager User Guide.
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Migration of USB assignment state
Scheduling mode of assigned USB is dedicated


When you have an LPAR migrate in Shutdown mode
When you have an LPAR to which a dedicated USB device is assigned
migrate in Shutdown mode, operate the LPAR as follows.

– Release the dedicated USB device from the LPAR, migrate the LPAR,
and then assign the dedicated USB device to the LPAR.



When you have an LPAR migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode
An LPAR to which a dedicated USB device is assigned cannot migrate in
Concurrent Maintenance mode.
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Scheduling mode of assigned USB is exclusive shared


When you have an LPAR migrate in Shutdown mode

– HVM firmware version 17-71 or earlier on source server blade
When an LPAR on HVM firmware version 17-71 or earlier migrates, the
USB device of PCI Device #1 is assigned on destination server blade,
that is, the status of USB device of PCI Device #1 becomes “A
(assigned)” regardless of assigned state of the USB on the source
server blade.

– HVM firmware version 59-00 or higher, 79-00 or higher, 17-82 or
higher, 01-00 or higher, or 02-01 or higher on source server blade
When an LPAR, which the state of USB is set to "#R (running)" or "#A
(assigned)", on HVM firmware version 59-00 or higher, 79-00 or higher,
17-82 or higher, 01-00 or higher, or 02-01 or higher migrates in
Shutdown mode, "#" is not transferred. For the state on the destination
HVM depending on HVM firmware version and the state on the source
serer blade and the LPAR status on the destination server blade, see the
following table.

Table 5-4 Assigned state of USB on destination HVM
Assigned
state on
source

HVM firmware version

CB2000

Standard
Server Blade

58-83 or
earlier

Assigned state on destination
LPAR is

LPAR is

deactivated

activated

*

*

*

A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R*

R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R*

59-00 or
higher

*

*

*

#A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

#R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

High
Performance
Server Blade

78-83 or
earlier

*

*

*

A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

79-00 or
higher

*

*

*

#A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

#R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*
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Assigned
state on
source

HVM firmware version

CB320

17-80 or earlier

Assigned state on destination
LPAR is

LPAR is

deactivated

activated

*

*

*

A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R*

R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

17-82 or higher

*

*

*

#A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R*

#R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

CB500

01-00 or higher

*

*

*

#A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

#R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

CB2500

02-01 or higher

*

*

*

#A (assigned)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

#R (running)

A (assigned)

A (assigned)
/R (running)*

*

When USB Auto Allocated to LPAR in HVM Options is set to "Disable", the assigned state becomes
"A (assigned)". However, when USB Auto Allocated to LPAR in HVM Options is set to "Enable",
the assigned state depends on the assigned states of the other LPARs on the destination server
blade. When an LPAR which assigned state is "R (running)" exists, the assigned state of the
LPAR to migrate becomes "A (assigned)". However, When an LPAR which assigned state is "R
(running)" does not exist, the assigned state of the LPAR to migrate becomes "R (running)".

For USB Auto Allocation, see Hitachi Compute Blade CB320 User's Guide,
Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Logical partitioning manager User's Guide,
or Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series Logical partitioning manager User Guide.



When you have an LPAR migrate in Concurrent Maintenance mode
When the state of a USB device is “#R (running)” or “R (running)” for the
LPAR to migrate, you cannot have the LPAR migrate in Concurrent
Maintenance mode. In this case, set the state of the USB device to “#A
(assigned)”, “A (assigned)”, or “* (unassigned)” before executing LPAR
migration.
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Certain FC HBA port is changed from shared to dedicated
When an LPAR on the source or destination server blade which the shared FC
HBA port whose vfcID is "1" is assigned migrates, the following problems occur.

Duplication of displayed or retrieved WWN
When the FC HBA port set to shared mode is changed to dedicated mode,
WWN of the FC HBA port are displayed or retrieved wrongfully in the following
windows and by the following command.
(1) Display in LPAR List window in Viewer functions
(2) Display in Allocation FC Information menu on HVM console in LPAR
configuration functions
(3) Display in Allocation FC Information menu on HVM Screen
(4) Value retrieved by HvmSh
*: The original WWNs before migration are displayed or retrieved.
However WWNs exchanged by migration are assigned to the FC HBA port
when the scheduling mode for the FC HBA is changed to dedicated mode.
The avoidances for the above problems are shown below.
(1) Confirm WWNs of FC HBA port in dedicated mode on the display by
drvcfg command in EFI driver.
(2) Do not change FC HBA ports assigned to the LPAR to migrate to dedicated
mode
(3) Do not migrate an LPAR to which the shared FC HBA port whose vfcID is
"1" is assigned on the source HVM.
(4) Define a dummy LPAR on the destination HVM and then assign the LPAR to
the shared FC HBA port whose vfcID is "1".

Failure on remote shutdown of Windows
When a failure of remote shutdown for Windows occurs, see the notes
indicated below and be sure to set up or operate according to the notes.
Note1: Prerequisite Setups for Remote Shutdown
To shut down Windows, prerequisite setups shown below are required.
Setup1: Setting up Windows Firewall
5-16
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Setup2: Setting up local accounts
For the prerequisite setups' procedures, see “Procedure for Shutdown
mode”.
Note2: Failure on Remote Shutdown of Windows Server 2008
When Forced shutdown check box inside Guest OS Information (for
remote shutdown) subgroup of Migration Setting group box is not
checked while Shutdown Guest OS (Source) check box inside
migration option subgroup of the same group box is checked in the
“Migration” or “Add Migration” window, the remote shutdown specified to
Windows Server 2008 uses standard shutdown process. In such a case,
shutdown is available only when there is no other user logged in to the OS
(including auto log-in). When there is any user logged in to the OS, the
remote shutdown fails and hence the migration execution that follows fails.
In order to force the remote shutdown even when there is any user logged
in to the OS (including auto log-in), check the aforementioned Forced
shutdown check box in the “Migration” or “Add Migration” window.
In the event of a failed remote shutdown with unknown log-in status (usage
status) of the OS, manually execute power-off of the target server from an
SC/BSM, the web console for CB500, or the web console for CB2500, and then
retry the migration execution.
Note3: Failure on Remote Shutdown of Windows Server 2003
Shutdown process on Windows Server 2003 may interrupt on the
conditions shown on Microsoft Support.
In such a case, solve the problem by stopping the screen saver at first.
Then it may be required to stop the screen saver and logon screen saver of
the guest OS shut down, depending on the usage environment of guest OS.
For the detail information, see Microsoft Support.
Microsoft Support at http://support.microsoft.com/
Note4: Obscure if guest OS is being logged in to and screen saver's and logon
screen saver's setting
It may be obscure if guest OS on the destination LPAR is being logged in to
and how screen saver and logon screen saver of the guest OS are set to,
In such a case, if remote shutdown fails, turn off power of the guest OS
and retry the migration.

Shutting down or rebooting guest OS on the LPAR to
migrate
Do not shut down or reboot the guest OS running on the LPAR to migrate
while the LPAR is migrating. In this case, LPAR migration in progress is
cancelled with the following message.
Usage notes
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Figure 5-1 Migration Progress window
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Migrating LPAR where EFI Shell is running
Do not have an LPAR where EFI Shell is running migrates. If you have an LPAR
migrate where EFI Shell is running, LPAR migration would fail.

Figure 5-2 Migration Progress window

Packet-lost during LPAR migration
While suspending an LPAR while the LPAR is migrating in Concurrent
Maintenance mode, packets sent to the LPAR with UDP communication are lost.
So, send the packets to the destination LPAR after finishing LPAR migration.
However, packets sent to the LPAR with TCP communication are sent
automatically again after finishing LPAR migration.

Memory high-load on guest OS on the LPAR to migrate
When memory writing rate is faster than memory transferring rate through a
migration path, an LPAR doesn’t migrate within a timeout period for LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.
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Clock on guest OS on the LPAR to migrate in Concurrent
Maintenance mode
The clock on the guest OS running on the LPAR to migrate becomes about 500
milliseconds slower caused by suspending the guest OS when you execute
LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode. So, install an NTP client on
the LPAR to migrate before you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode. However, if you don’t want to install an NTP client on the
LPAR to migrate, you can adjust the clock of the guest OS to HVM system time
by executing “Adjust LPAR Time” in Date and Time screen in HVM screen,
instead. For “Adjust LPAR Time”, see Hitachi Compute Blade 2000 USER’S
GUIDE, Hitachi Compute Blade 500 Series Logical partitioning manager User’s
Guide, or Hitachi Compute Blade 2500 Series Logical partitioning manager
User Guide.

Network setting on Linux OS on the LPAR to migrate
When the guest OS running on the LPAR to migrate is Linux and multiple NIC
ports are available on the guest OS, fulfill the following requirements.
(1) Every NIC port is belonging to a different network.
(2) When the above (1) isn’t fulfilled, bonding is set for NIC ports which are
belonging to the same network.
When the above requirements aren’t fulfilled, any of the NIC ports on the
destination LPAR cannot communicate after finishing LPAR migration.
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Confirming if the states of FC HBA ports are stable
When you execute LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode or roll
back WWNs, confirm if all of the states of FC HBA ports installed both on the
source and destination server blades are stable. If any of the states are
unstable, wait a while without executing LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode or rolling back WWNs.
You can confirm the states of FC HBA ports in HVM System Logs screen in HVM
Console window. If all the states of FC HBA ports aren't changed for 5 minutes,
you can find the states stable and then you can execute LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode or roll back WWNs.
The kind of the states of FC HBA ports and the messages to be displayed in
HVM System Logs screen when the states of FC HBA ports are changed are
shown in the following table.

Table 5-5 Kind of states of FC HBA ports and messages to be displayed
Port state

Event column

Detail column

Linked

HVM detected available Shared FC
Link.

Shared FC Link is Available. (Slot= x,
Port= x)

Down

VM detected Link Down error for
Shared FC at expansion card.

HVM detected Link Down error at Shared
FC at xxxxx card. (Slot= xxx, Port= x)

Isolated

PCI Express Error Isolation was
detected.

PCI Express Error Isolation was detected.
(Slot Power On) Bridge
ConfigAddr=xxxxxxxx. Isolated Devices:
From Bus#:xx To Bus#:xx.

Error

HVM detected MCKINT for Shared FC.

HVM detected MCKINT at Shared
FC.(Slot= x, Port= x)

Fatal error

HVM detected MCKINT for Shared FC.

HVM detected Hardware error at Shared
FC. (Slot= xxxx)
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Figure 5-3 HVM Console window
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Guide to resolution of slow update
You may frequently execute “Update” operation on Migration tab in the “Main”
window of HVM Navigator in such cases of status reloading before starting
migration and status analysis after a failed migration. This “Update” operation
reloads the latest information from all the HVMs registered on Profile tab.
When your registration on Profile tab includes one or more powered-off or
non-existing objects (e.g., IP address changed), update processing may feel
slow because of timeout handling on information acquisition from such objects.
To make the operating environment more comfortable, We recommend that
you review the content of System Configuration tree view on Profile tab,
and delete objects unlikely to be processed by HVM Navigator from
registration, in particular those objects which are continuously powered-off or
not existing.

Values of Processor Node and Memory Node
When you execute LPAR migration, values which are set on the source HVM
aren't migrated and the values are changed to 'A' on the destination HVM.

Table 5-6 Processor Node and Memory Node after LPAR migration
Item

Value

Processor Node

A

Memory Node

A

Display in Source and Destination group box
In Source and Destination group boxes in Migration [Shutdown] or Migration
[Concurrent Maintenance] window, all of the HVMs for CB2000, CB320, CB500,
and CB2500 are displayed automatically when you resister HVMs for BS1000,
CB2000, CB320, CB500, and CB2500 in Profile tab in Main window. However,
there are any HVM firmware versions which don't support LPAR migration.
icons are displayed for all the LPARs on the HVMs which don't support LPAR
migration.
For the HVM firmware versions which support LPAR migration, see Hitachi
Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide—Getting Started.
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Policy migration
You cannot register entries for both Shutdown mode and Concurrent
Maintenance mode together in a migration policy.

Executing migrations by operating multiple HVM
Navigators
Do not migrate LPARs from or to an HVM by operating the HVM in multiple
HVM Navigators simultaneously. Also, do not migrate LPARs by operating an
HVM Navigator while migrating another LPAR by operating another HVM
Navigator. If you do, all or some of the LPAR migrations fail and all or some of
the LPARs cannot be migrated.

Migration timeout in Concurrent Maintenance mode
When the memory size assigned to the LPAR to migrate is too big or the
memory transfer rate is slow, a timeout may not occur after a timeout period
for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode passes. For the way to
calculate a time period for Concurrent Maintenance mode, see a subsection
“Time period for Concurrent Maintenance mode” in the chapter “Usage
environment”. Also, for timeout period for LPAR migration in Concurrent
Maintenance mode, see a subsection “Extending timeout period for LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode” in the chapter “Other functions
and settings”.

Setting of scheduling operation for the LPAR to migrate
Do not set scheduling operation to enabled for an LPAR to migrate.
An error would occur if an LPAR is activated or deactivated by scheduling
operation after you have the LPAR migrate.

Backing up HVM configuration by operating SC/BSM
Do not back up an HVM configuration by operating an SC/BSM while executing
LPAR migration because a defective HVM configuration is backed up.
When you have backed up such a defective HVM configuration, back up the
HVM configuration again after saving the HVM configuration or executing LPAR
migration.
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SC/BSM alerts for Shutdown mode
You can confirm the events of Migration functions of HVM Navigator in SC/BSM
alert messages. An alert message classified “Information” is taken at every
start and end of Migration functions of HVM Navigator at the source and at the
destination. An alert message classified “Warning” is taken at each failed
execution of Migration functions of HVM Navigator at the source and at the
destination.
When the migration is executed with the remote shutdown of the source LPAR
turned on (“Shutdown Guest OS (Source)” = on), the following SC/BSM alert
messages classified “Warning” sometimes appear:



LPAR migration process at the source failed.
(SIP=xx.xx.xx.xx,DIP=xx.xx.xx.xx,RC=0000000000f00903)



LPAR migration process at the destination failed.
(SIP=xx.xx.xx.xx,DIP=xx.xx.xx.xx,RC=0000000000003005)

As aforementioned, the remote shutdown function detects a power-on state of
the migration source server (LPAR) and terminates the migration execution to
fail at first, and then executes the server shutdown and retries the migration.
Be aware that the above messages indicate the said initial failure of migration
(before retry).
Final determination between success and fail for the migration should be made
from the result display of HVM Navigator as well as other messages from an
SC/BSM and the server display after the migration.

SC/BSM alerts for Concurrent Maintenance mode
You can confirm the events of Migration functions of HVM Navigator in an
SC/BSM alert messages. An alert message classified “Information” is taken at
every start and end of Migration functions of HVM Navigator at the source and
at the destination. An alert message classified “Warning” is taken at each
failed execution of Migration functions of HVM Navigator at the source and at
the destination.
Be sure that the same message as the one displayed while executing LPAR
migration is displayed while executing Rehearsal.
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SC/BSM Display after Migration with Windows Server 2008
R2
When a server running Windows Server 2008 R2 and using NIC teaming
migrates by means of Migration functions of HVM Navigator, SC/BSM display of
partitions and LPAR numbers after such migration may sometimes remain
unchanged. This event arises from the NIC activation delay during the server
boot caused by the teaming process.
To work around the event, log in to the server, select Server Manager in
Administrative Tools, select Services, and change the startup type of
“SM_AgtSvc” service to “Automatic (Delayed Start).”

N+M Failover during Migration
In an environment where N+M cold standby is configured, N+M failover may
take place at a failure on the destination server during the execution of
Migration functions of HVM Navigator. On such occasions, inconsistency of the
LPAR configuration information between the source and the destination could
result depending on the timing of failure. To resolve such inconsistency, the
source server must be restarted with the backup copy of configuration
information.
In particular, N+M failover test alert designed for the testing of N+M cold
standby has a risk of causing inconsistent configuration information because it
works without actual failures. For this reason, use of N+M failover test alert
must be prohibited during the execution of Migration functions of HVM
Navigator.
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Migrating LPAR form the standby server blade after Cold
standby switching
When you have an LPAR migrate from the standby server blade to another
server blade after "Cold standby switching" and then you execute "Recover to
active system", 2 LPARs with the same configuration are created on 2 server
blades: the standby server blade and another server blade. So, these 2 LPARs
have the same WWNs and they can access to the same LUs. When the 2
LPARs access to one of the same LUs simultaneously, the LU may be broken.
For the detail about the condition which the above event might occur, confirm
the explanation below.



You operate HVMs on server blades with any of the following versions of
ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager.
P-2418-6287 ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 08-60 or higher
P-2418-6587 ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager Plus 08-21
P-2418-6297 ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager 09-00 to 09-53
P-2418-6597 ServerConductor/Blade Server Manager Plus 09-00



You operate HVMs according to the following procedure.
a. "Cold standby switching" occurs between the active server blade A to
the standby server blade B.
b. Migrate an LPAR from the standby server blade B to the server blade C.
c. Execute "Recover to active system" for the active server blade A and
the standby server blade B.

To prevent the above event occurring, follow the procedure below after the
above (b).
1. Register the standby server blade B as the active server blade.
(The server blade B is automatically removed from the standby pool.)
2. Register the active server blade A as the standby server blade.
We recommend that you back up HVM configuration for the active server
blade B. If you back up HVM configuration for the activate server blade B
and then a fatal error occurs on the activate server blade A after "Manual
Switching Execution", you could restore HVM configuration on the active
server blade A with the backup file.
3. Shut down the active server blade B and then execute "Manual Switching
Execution".
4. Register the standby server blade A as the active server blade.
5. Register the active server blade B as the standby server blade.
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Test of Configuring N+M Cold Standby
Do not execute the alert for test of configuring N+M cold standby during
migration and execute LPAR migration during test of configuration N+M cold
standby because the LPAR to migrate might disappear or MAC addresses and
WWNs might be duplicated.

Cold standby switching after migration
When you remove the active server blade after Cold standby switching or the
standby server blade from the N+M cold standby group to which a server
blade is belonging after N+M cold standby is implemented on the server blade
in LP mode with which LPAR migration has been executed, then take the
following actions.
(1) Remove the target server blade from the N+M cold standby group.
(2) Boot the HVM on the target server blade.
(3) Press F9 on HVM menu screen and then save the HVM configuration.
(4) Turn off the server blade and then turn on the server blade again.
There are some cases that the same WWNs as another active server blade are
displayed on the HVM screen.

Combined use with Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
When both the source server blade and the destination server blade in the
migration operation are managed under the same UPS unit, such migration
does not require any setting change.
When the source server blade and the destination server blade in the
migration operation are managed under mutually different UPS units, such
migration requires the UPS agent on the LPAR (server) to be redefined after
the migration.
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Suppression of HVM auto shutdown during migration
Each HVM in the system equipped with UPS is set to execute auto shutdown,
which causes the HVM to shut down itself automatically when all LPARs on the
HVM become deactivated (power-off state). On the other hand, migration of
LPARs needs to be executed while the HVM is active.
In order to avoid inadvertent shutdown of HVM during migration of LPARs,
HVM Navigator suppresses the auto shutdown until the migration executed by
Migration functions is complete. By doing so, the HVM remains active even
during any scheduled migration where all LPARs on the HVM become
deactivated (power-off state) to save power or to execute scheduled
maintenance.
Similarly, migration of the last active LPAR does not automatically shut down
the HVM. If shutdown of the HVM is expected, this HVM needs to be manually
shut down after the migration.
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6
Troubleshooting
This chapter describes the troubleshooting.
 Troubleshooting flow
 Taking action when LPAR activation has been disabled
 Taking action when Policy migration failed
 Troubleshooting FAQs
 Error information
 Collecting failure information
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Troubleshooting flow
When you cannot migrate an LPAR through you attempt to migrate the LPAR
several times, follow the procedure shown in the following figure.

Check the result in
“detail” in Migration
Progress window.

“Connection refused (MMSSrcHVM)” or “Connection
refused (MMS-DstHVM)” is
displayed.
Click Update button on
Migration tab in Main
window of HVM Navigator.

“Connection refused (HVMHVM)” is displayed.

Another message is
displayed.

Check the setting of the
migration paths used for
the source and
destination HVM.

Retrieve HVM dump files
and Technical Information
files for HVM Navigator
in Main window. *

No

Succeed?
Yes

Check if there are errors
or not in HVM System Logs
screen in HVM screen.

Are there any
errors?

No

Yes
Retrieve HVM dump files
and Technical Information
files for HVM Navigator
in Main window. *

Are there any
errors?

No

Yes
Retrieve HVM dump files
and Technical Information
files for HVM Navigator
in Main window. *

Execute ”Create error log
file” in DL commands in
System console and
retrieve HVM dump files
in Options screen in HVM
screen.

Retrieve HVM dump files
and Technical Information
files for HVM Navigator
in Main window. *

*

Retrieve HVM dump files
and Technical Information
files for HVM Navigator
in Main window. *

: For retrieving Technical Information files, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM
Navigator User's Guide - Getting Started.

Figure 6-1 Troubleshooting flow
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Taking action when LPAR activation has been disabled
Event
When the execution of Migration functions has failed, activation (power-on) of
the source LPAR or the destination LPAR may sometimes be disabled. HVM
screen shows “The specified LPAR has corrupted in an LPAR migration, please
try to recover the LPAR.”
Solution
Execute manual recovery of the activation-disabled LPAR in accordance with
“Executing manual recovery when automatic recovery is not done” in this
chapter.

Taking action when Policy migration has failed
Event
When Policy migration has failed, the following window pops up. In such a case,
follow the procedure in “Solution” below.

Figure 6-2 Confirmation window
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Solution
1. Confirm the error content in the error-stopped Migration Progress window.

Figure 6-3 Migration Progress window
2. Inspect the error-stopped migration entry in the “Migration Policy” window.
Click Show Config button to open the “Migration Config Viewer” window.

Figure 6-4 Migration Policy window
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3. Inspect the configuration items of the source and destination LPARs in
Migration Config Viewer window.

Figure 6-5 Migration Config Viewer window
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4. Take the following actions depending on your finding:



If the error displays and your configuration confirming results have
identified the error cause and retry seems possible, eliminate the error
cause and then click Retry button in the confirmation window.

Figure 6-6 Confirmation window



If the error cause has not been identified, click Skip button to skip this
migration entry and resume from the next entry or End button to
terminate the Policy migration here.



In the event that you skipped or ended with an error-stopped migration
entry:

– After the completion of Policy migration, execute single migration,
inspect the error cause, and take appropriate actions according to your
finding.
– Either executes single migration or creates a new policy comprising
migration entries not executed and execute Policy migration using this
new policy.
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Troubleshooting FAQs

Error message “Failed Get Migration List (mms: ls)” popped up
Event
When you click Update button or Migration button, the error window below
opens.

Figure 6-7 Migration window
When this event occurs, there are three suspect causes:



JRE (Java Runtime Environment) is not installed or the installed JRE is not
in an applicable version.



Environment variable to the installed JRE is not set or not properly set.



Communication between HVM Navigator and HVM is lost.

Take actions according to “Solution 1,” “Solution 2,” or “Solution 3”
corresponding to the said suspect causes.
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Solution 1: When JRE is not installed or the installed JRE is not in an
applicable version
1. From the menu bar in the “Main” window, click Setting and select Option.

Figure 6-8 Main window
2. In the “Option” window opened, select Migration Service in the left pane.

Figure 6-9 Option window
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3. Inspect the content of Error Message field.

Figure 6-10 Option window
4. If the error message refers to Java, confirm if JRE 7 or higher is installed. If
not, install the latest JRE.

Java version (build) can be confirmed by entering “java -version” from the
command prompt.

Solution 2: When environment variable to the installed JRE is not set or not
properly set
Set or correct the environment variable to the installed JRE according to
Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator Installation Manual.
Solution 3: When communication between HVM Navigator and HVM is lost
1. Confirm if the HVM registered to be managed by HVM Navigator is up and
normally running through HVM screen, host management window of
SC/BSM, or HVM configuration management window of SC/BSM.
2. If you see no problem in the step above, then inspect the link between the
HVM and HVM Navigator by issuing diagnostic command such as ping from
the management server (HVM Navigator) to the subject HVM. Should you
find any fault, further analyze the cause and then eliminate the cause.
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Remote shutdown of server has failed
Event
An LPAR migration has failed with a message including “Process: Guest OS
Shutdown” or “Shutdown waiting”.

Figure 6-11 Migration Progress window
Solution
1. Click Update button in the “Main” window.

Figure 6-12 Main window
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2. In the “Migration” or “Add Migration” window, see if the remote-shutdownfailed LPAR (OS) is in the Activate (power-on) state or in the Deactivate
(power-off) state.
3. If the remote-shutdown-failed LPAR (OS) is in the Activate (power-on)
state, follow the sub steps below. Otherwise, skip them and go to Step 4.
a. In the “Migration” or “Add Migration” window, ensure that the settings
inside Migration Setting group box are appropriate according to
Section “Executing Migration with Automatic Shutdown of Source Server”
of Chapter 4.
b. Ensure that the access from the management server to the target
source server is not restricted by such means as personal firewall.
c. For Windows 2008 Server, confirm if the usage note in Section “Failure
on Remote Shutdown of Windows Server 2008” of Chapter 6.
d. For Linux, confirm if “SSH Component Not Found” message is shown in
the status bar. If it is, the path to the installation folder of Plink is not
correctly specified. Specify the correct path according to Hitachi
Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide—Getting Started.

Figure 6-13 Migration [Shutdown] window
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4. If the remote-shutdown-failed LPAR (OS) is in the Deactivate (power-off)
state, follow the sub steps below.
a. The Deactivate (power-off) state indicates that the shutdown operation
did not end within five minutes. Confirm if there was any particular
cause in the prolonged shutdown processing by the OS.
b. If you find that the shutdown processing in this particular OS
environment usually requires more than five minutes, change the wait
time value by the following operation: Select Migration Option from
Setting menu in the “Main” window of HVM Navigator, select
Migration Option menu in the left pane of the “Option” window
opened, type a new value in Waiting TimeOut Limit text box, and
click Apply or OK button.

Figure 6-14 Option window
For installing plink.exe and specifying the path pointing at the folder where
Plink.exe is installed, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide—
Getting Started.
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Migration has failed with “The source LPAR is activated” message
Event
An LPAR migration has failed with message “The source LPAR is activated”
displayed, though the LPAR has started migrating with the icon showing the
LPAR status of the LPAR indicating “deactivated” in “Migration” window.

Figure 6-15 Migration Progress window
This event occurs when the actual state of an LPAR is different from the one
recognized by HVM Navigator (e.g., “Update” operation was not executed or
the state was externally changed by HVM screen or SC/BSM). Take actions
according to the procedure in “Solution” below.
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Solution
1. Click Update button in the “Main” window.

Figure 6-16 Main window
2. In the “Migration” window, confirm the state of the error-stopped LPAR. If
the source server turns out to be in the Activate state, shut down it and
retry migration.
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Migration has failed with “The specified blade is busy” message
Event
Although there is no problem in the HVM and LPAR configuration in the source
and the destination, or successful migration of like instances in the past is
proven, a migration execution error-stopped with “The specified blade is busy”
message.

Figure 6-17 Migration Progress window
This event occurs when a process initiated by HVM Navigator conflicts with
another process initiated by the operation on HVM screen or the HVM setting
operation from SC/BSM. When executing migration of an LPAR, attention has
to be paid that the subject HVM is not being operated from SC/BSM and that
HVM screen is not in use. If a sub screen opened from HVM screen remains
open, the process of HVM screen is recognized busy. Take actions according to
the procedure in “Solution” below.
Solution
1. Confirm if HVM screen (including sub screens) is open at the source or at
the destination. If it is, wait until the ongoing operation ends or terminate
the ongoing operation, and then close HVM screen.
2. Retry the failed migration. If the same event occurs again, confirm if the
terminal software has been closed with any process initiated by HVM
screen still running (including sub screens for HVM configuration setting,
LPAR configuration setting, activation and deactivation). If that is the case,
reopen the terminal software, terminate applicable process, and retry the
failed migration again.
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Source and destination panes show “Un-registration” chassis
Event
When Update or Update Cancel button is clicked in the “Main” window,
Source and Destination panes in the “Migration” window show “Unregistration” chassis.

Figure 6-18 Migration [Shutdown] window
Solution
Reopen the “Migration” window by the following procedure.
1. Click Close button in the currently open “Migration” window.
2. Click Migration button on Migration tab in the “Main” window of HVM
Navigator.
This event occurs when many objects are registered to HVM Navigator or
when the management server running HVM Navigator is operating under a
heavy load. To make the operating environment more comfortable, we
recommend that you review the content of System Configuration tree view
on Profile tab, and delete objects unlikely to be processed by HVM Navigator
from registration, in particular those objects which are continuously poweredoff or not existing.
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Migration has failed by response timeout
Event
Migration execution error-stopped by Response Timeout.

Figure 6-19 Migration Progress window
Solution
Reset the time out period for connection with HVMs longer according to Hitachi
Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide—Getting Started. However, if
LPAR migration fails with this message in Refresh HVM Information process,
you could clear this error by clicking Update button in Main window.
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Migration has failed with “Error occurred during initialization of VM”
message
Event
Migration execution error-stopped with “Error occurred during initialization of
VM, java lang Class Not Found Exception: error in opening JAR file” message.

Figure 6-20 Migration Progress window
Solution
Terminate unnecessary application to reserve enough physical memory and
retry migration.
If this message is displayed again even though enough memory is reserved for
migration, inspect the link between the system and java.
Confirm the java path is set properly and retry migration.
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Cannot access guest OS
Event
The management server might not access the guest OS on migrated LPARs
because Windows Firewall/Internet Connection Sharing(ICS) service does not
start on the guest OS on destination server blade after migration.
This issue is introduced on Microsoft support page.
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/922918
Solution
See the web page as shown above and take measures as needed.
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Migration has failed with “Transferring device data cannot be
completed within an LPAR suspension period.” message
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “Transferring device data cannot be completed
within an LPAR suspension period.”
This error occurs because a migrated LPAR cannot boot on the destination
server blade within LPAR suspension time.

Figure 6-21 Migration Progress window
Solution
Execute the LPAR migration again. When the LPAR migration fails though you
attempt to the LPAR migration several times, reduce the memory load as
much as possible on the guest OS on the LPAR to migrate.
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Migration has failed with “Connection refused (HVM-HVM)”
message
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “Connection refused (HVM-HVM)”.
This error occurs because there is something wrong with the network
connection between the source and the destination server blade or the
management path connected with the destination server blade.

Figure 6-22 Migration Progress window
Solution
Confirm if errors for management paths and or migration paths on the source
and destination server blades occur in HVM System Logs screen in HVM
Console window. Then, clear the errors and execute the LPAR migration again.
For confirming HVM System Logs screen, see “Confirming if LPAR migration
completes” in “Operation”.
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Migration has failed with “Wait until another operation is completed,
and retry.” message
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “Wait until another operation is completed, and
retry.”
This error occurs because you execute the LPAR migration while a popped up
display in HVM screen is being displayed.

Figure 6-23 Migration Progress window
Solution
Close the popped up display in HVM screen and execute the LPAR migration
again.
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Migration has failed with “HVM access error” message
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “HVM access error”.
This error shows that a timeout of the connection with an HVM with HvmSh
commands for “Backing up HVM configuration and retrieving HVM dump on the
source and destination HVMs”, “Saving LPAR configuration on the source and
destination LPARs” and so on in LPAR migration occurred.

Figure 6-24 Migration Progress window
Solution
Extend a timeout period for connection with HVMs. We recommend that you
extend a timeout period by about 10 seconds. However, it’s not certain that a
timeout doesn’t occur by this measure though the measure makes the timeout
be more difficult to occur. So, be sure that the timeout may occur again
though you take this measure. For setting a timeout period for connection with
HVMs, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User’s Guide—Getting
Started.
However, if LPAR migration has failed with this error after Migration process,
you can clear this error by clicking Update button in Main window.
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Migration has failed with “LPAR Migration process was canceled
Memory write is intensive.” message
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “LPAR Migration process was canceled Memory
write is intensive”.
This error shows that transferring memory data on the guest OS on the LPAR
to migrate to the destination server blade hasn’t completed within a timeout
period for LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode.

Figure 6-25 Migration Progress window
Solution
Take either or both of the following measures. When you take both measures,
it’s easier for LPAR migration to succeed.
1. Reduce memory load on the guest OS on the LPAR to migrate and then
execute the LPAR migration again.
2. Execute the LPAR migration again and then confirm if the memory data is
transferred smoothly. If not, extend a timeout period for LPAR migration in
Concurrent Maintenance mode.
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Migration has failed after Migration process had been completed
Event
LPAR migration has failed though
Migration process.

is displayed in "State" column for

This error shows that an error has occurred after the LPAR has migrated.

Figure 6-26 Migration Progress window
Solution
Take the measure according to the following procedure.
1. Confirm if there are errors in HVM System Logs screen in HVM screen.
2. When you find out one or more errors in HVM System Logs screen in HVM
screen, retrieve HVM dump files and Technical Information files for HVM
Navigator in Main window.
For retrieving Technical Information files, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM
Navigator User's Guide - Getting Started.
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Migration has failed with
"EMG000000003004006:000000000000003b:0000000000000030:(
0):HVM(SRC):Internal error."
Event
LPAR migration has failed with
“EMG000000003004006:000000000000003b:0000000000000030:(0):HVM(S
RC):Internal error.”
This error shows that the source HVM has been requested to write some data
on the area, where the HVM isn't allowed to write, by the guest OS.

Figure 6-27 Migration Progress window
Solution
Take the measure according to the following procedure.
1. Retrieve HVM dump files and Technical Information files for HVM Navigator
in Main window.
For retrieving Technical Information files, see Hitachi Compute Blade HVM
Navigator User's Guide - Getting Started.
2. Execute the LPAR migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode again.
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Migration has failed with
"EMG000000002ab4006:000000000000003e:0000000000000030:(
0):HVM(SRC):Internal error. The HVM detected an FC error."
Event
LPAR migration has failed with
“EMG000000002ab4006:000000000000003e:0000000000000030:(0):HVM(SR
C):Internal error. The HVM detected an FC error.”
This error shows that I/O load on the HVM has been too high to execute LPAR
migration in Concurrent Maintenance mode because of the I/O requests from
the guest OS.

Figure 6-28 Migration Progress window
Solution
Execute the LPAR migration again.
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Migration has failed with "LPAR Migration was canceled. FC Login
timeout (Migration WWN)."
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “LPAR Migration was canceled. FC Login timeout
(Migration WWN).”
This error shows that a timeout has occurred while a command has been
logging into a port on a storage device.

Figure 6-29 Migration Progress window
Solution
Take the measure according to the following procedure.
1. Set the timeout period to log into storage device which can be set in HVM
Navigator to the following value.
The timeout period to log into storage device
=(the time period set in “Login Delay Time” textbox in “Storage Login
Setting” in “Option” window) * 2 + 5 seconds
For changing the timeout period to log into storage device, see Hitachi
Compute Blade HVM Navigator User's Guide - Getting Started.
2. Execute the LPAR migration again.
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Migration has failed with "HVM(SRC):Internal error. The HVM
detected an FC error."
Event
LPAR migration has failed with “HVM(SRC):Internal error. The HVM detected
an FC error.”
This error shows that LPAR migration has failed due to the zoning
configuration for the guest OS to migrate. (Confirm the error code shown in
Migration Progress window not to identify the error as another one.

Figure 6-30 Migration Progress window
Solution
Confirm the zoning configuration according to the explanation shown in
“Prerequisite setting” in “Concurrent Maintenance mode”.
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Migration has failed with
"EMG0000000000003005:0000000000000000:0000000000000222
:(1):LPARMover(DST):Unknown error"
Event
LPAR migration has failed with
"EMG0000000000003005:0000000000000000:0000000000000222:(1):LPARM
over(DST):Unknown error"
When this error occurs, the scheduling modes of the NIC controllers assigned
to the source LAR as VF NICs and the ones of the NIC controllers mounted on
the same slot locations where the NIC controllers assigned to the source LPARs
are mounted on the source server blade may be different.

Figure 6-31 Migration Progress window
Solution
When VF NICs are assigned to the source LPAR, confirm the scheduling modes
of the controllers on the NIC cards mounted on the same slot numbers on the
source and destination server blades are set to the same mode. You can
confirm if VF NICs are assigned to the source LPAR on the VNIC Assignment
screen. If any of the scheduling modes of the controllers on the NIC cards
mounted on the same slot numbers on the source and destination server
blades are different, reconfigure the network setting on the source LPAR.
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Error information
Error information shown in the top area of the “Migration Progress” window
provides error message (error code) in red large characters and suggested
actions in black normal characters. Basically, you are expected to follow such
actions suggested.
For errors detected by the execution modules of Migration functions, also see
the detailed error information in detail field explained in the subsections
below.

Figure 6-30 Migration Progress window
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Detailed error information detected by Migration Management
Client
Format
“EMG” op1 : don’t_care : don’t_care : (don’t_care) : ”MMC” : message



“EMG”: Fixed characters meaning error message.



“MMC”: Fixed characters meaning Migration Management Client.



don’t_care: Values at this position are negligible.



op1: 1st operand that identifies error detail in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



Message: Error detail in text. See Description.

Table 6-1 Error message detected by MMC
op1
0x00 00000000 0001 01
0x00 00000000 0003 01
0x00 00000000 0004 01

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

Connection refused (MMC-MMS)
In the “Option” window opened from the “Main”
[Migration Console module (MMC) window, check the following, make corrections if
necessary, and then retry migration:
cannot connect to Migration
Management module (MMS).]
The communication between management server (HVM
Navigator) and the specified server blade is normal.
Select Migration Service in the left pane, and see if
Migration Service Status in right pane is “Run.”
Migration Service Port in the same pane is usable.

0x00 00000000 0005 01

The specified blade is not found.

Check the following, make corrections if necessary, and
then retry migration:
The specified server blade is present.
The specified server blade is up and running.
Communication to the IP address of the specified
server blade is established.

0x00 00000000 0006 01
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The version isn’t matched
between MMC and MMS.

Install HVM Navigator again.
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Detailed error information detected by Migration Management
Server
Format
“EMG” op1 : op2 : don’t_care : (op3) : ”MMS” : message



“EMG”: Fixed characters meaning error message.



“MMS”: Fixed characters meaning Migration Management server.



don’t_care: Values at this position are negligible.



op1: 1st operand that identifies error detail in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



op2: 2nd operand that identifies supplementary information in hexadecimal
code. See Description.



op3: 3rd operand that identifies reason in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



Message: Shows error detail in text. See Description.

Table 6-2 Error message detected by MMS
op1
0x00 00000001 0020 02

op2

op3

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x00 00000002 0020 02

0x00 00000003 0020 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x01 Connection refused (MMSBlade)
[Migration Management
module (MMS) cannot
connect to specified server
blade.]

Check the following, make
corrections if necessary,
and then retry migration:

0x01 The specified blade is busy.
Please wait until another
migration is completed.

Check if the same server
blade is specified as source
and destination.

The specified server blade
(HVM) is up and running.
Communication to the IP
address of the specified
server blade is established.

Wait for completion of
preceding migration and
then retry migration.
0x00 00000003 00A0 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Specified NIC was not found. Check if you set a migration
(Src-Blade)
path properly on the source
server blade and retry.

0x00 00000003 00A5 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Specified NIC was not found. Check the setting of a
(Dst-Blade)
migration path on the
destination server blade
and retry.

0x00 00000004 0020 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The specified blade is busy.
Please wait until another
operation is completed.

Wait for completion of
ongoing operation and then
retry migration.

0x00 00000005 00B0 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Can not assign the same IP
for the source and the
Destination.

Check the setting of a
migration path for source
and destination server
blades and set a different IP
addresses for each of them.
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op1

op2

op3

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x00 00000006 0020 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The specified LPAR is
damaged (Migration LPAR).
Recover the LPAR.

Recover the LPAR and
retry.

0x00 00000006 0040 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Connection refused (MMSSrcHVM)

Check if the source HVM is
connected to the network
and retry.

0x00 00000007 0020 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 LPAR Migration was canceled. Roll back the other LPAR
Migration WWNs are already with the same Migration
used.
WWNs as the migrated
LPAR.

0x00 00000007 0040 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Connection refused (MMSDstHVM)

Check if the destination
HVM is connected to the
network and retry.

0x00 00000001 0060 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Connection refused (MMSBlade)
[Communication between
Migration Management
module (MMS) and server
blade was lost while
acquiring information from
server blade.]

Check for recovery of
connection and then retry
migration.

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The specified LPAR is not
found.
[Communication was lost
while acquiring information
from server blade.]

Check for recovery of
connection and then retry
migration.

0x00 00000001 00A0 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Invalid Migration Path was
Specified (Src-Blade)

Check the setting of a
migration path for the
source HVM.

0x00 00000001 00A5 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Invalid Migration Path was
Specified (Dst-Blade)

Check the setting of a
migration path for the
destination HVM.

0x00 00000002 00A0 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Get blade information failed.
(Src-Blade)

Take the following
measures.

0x00 00000001 0065 02
0x00 00002001 0080 02
0x00 00002003 0080 02
0x00 00002004 0080 02
0x00 00000001 0070 02

(1)Check if HVM firmware
version and version of HVM
Navigator are compatible.
(2)Install HVM Navigator
again.
0x00 00000002 00A5 02 0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Get blade information failed.
(Dst-Blade)

Take the following
measures.
(1)Check if HVM firmware
version and version of HVM
Navigator are compatible.
(2)Install HVM Navigator
again.

0x00 00002002 0080 02
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0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The MMS could not accept a
migration with a corrupted
LPAR.
[A blocked LPAR due to
corruption is not able to be
migrated.]
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Inspect the status of the
LPAR and, if blocked, take
recovery actions on the
server blade (HVM).

op1

op2

op3

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x00 00001003 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The type of blade mismatch
between the source and the
destination.
[Blade type is found
inconsistent between the
source and the destination.]

Make the blade type
consistent between the
source and the destination.

0x00 00001004 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The source LPAR has some
dedicated devices.
[Unable to migrate an LPAR
to which one or more
dedicated devices are
allocated.]

Change the device
scheduling mode to shared
mode and retry migration.
If necessary, restore the
device scheduling mode to
dedicated mode after
migration.

0x00 00001007 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The MMS could not attach the
shared FC in the destination
blade because there is not FC
Card on the slot, which is on
the same location in the
source blade, in the
destination blade.
[Device configuration is
found inconsistent between
the source and the
destination.]

Make the device
configuration consistent
between the source and the
destination.

0x00 00001008 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Destination HVM does not
support migration of
Processor Group.

Update HVM firmware to
the version which is
supporting migration of
Processor Group.

0x00 0000100E 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 CPUIDs are different.

Check the server blade
model and retry.

0x00 0000100F 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 CPUIDs (AES-NI,
PCLMULQDQ) are different.

Check server blade model
of source and destination
server blades and retry.

0x00 00001010 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 CPUIDs are different. LPAR
Migration process was
canceled.

Check server blade model
of source and destination
server blades and retry.

0x00 00001011 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 This F/W version of the HBA
card is not support LPAR
Migration.

Install Hitachi Fibre channel
firmware version supporting
Concurrent Maintenance
mode.

0x00 00002004 0080 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Connection refused (MMSBlade)

Check the network
connection between a
management server and
the source HVM, and a
management server blade
and the destination HVM.
Then, retry.

0x00 1******* 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0001 ffff

0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because the specified
LPAR is the same LPAR name
in the destination blade.

Rename the source LPAR to
a unique name in the
system and then retry
migration.

0x00 1******* 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0002 ffff

0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because there are not
free processors in the
destination blade.

Reserve enough amount of
free processors in the
destination HVM and then
retry migration.
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op1

op2

op3

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x00 1******* 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0004 ffff

0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because there is not
enough memory in the
destination blade.

Reserve enough amount of
free memory in the
destination HVM and then
retry migration.

0x00 1******* 0030 02

0x0000 0000 000A ffff

0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because the name of
the specified LPAR is
'NO_NAME'

Rename the specified LPAR
to a unique name in the
system and then retry
migration.

0x00 1******* 0030 02

0x0000 0000 **** ffff

0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because the specified
LPAR has an unexpected
condition.
[Unable to define an LPAR at
the destination to have the
same configuration as the
source.]

Reserve enough amount of
free resource in the
destination and then retry
migration.

0x00 2******* 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The MMS could not define a Check source and
USB port on an LPAR because destination LPAR
configurations and retry.
the specified USB has an
unexpected condition.

0x00 3******* 0030 02

0x 4-byte_VnicID 0001 2- 0x01 There is not enough VNIC
byte_VnicNum
device#3 (Virtual NIC: 2a) to
define an LPAR.
[There is no NIC at the
destination corresponding to
the NIC at the source.]

Inspect the physical
configuration of NIC (LAN
adapter) at the destination,
reconfigure it to meet that
of the source, and then
retry migration.

0x00 3******* 0030 02

0x 4-byte_VnicID 0002 2- 0x01 The MMS could not define a
byte_VnicNum
VNIC#3 (Virtual NIC: 2a) on
an LPAR because the
specified VNIC has VLAN IDs
which are not acceptable in
the destination blade.
[Unable to define an NIC at
the destination to have the
same VLAN configuration
settings as the source.]

Inspect the physical
configuration of NIC (LAN
adapter) at the destination
as well as review the NIC
settings (VLAN mode and
VLAN ID) at the source,
reconfigure them to meet
each other, and then retry
migration.

0x00 5******* 0030 02

0x 4-byte_VnicID 0003 2- 0x01 The MMS could not define a
byte_VnicNum
VNIC#3 (Virtual NIC: 2a) to
a promiscuous mode because
this mode is not acceptable
in the destination blade.
[Unable to define a VNIC at
the destination to have
promiscuous mode in the
same configuration as the
source.]

Inspect the physical
configuration of NIC (LAN
adapter) at the destination
as well as review the NIC
setting (promiscuous mode)
at the source, reconfigure
them to meet each other,
and then retry migration.

0x00 3******* 0030 02

0x 4-byte_VnicID ****
2-byte_VnicNum

Inspect the physical
configuration of NIC (LAN
adapter) at the destination,
reconfigure it to meet that
of the source, and then
retry migration.
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0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because the specified
VNIC#3 (Virtual NIC: 2a) has
an unexpected condition.
[Unable to define a VNIC at
the destination to have the
same configuration as the
source.]
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op1

op2

op3

Message [interpretation]

0x01 The destination blade does
not have an installed shared
FC device
(Bus#:Dev#.Func# =
00:03.4) to define an LPAR.
[There is no FC able to be
defined at the destination.]

Suggested action

0x00 4******* 0030 02

0x 4-byte_BusDevFunc
0000 0000

0x00 4******* 0030 02

0x 4-byte_BusDevFunc 2- 0x01 There is not enough vfcID on Check if the FC port at the
byte_PortNum
the shared FC device (DSTdestination has a free
2-byte_SlotNum
vfcID.
Slot = 6, DST-Port = 0,
Bus#:Dev#.Func# =
00:03.4) to define an LPAR.
[There is no free vfcID
required to define an FC at
the destination.]

0x00 ffffffff 0030 02

0x**** **** **** ****

0x01 Connection refused (MMSCheck for recovery of
DstHVM)
connection and then retry
migration.
[Communication between
Migration Management
module (MMS) and server
blade was lost while defining
an LPAR.]

0x00 60000001 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0001

0x01 The MMS could not define an
LPAR because the VirtualConsole on the specified
LPAR has an unexpected
condition.

0x00 60000004 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0001

0x01 The MMS could not define an Check the setting of VC
LPAR because the Virtualnumber on the destination
HVM and retry.
Console on the specified
blade not empty.

0x00 70000001 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0001

0x01 The MMS could not define an Check the setting of
LPAR because the specified
processor groups on the
processor group has not been destination HVM.
defined.

0x00 70000002 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0001

0x01 The MMS could not define an Check the condition on the
destination HVM and retry.
LPAR because the specified
processor group is busy.

0x00 80000001 0031 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The MMS could not activate
the LPAR because there is
not enough CPU in the
destination blade.
[There is no free CPU
required to activate LPAR at
the destination.]

Reserve enough free
processors in the
destination HVM and then
retry migration.

0x00 80000002 0031 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The MMS could not activate
the LPAR because there is
not enough memory in the
destination blade.
[There is no free memory
required to activate LPAR at
the destination.]

Reserve enough amount of
free processor memory in
the destination HVM and
then retry migration.
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Check if the destination
HVM has a physically
installed FC that
corresponds to the FC port
allocated to the source
LPAR.

Check the setting of Virtual
COM consoles on source
and destination HVMs and
retry.
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op1

op2

op3

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x00 80000003 0031 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 The MMS could not activate
Resolve the fragmentation
the LPAR because of memory in the destination HVM and
then retry migration.
fragmentation.
[Could not reserve memory
required to activate LPAR at
the destination due to
memory fragmentation.]

0x00 80000004 0030 02

0x0000 0000 0020 000b

0x01 The MMS could not activate
LPAR. The number of
activated LPAR reaches the
maximum.

Deactivate one or more
LPARs on the destination
HVM and retry.

0x00 ******** 0040 02

0x0000 0000 0000 0000

0x01 Connection refused (MMSBlade)
[Migration terminated by a
network failure.]

Check for recovery of
connection and then retry
migration.
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Detailed error information detected by Migration Management
Server thread module
Format
“EMG” op1 : don’t_care : don’t_care : (op3) : ”MMS Thread” : message



“EMG”: Fixed characters meaning error message.



“MMS Thread”: Fixed characters meaning Migration Management Server
thread module that executes migration.



don’t_care: Values at this position are negligible.



op1: 1st operand that identifies error detail in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



op3: 3rd operand that identifies reason in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



Message: Error detail in text. See Description.

Table 6-3 Error message detected by MMS Thread
op1
0x00 00000004 F00d 03

op3
0x01

Message [interpretation]
The specified Migration Path collides with
the Management Path Settings.

Suggested action
Take one of the following actions.
1.

Set a shared NIC segment that
isn’t set as a management path,
as the migration path to be used.

2.

Set a VLANID for a migration
path when you set a shared NIC
segment that is set as a
management path, as the
migration path to be used.

0x00 ******** F003 03

0x101

The specified LPAR is busy, please wait
until another migration is completed.

0x00 ******** F009 03

0x01

The MMS could not accept a migration with Deactivate the specified LPAR and
retry migration.
activated LPAR. Please shutdown the
specified LPAR, and try again.

0x00 ******** F00a 03

0x01

Connection refused (MMS-Blade)
[Migration terminated by a network
failure.]

Check for recovery of connection and
then retry migration.

0x00 ******** F00b 03

0x01

There is not enough memory to activate
the specified LPAR.

Reserve enough amount of free
memory to activate the specified
LPAR and then retry migration.

0x00 ******** F0a0 03

0x01

The specified LPAR is deactivated. Can not
execute LPAR migration.

Activate a migrated LPAR and retry.

0x00 ******** 0008 03

ffffffff

Internal error: The MMS thread could not
activate the destination LPAR. (The MMS
thread could not allocate enough resource
to activate)
[Failure in rebooting when 3rd operand is
“ffffffff” or “fffffffe”; failure in saving
configuration information when 3rd
operand is “fffffffd.”]

Reserve enough amount of resources
to activate the specified LPAR and
then retry migration.

fffffffe
fffffffd

Wait until the ongoing migration is
complete and then retry migration.
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Detailed error information detected by LPAR Mover module
Format
“EMG” op1 : don’t_care : don’t_care : (op3) : ”LPAR Mover” : message



“EMG”: Fixed characters meaning error message.



“LPAR Mover”: Fixed characters meaning LPAR Mover module that executes
migration on HVM side.



don’t_care: Values at this position are negligible.



op1: 1st operand that identifies error detail in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



op3: 3rd operand that identifies reason in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



Message: Error detail in text. See Description.

Table 6-4 Error message detected by LPAR Mover
op1
0x00 00000000 0030 04

op3

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x20

Terminated by user.

None.

0x00 00000000 0030 04

0x33

LPAR Migration was canceled. USB is
attached to the specified LPAR.

Detach the USB device and retry.

0x00 00000000 0030 05 to 0x00
00000000 0070 05

0x20

Terminated by user.

None.

0x00 ******** 0030 04 to 0x00
******** 0070 04

0x02

Connection refused (LPAR Mover-LPAR
Mover)
[Migration terminated by a network
failure.]

Check for recovery of connection
between the source HVM and the
destination HVM, and then retry
migration.

0x00 ******** 0030 05 to 0x00
******** 0070 05

0x02

Connection refused (LPAR Mover-LPAR
Mover)
[Migration terminated by a network
failure.]

Check for recovery of connection
between the source HVM and the
destination HVM, and then retry
migration.

0x00 00000000 1008 05

0x01

The specified LPAR had been moved,
Reserve enough amount of free
but The MMS thread could not allocate memory to activate the specified
LPAR at the destination.
enough resource to activate.
[An error occurred when activating the
specified LPAR at the destination.]

0x00 00000000 0030 05

0x31

Init Connection Failed (HVM-HVM).

0x00 00000000 0040 04

Connection between the source and
destination HVMs has failed.
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Retry the migration after
confirming connection between
the source and destination HVMs.

Detailed error information detected by Recovery module
Format
“EMG” op1 : don’t_care : don’t_care : (op3) : ”Recovery” : message



“EMG”: Fixed characters meaning error message.



“Recovery”: Fixed characters meaning Recovery module.



don’t_care: Values at this position are negligible.



op1: 1st operand that identifies error detail in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



op3: 3rd operand that identifies reason in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



Message: Error detail in text. See Description.

Table 6-5 Error message detected by Recovery module
op1
0x00 00000000 0000 10

op3
0x01

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

Connection refused (MMC-MMS)
Check the following, make corrections if
[Migration Console module (MMC) cannot necessary, and then retry recovery
operation:
connect to Migration Management
module (MMS).]
The specified server blade (HVM) is up
and running.
Communication to the IP address of the
specified server blade is established.

0x00 00000000 0010 10

0x01

Connection refused (MMS-Specified blade
IP=%s)
[Recovery operation terminated by a
network failure.]

Check for recovery of connection
between the management server and the
specified server blade, and then retry
recovery operation.

0x00 00000001 0011 10

0x01

The specified LPAR is busy, please wait
until another migration is completed.

Wait until the ongoing migration is
complete and then retry recovery
operation.

0x01

Loading recovery files failed. Hardware failures may have occurred.

0x00 00000001 0031 10
0x00 00000016 0011 00
0x00 00000016 0031 10

Reading recovery file has failed.

0x00 00000023 0011 10

Retry the recovery procedure after
executing procedure of failure detection
(Saves the configuration information by
pressing F9 key).

0x00 00000023 0031 10

0x00 00000021 0011 10

0x01

The MMS could not recover the specified Deactivate the specified LPAR and then
retry recovery operation.
LPAR from a failed-migration state
because of activated LPAR.
[Recovery operation failed because the
specified LPAR is in Activate state.]

0x01

The specified LPAR was not recover from Retry recovery operation.
a failed-migration state, and try again.
[Recovery operation failed.]

0x00 00000021 0031 10
0x00 00000027 0011 10
0x00 00000027 0031 10
0x00 00000029 0011 10
0x00 00000029 0031 10

Hardware might be failed.
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op1

op3

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x00 00000000 0020 10

0x01

Connection refused (MMS-Blade IP=%s) Check for recovery of connection either
[Recovery operation terminated by a
between the management server and the
network failure.]
specified server blade at the source or
between the management server and the
specified server blade at the destination;
then, retry recovery operation.

0x00 00000000 0030 10

0x01

Connection refused (MMS-Specified blade
IP=%s)
[Recovery operation terminated by a
network failure.]

Check for recovery of connection
between the management server and the
specified server blade, and then retry
recovery operation.

Detailed error information detected by the source HVM
Format
“EMG” op1 : op2 : don’t_care : (op3) : ”MMS” : message



“EMG”: Fixed characters meaning error message.



“SrcHVM”: Fixed characters meaning the source HVM.



don’t_care: Values at this position are negligible.



op1: 1st operand that identifies error detail in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



op2: 2nd operand that identifies supplementary information in hexadecimal
code. See Description.



op3: 3rd operand that identifies reason in hexadecimal code. See
Description.



Message: Shows error detail in text. See Description.

Table 6-6 Error message detected by the source HVM
op1

op2

op3

0x 00000000 0200 30 06 0x0000 0000 0000 0037
0x 00000000 0200 40 06
0x 00000000 02aa 40 06 0x0000 0000 0000 003d
0x 00000000 02ab 40 06
0x 00000000 02ac 40 06
0x 00000000 02ad 40 06

Message [interpretation]

Suggested action

0x30 LPAR Migration was canceled. Activate the migrated LPAR
and retry.
LPAR deactivation was
detected.
0x30 LPAR Migration was canceled.
Guest OS is in boot process
or FC-HBA Driver does not
support Concurrent
Maintenance.

Check Hitachi Fibre channel
driver versions on source
and destination server
blades and retry.

0x 00000000 02ae 40 06
0x 00000000 02ab 30 06 0x0000 0000 0000 0028
0x 00000000 02ab 40 06 0x0000 0000 0000 0029

0x30 LPAR Migration was canceled. Execute the LPAR migration
FC-HBA status is changing.
again.

0x0000 0000 0000 16**
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Collecting failure information
When you cannot resolve a failure which has occurred on HVM Navigator, see
Hitachi Compute Blade HVM Navigator User's Guide - Getting Started.
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7
List of icons
This chapter describes the icons which are displayed in the windows.
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The icons showing states of HVMs in the tree view in the “Migration” or “Add
Migration” window are shown in Table 7-1.

Table 7-1 Icons representing statuses of HVMs
Icon

Showing
An HVM that succeeded in the last status update. (Normal state.)
An HVM that has failed in the last status update. (Investigation on HVM status and connection
with management server is required.)
An HVM that contains one or more LPARs requiring manual recovery. (Execute manual
recovery.)
An HVM that contains an LPAR being migrated. (This icon is displayed on the applicable HVM
after the completion of status update process.)

The icons showing states of LPARs in the tree view in the “Migration” or “Add
Migration” window are shown in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2 Icons representing statuses of LPARs
Icon

Showing
An unassigned LPAR (selectable as the migration destination).
An LPAR in Deactivate (power-off) state.
An LPAR in Activate (power-on) state.
An LPAR in need of manual recovery. (Execute manual recovery.)
An LPAR not selectable for Migration functions.
A failing LPAR blocked from use.
An LPAR that has failed in the last status update.
An LPAR being migrated. (This icon is displayed on the applicable LPAR after the completion
of status update process.)
An unrecoverable LPAR.
An LPAR that WWNs are being rolled back.
An LPAR that accesses to LUs with a migration WWPN.
An LPAR that the state of assigned WWNs is "Unknown".
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The icons showing the state of LPAR migration in the “Migration Progress” or
“Migration Policy” window are shown in Table 7-3.

Table 7-3 Icons representing execution statuses of migration
Icon

Showing
The process normally ended.
The process is in progress.
The process is in the execution queue and waiting for execution.
The process abnormally ended.
The process abnormally ended and is executing termination processing.

The icons showing if a WWPN is registered, are shown in Table 7-4.

Table 7-4 Icon showing if WWPN is registered
Icon

Showing
The WWPN is registered to any of the storage devices registered to HVM Navigator.
The WWPN isn't registered to any of the storage devices registered to HVM Navigator.

The icons showing if a migration WWPN is registered, are shown in Table 7-5.

Table 7-5 Icon showing if migration WWPN is registered
Icon

Showing
The migration WWPN is registered to any of the storage devices registered to HVM Navigator.
The migration WWPN isn't registered to any of the storage devices registered to HVM
Navigator.
The migration WWPN isn't registered to any of the storage devices registered to HVM
Navigator. Besides, you cannot register the migration WWPN to a host group because the
WWPN created with the same vfcID isn't registered to any of the storage devices registered
to HVM Navigator.
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